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softcovers (minor shelfwear, very slight rubbing),
NF copy. First edition of this beautifully printed
ABC and counting book for children, with
splendid colour lithography. The wonderful letters
include A is for Alice, C is for Cora and Candy -both sweet, G is for George a Gay Grenadier, P is
for Patty and Plum-Pudding too, X is for X-mas,
and Z is for Zillah. Also includes sections on
children’s toys manufactured and sold by
Mcloughlin Bros. at the time. Worldcat locates 4
copies (American Antiquarian Society, Brown,
Univ. of Florida, U of C Boulder). ! $ 200.00

ARCHIVES & PHOTOS &
BOOKS - OH MY!
California International Antiquarian
Book Fair
Oakland Marriott City Center
Booth # 210

2) [AFRICAN-AMERICANA -MINSTRELS]. UPTON, Florence K. &
UPTON, Bertha. The Golliwogg’s desert
island. Verses by. . . . London, New York &
Bombay: Longmans, Green & Co., [1906].
Oblong 4to. 64 pp. Colour lithograph plates
throughout, sepia-tinted lettering & text

1) [ABC]. [EDWARDS, Mary Ellen]. Play and
learn ABC. [New York: McLoughlin Bros.,
1899. 4to. [16 pp (unpaginated)], colourchromolithograph & colour-lithograph printed
illustrations & text, w/ 6 full colour plates. Selfprinted colour-chromolithograph illustrated

illustrations. Quarter-red cloth over colour
lithograph illustrated boards (couple very minor
holes in outer hinge gutter crease, dustsoiling,
edgewear, very minor scuffing), still VG bright
copy, w/ former ownership markings dated 1906
on ffep. First edition of this charmingly illustrated
installment in the Golliwogg’s series, featuring an
homage to Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe, and the
adventures of the Golliwogg minstrel doll as he
rescues the other dolls from the desert island.
Upton (1873-1922) based the series on a minstrel
doll she played with in her aunt’s attic, and was
disturbed later about the dark and degrading
connotations which became attached to her
character before her death. She and her mother
Bertha had failed to copyright the Golliwogg, and
although her characters were adventurous, silly
and lovable, later Golliwog characters driven by
Enid Blyton’s books were often mean-spirited, sly,
and treacherous. See: Dr. David Pilgrim, The
Golliwog Caricature, Ferris State University, Jim
Crow Museum of Racist Memorabilia (2012).

!

!

!

!

!

translucent photographic paper, 8 tipped-in
photographs, most hand-coloured, all printed on
translucent photographic paper. Embossed beige
printed softcovers, yapp edges, punch sewn at
spine and tied w/ brown silk braid, signed by
author on final leaf, and presentation copy to John
Raymond Westervelt (1866-1951), well-known
Portland Dentist, and influential patron of the arts,
numbered on verso of title. ! !
$ 325.00

$ 395.00

3) [ALASKA -- BASKETRY]. CAVANA, V.
[iolet] V.[irginia]. Alaska basketry. Portland,
OR: Privately printed by the Beaver Club of
Oregon, 1917. 4to. 49, [1] pp., printed in sepiatinted ink, rubricated & gilt painted initial. With
tipped-in hand-coloured photograph printed on

First edition, signed & numbered, No. 14 of 102
copies printed, of this remarkably scarce work
detailing the basketry and baskets produced by the
Athapascan, Haida, Aleutian, Tlinget, Eskimo &
Kuskokwim Native American tribes in Alaska. The
baskets described in this work were all drawn from
Ms. Cavana’s collection which she had acquired
while living in Alaska from 1897-1903, traveling
through most of the major basket producing areas
in Alaska, and the Yukon. Cavana (1874-1966) was
a public school teacher and music teacher through
most of her life. Of particular interest are the
photographs which appear to be a Kallitype
process, in which a translucent paper was soaked
with iron ammonium citrate, citric acid, and silver
nitrate, and then placed on top of a glass plate
negative of the author’s baskets emulsion side up,
and then removed from the photo printing frame,
washed, fixed, and then hand-coloured. See:
Porter, Art of Native American Basketry: A Living

Legacy, p. 342; Dick Stevens, Kallitype: The
Processes and the History, pp. 276-277.

4) [ALASKA -- STEAMSHIP MAP]. [BAKER,
L.W. (General Freight & Passenger Agent).]
Alaska Steamship Company, Copper River &
Northwestern R.R. [promotional brochure &
map]. Seattle, WA: Alaska Steamship Co.,
[Printed by Frank McCaffrey], [1924]. 8vo. 22
pp. brochure which folds out into 31.5 x 27 in.
colour-printed map dated 1917 by the Poole Bros.,
w/ photo illustrations around border, numerous
colour, colour-tinted and photo text illustrations on
verso. Self-printed colour-illustrated and printed
softcovers, cover art w/ scenes of Alaska Native
Americans by Sydney Laurence (1865-1940) of
canoe & totem pole (minor scuffing, edgewear),

still VG bright copy. First edition, thus, of this
beautifully printed travel brochure and route map
for the Alaska Steamship Company, and their
Copper River & Northwestern Railroad routes
along the Copper River region in Alaska, the
Prince William Sound, and more. The several
cruises, and possible tour packages offered by the
company for summer travel are detailed, and
further embellished with photographs, and
artwork by Eustace Paul Ziegler (1881-1969), noted
Seattle artist who captured Alaskan travels and life
for 60 years. No copies in Worldcat. $ 175.00

5) [ALASKA -- STEAMPSHIP PASSENGER
LIST]. [List of passengers. S.S. Baranof
sailing from Seattle July 14, 1937]. Alaska
passenger list. Sailing sheltered seas. . . .
Seattle, WA: Alaska Steamship Co., [Printed
by Frank McCaffrey], [1937]. 8vo. [8 pp
(unpaginated).] With colour text illustrations.
Colour-illustrated and printed softcovers, Art Deco
cover art & lettering, photos of Alaska on front
cover border, metallic ink, turquoise & pink (slight
shelfwear), NF copy, w/ Nordale Hotel receipt for
Frank L. Poole of Tacoma laid-in July 26, 1937.
First edition, thus, of this beautifully printed
passenger list for the SS Baranof, a 373 foot
steamship displacing 8900 tons, one of 16 ships in
the fleet operated by Alaska Steamship Company,
operating out of Seattle to Skagway, Seward and
Nome. !
!
!
!
$ 50.00

500 images depict steamships, street scenes,
Native Americans, surveyors, surveying,
explosives work, road building, camp
scenes, land auctions, and more.] [Juneau,
AK, Catskill, NY, New York, & Seattle, WA:
Henry A. Keil, 1890-1921]. Oblong Folio. 15 x 11

6) [ALASKA, YUKON, BRITISH
COLUMBIA & NEW YORK -- PHOTO
ALBUM]. [KEIL, Henry A.] [An extraordinary
photo album documenting the life and
adventures of a young Catskill, NY native
who heads to Alaska to be a prospector at 17,
works as a miner, and laborer on railroad and
road construction projects, before returning
to the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in NY
for training as an engineer. After graduation,

he works as a surveyor with Alaska
Government Land Office survey party, and
later the United States Government Land
Office Survey in Motanuska Valley, with 100s
of photos recording survey work, hunting,
mining, and sports in Juneau, near the
Perseverance Mine, Tanana, Nenana, Eagle,
Fairbanks, Chitina, Kotsina, the Columbia
Glacier, Mt. Wrangell, and much more. Over

in. [86 pp (unpaginated).], on thick black paper
stock. With 504 original photographs & Real Photo
Postcards, sized 1.5 x 2.5 in. up to 4.75 x 6.5 in.,
with most sized 3.5 x 5.5, captions in white ink
throughout, 1 boudoir sized albumen photo of the
large family home in Catskill, NY, w/
photographer’s imprint on lower fore-edge, 2
cabinet card photos, and 1 tintype,showing the
Keil family with small kids on burros or Shetland
ponies, newspaper clippings, railroad passes, and
more. Contemporary simulated black calf postbinder, sewn at gutter margin w/ cotton lace
(minor wear, scuffing, edgewear to a couple leaves,
a few images w/ minor closed tears, slightly
shaken), still VG exemplar, w/ silhouette of the
“Author” on the first page. ! !
$ 3500.00

This exceptional and thoroughly annotated photo
album chronicles the life and experiences of a
young prospector, surveyor, and later civil
engineer in Alaska at the beginning of the 20th
century. Although he opens with many images and
views of Juneau, AK, nearby glaciers, the
Perseverance Mine, and more, the earlier photos in
Alaska begin in 1907 chronicling his life as a 17year old prospector and miner near Skagway, then
Long Glacier, along the Kotsina River, and the
Copper River. Included as well in the album are
photographs of the Alaskan Native-American “Dr.
Bill” and his family on the Copper River in 1907,
looking at photos with Klooch, an American Indian
ferry boat on the Copper river, others canoeing

near Ellamar, Alaska, and more. In addition, there
are photos of he and his friends hunting bears in
Kotsina, AK, sheds blown down by a Copper River
Zephyr, a Copper River RR cut throgh the
mountains, scenic vistas of the Columbia Glacier,
Kotsina distric mining camp, and even the
building of the Kuskulana River Bridge for the
C.R. & N.W. Railroad, together with street scenes
in Valdez.

photos show the town of Knik, Alaska near
Anchorage which was a booming gold down from
1898 through 1917, along with photos of freithing
on Tompson Summit near Valdez, photos of
Chitina, Ak, construction camps on the Copper
River and Northwestern RR in 1910, along with
Siwash Indian shacks, Kotsina District, and even
Carbiou. There are many camp scenes with the
surveyors setting in their tents, inspecting maps,
eating outside, the vast Alaska valleys, as well as
photos of baseball games, foot ball games, fish
wheel on the Tenana River, a Native American fish
From 1914 through 1917, Keil works on survey
crews, working for the U.S. Government Land
Office after Alaska becomes a territory, so the
surveys not only worked on marking out the
boundaries, but also determining land claims,
resurveying many of the boundaries, as well as
determining the changes in the mineral leasing

laws changed in 1914. Keil has included photos of
the Matunaska Valley survey in 1915, the camp on
Eaks Creek, pack train at the Chicaloon coal camp,
sternwheeler stranded by the ebb tide, as well as
many photos of placer mining in Fairbanks
District, AK which show the water monitors, piles
of tailings, mining equipment and more. Several

camp, as well as tanning moose hide. There also
photos of canoe races by Native Americans at
Nenana, AK in 1916 and Brother Abbey’s
Harmony Band in Nenana during the 4th of July
celebrations. Of special interest are photographs
showing an air boat piloted by F.S. Ryus on the
Tanana River in 1917, powered by large airplane
prop, and elevated engine, as well as an entire
series of photos showing the survey teams attempt
to take Dodge touring cars along the “ideal” trail
from Fairbanks to Chitina. They finally give up
and leave them at Millers Road House, trading
them in for horses for handling the snow. Keil has

even included a menu for the Mt. McKinley Park
Boundary Survey Luncheon held July 4, 1921,
including such items as Cream of Tapioca soup,
Norwegian Smoked Brisling, McKinley Jambalai,
cheese, onions, and raspberry preserves. Keil
(1890-1964) was the son of a well-to-do Catskill,
NY butcher named Julius Keil (b. 1843) who had
immigrated from Frankfurt during the Civil War,
and prospered enough to retire as a gentleman to a
stately home by the age of 55. Keil was a miner in
Alaska, became a surveyor and engineer and
stayed through World War I, serving with the 14th
Infantry until Nov., 1918, before returning briefly
to NY, and subsequently back to Alaska, and then
Seattle where he became a King County draftsman,
and later city engineer. See: Albert White, A
History of the Rectangular Survey System, Vol. II,
pp. 188-192; Coleen Mielke, The History of Knik,
Alaska, From Boom Town to Ghost Town (2018).

7) ANDERSON, Anne. Anne Anderson’s
fairy tales. Racine, WI: Whitman Publishing
Co., 1935. Folio. 20 pp. With colour-illustrated
title, 9 colour plates, numerous black & white text
illustrations. Colour-illustrated softcovers, vivid
colour cover art by Anderson front & back cover
(minor dustsoiling, minor bumping to corners,
shelfwear), still VG copy. First edition of this nicely

illustrated anthology of condensed fairy tales from
the Grimms, Andersen, Perrault, and other
sources. !
!
!
!
$ 75.00

numerous large folding maps, maps. Uniformly
bound in blue-gray publisher’s linen, gilt lettering
& ruling on spines, t.e.g. (very slight shelfwear,
very slight sunning to spines), still NF set.
First American edition of this account of the British
Antarctic expedition to the South Pole from
1910-1913. This expansive work provides
considerable detail and scientific information
collected during the expeditions, including the
second which reached the South Pole a month after
Amundsen and perished on their return to trip to
base camp. ! !
!
!
$ 400.00

8) [ANTARCTIC]. SCOTT, R.[obert] F. Scott’s
last expedition. in two volumes. Vol. I being
the journals of Captain R.F. Scott, R.N.,
C.V.O. [on his journey to the South Pole].
Vol. II. Being the reports of the journeys and
the scientific work undertaken by Dr. E.A.
Wilson and the surviving members of the
expedition. Arranged by Leonard Huxley,
with a preface by Sir Clements R. Markham.
New York: Dodd, Mead & Co., 1913.

Two vols. Thick 8vo. xxiv, 443, [1]; xiv, [2], 376 pp.,
plus 2 pp. publ. ads. Titles in red & black.
Photogravure frontispieces both vols., 6 sketches in
photogravure, 18 coloured plates, 260 full page and
text illusts from photographs, panoramas,

9) APPLETON, Victor [pseud. of GARIS,
Howard]. Tom Swift and his house on
wheels: or, a trip to the mountain of
mystery. . . . New York: Grosset & Dunlap, [c.
1929 (1930)]. 12mo. iv, 216 pp., plus 4 pp. publ.
ads. Frontisp. Pictorial publisher’s cloth, quad
cover art in black & red (handmade ownership
card & sleeve mounted front pastedown, minor
fraying foot of spine, corners), w/ d.j. cover art of
Swift Bus Camper on front cover (minor chipping
head of spine, minor tears affecting letters upper
fore-edge front cover), still VG-/G- copy, w/
charming ownership lending card from young Jane
T. Christie’s personal library. First edition, 2nd
printing, of No. 32 in the Tom Swift Series, listing
to Big Dirigible on front flap, House on Wheels on
verso of title, 9 Don Sturdy Titles on back cover.
!
!
!
!
!
$ 50.00

10) APPLETON, Victor [pseud. of GARIS,
Howard]. Tom Swift circling the globe: or,
the daring cruise of the air monarch. New

11) APPLETON, Victor [pseud. of GARIS,
Howard]. Tom Swift and his chest of secrets
or tracing the stolen inventions. Illustrated.
New York: Grosset & Dunlap., [c. 1925 (ca.
1929)]. 12mo. 216 pp., plus 4 pp. publisher’s ads.
Glossy frontisp. Publisher’s mustard-coloured
cloth, quad vignettes illust. & decorated in red &
black (slight shelfwear), w/ d.j. cover art by W.S.
Rogers (minor chipping head & foot of spine,
couple minor tears), still NF/VG- copy. First
edition, 4th printing of No. 28 in the Tom Swift
Series, listing to House on Wheels on front flap,
and in the ads at rear, Don Sturdy in Lion Land on
back cover. ! !
!
!
$ 50.00

York: Grosset & Dunlap, [c. 1927 (1928)].
12mo. [4], 216 pp., plus 4 pp. publ. ads. Frontisp.
Pictorial publisher’s cloth, quad cover art in black
& red (slight lean, very minor shelfwear), w/ d.j.
cover art of airplane on front cover (chipping foot
of spine w/ loss, edgewear & minor chipping
upper fore-edge), still NF/G- copy. First edition,
2nd printing, of No. 30 in the Tom Swift Series,
listing to Talking Pictures on front flap, Circling the
Globe on verso of title, 7 Don Sturdy Titles on back
cover. ! !
!
!
!
$ 45.00

12) [AQUARIUMS -- CONCHOLOGY
CATALOGUE]. HOLMES, J.[ames] H.
Marine shells, corals, curios, etc. Catalogue
No. 10. For sale by. . . [Marine shells, etc.,
from Florida, the West Indies and the
Pacific. . . .] Dunedin, FL: J.H. Holmes, [ca.
1899]. 8vo. [32 pp (unpaginated).] Woodcutengraved text illustrations throughout. Light
green printed softcovers, cover art of shell
(edgewear, light sunning, slight creasing, 1 very
small tear), still VG- copy. First edition, thus, of
this unusually scarce and nicely illustrated
conchology catalogue filled with specimens for
sale, as well coral specimens, sea stars, puffer fish,

mounted alligators, egg cases, mounted horn
toads, Leopard shark eggs, sawfish saws, dried
cow fish, and even mounted scorpions. The
Victorian era saw a tremendous expansion of
interest in Natural History specimens, the need for
fittings in the very popular marine aquariums for
the parlours, as well as collectors and institutions
fitting out their “Cabinets” of curiosities. Holmes
(1837-1920) was a gentleman farmer who
developed his passion for shells and marine curios
after moving to Florida by the 1870s, and whose
advertisements first begin appearing in collectors
publications for eggs and shells as early as 1898.
No copies in Worldcat (Copy of Catalogue No. 6 at
N. Dakota Historical Society Library). $ 175.00

13) [AQUARIUM]. SMITH, Hugh M.
[cCormick]. Japanese goldfish: their varieties
and cultivation. A practical guide to the
Japanese methods of goldfish culture for
amateurs and professionals. . . . Washington,
D.C.: W.F. Roberts Co., 1909. Oblong 8vo. 112
pp. Photo frontisp., numerous photo illustrations,
10 colour chromolithograph plates by J. Urata,
numerous text illustrations. Ribbed-green
publisher’s cloth, gilt fancy Oranda embossed on
front cover, gilt lettering (minor wear & fraying
head & foot of spine, corners), still VG- copy. First
edition of this excellent work detailing the
cultivation and aquarium keeping of Japanese
goldfish species. At the beginning of the 20th
century, there was an explosion of interest in
Japanese goldfish breeds, and the leading goldfish
breeding center farms were located in Koriyama
next to the ancient Japanese capital city of Nara.

Over 350 different goldfish breeding operations
were supplying millions of exotic goldfish to
international markets, and the Nara Trading Co.
which also dealt imported and distributed Chinese
& Japanese pharmaceuticals were well known for
their aquarium supplies and goldfish breeds. This
well-illustrated handbook details with
wonderfully rendered chromolithographs the
Wakin, Ryukin, Ranchu or Maruko, Oranda
Shishigashira, Demkin, Deme-Ranchu, Shukin, and
other goldfish varieities. Smith (1865-1941) was a
noted ichthyologist and administrator in the US
Bureau of Fisheries who wrote this work while
leading the scientific expedition aboard the
Albatross on her expeditions to the Philippines,
and South China Sea. See: Hamera, Parlor Ponds:
The Cultural Work of the American Home
Aquarium, 1850-1970; Japanese Goldfish Farms,
The Summary, New York State Reformatory at
Elmira, Vol. 33, June 17, 1905, p. 3; Nippon-Jin Sha,
New York Japanese Address Book, 1921. $ 400.00

14) [ARCHITECTURE -- ART DECO
GLASS]. Beautiful sani-onyx: a vitreous
marble for your walls; [Hospitals; Barber
shops; Meat markets; Restaurant, hotel,
cafeteria & soda fountain equipment].
Indianapolis, IN: Marietta Manufacturing
Co., [1927]. 4to. 119, [1] pp. With over 150 colour
and black & white illustrations throughout,
decorative blue borders at upper fore-edge of each
page, floor diagrams and blueprints, section titles
all framed in blue borders, decorative blue details.
Recent black cloth, black endpapers, gilt lettering
stamped on front cover & spine (soiling &
markings on title, dustsoiling to rear leaf, minor

thumbing & slight soiling to first couple signatures
fore-edges), still a VG- copy. !!
$ 450.00

the Marietta Co. in 1900, and quickly provided the
signature finish for signs, tables, and cladding in
Art Deco and Streamline Moderne buildings. In
addition, they proved extremely popular for use in
hospitals, sanitariums, barber shops, beauty shops,
butchers, restaurants, and soda fountains for
providing a hygienic surface. The range of colours
was wide, and black structural glass was often
silvered to provide a reflective finish, and the
colour illustrations depict striking motifs, and
decorative elements, as well as functional. The
blueprint floor plan diagrams included within the
catalogue are dated 1927. Worldcat locates 1 copy
(Wisconsin Hist. Soc. Lib.); See: Pamela Simpson,
Cheap, Quick & Easy: Imitative Architectural
Materials, 1870-1930, pp. 123-127.

First edition of this rare Jazz Age catalogue
extolling the use of Marietta Manufacturing
pigmented structural glass panels, marketed as
“Sani-Onyx” vitreous marble. These striking
opaque plate glass panels were first developed by

15) [ARCHITECTURE -- ORNAMENTAL
IRONWORK]. [FREDERICK, John E.] Tenth
annual catalogue of ornamental fence. . . .
Kokomo, IN & [Fort Wayne, IN]: Kokomo
Fence Machine Co., [The Archer Printing
Co.], [1910]. Oblong 8vo. 9 x 6 in.. 40 pp. Title in
red & black, red woodcut-engraved border
throughout, woodcut-engravings and photo text
illustrations throughout. Pink-coloured printed &
illustrated softcovers, cover art photo of large foursquare Victorian home w/ ornamental iron fence,
Omaha Greater America Exposition 1899 medals
on back cover (very minor sunning and soiling to
fore-edges), still a VG bright copy. ! $ 225.00
First edition, thus, of this very and nicely
illustrated Edwardian ornamental iron fence
catalogue filled with designs for steel fences,
wrought steel fences with enamel, bronze, or steel
pattern fences, ornamental iron gateways, large

decorative ornamental iron cemetery gates, and
more. Founded in 1899 by Frederick (d. 1943), who
originally trained as a medical doctor, but moved
to Howard County in 1896 and started the
Kokomo Fence Machine Company which debuted
its products at the Omaha Greater America
Exposition in 1899. His machinery would weave
the wire fencing onsite for farmers and contractors,
and eventually would merge with two other
companies creating the Continental Steel Co. The
H.C. Bauer Engraving Co. were well known for
their photo-engraving using zinc and copper
etching to reproduce excellent and sharp
illustrations. Worldcat locates 1 copy (Athenaeum
of Philadelphia).

16) [ARCHITECTURE -- STAINED GLASS].
ARNOLD, Hugh. Stained glass of the Middle
Ages in England and France. Painted by
Lawrence B. Saint. London: Adam and
Charles Black, 1913. Thick tall 8vo. xiv, 269, [1]
pp. Colour frontisp., 49 colour plates.
Decorated brown cloth, illust. & lettering on
front cover & spine in black, orange & white,
gilt lettering on spine (minor shelfwear, front
hinge just starting, very minor wear to
corners), still a VG- copy, w/ former
ownership bookplate on ffep. First edition of
this wonderfully installment in the A&C Black
series, 1 of 3000 copies. ! !
$ 150.00
17) [ARCHITECTURE]. [JOHNSON, A.
Gales]. Better homes at lower cost. 101
modern homes standardized. Book No. 8.
Washington, D.C.: Standard Homes Co., 414
Colorado Building, 1926. Oblong 4to. 12.25 x
9.2 in. 107, [1] pp. With 101 house plan designs,

and photos of elevations, photos of garages, garage
doors, and interior and exterior doors. Colourillustrated softcovers, backed in brown cloth,
colour front & back covers showing homes framed
in large pine trees (minor edgewear, rubbing,
minor fraying head & foot of spine, very slight
creasing to corners, 1 leaf w/ closed tears expertly
repaired), still VG- copy. First edition, of this scarce
floor plan and design catalogue from the storied
house plan company during the Roaring 20s. The
home designs encompass Arts & Crafts
Bungalows, 4-Square homes, Tudor Revivals,
Dutch Colonials, and Colonial Revival bungalows.
The Standard Homes Co. was founded in Toledo,
OH originally in 1917 by Johnson while working as
a sales agent for several contractors in Detroit, MI,
and later after World War I moved to Washington,
D.C. Worldcat locates 5 copies (Columbia, Indiana,
Univ. of Michigan, Wake Forest, Cleveland).

!

!

!

!

!

$ 375.00

18) [ARCTIC]. GILDER, William H.[enry].
Ice-pack and tundra: an account of the search
for the Jeannette and a sledge journey
through Siberia. . . . New York: Charles

Scribner’s Sons, 1883. 8vo. xi, [3], 344 pp., plus 4
pp. publisher’s ads. Frontisp., numerous text
illustrations, 3 maps w/ colour (1 large folding at
rear). Pictorial gray-blue publisher’s cloth, cover
art and lettering in black, white, & gilt front cover
& spine (slight lean to spine, minor rubbing head
& foot of spine, minor wear to corners), still VG
copy.

First edition of this vivid memoir chronicling the
Jeannette search expedition on the USS Rodgers
under Captain Berry which caught fire on the
western shore of the Bering Strait, and Gilder was
forced to make a midwinter journey of nearly 2000
miles across Siberia to telegraph to the government
the news of the disaster. Afterwards he
participated in the search for De Long and other
Jeannette survivors in the Lena Delta, and after
finding them incorporates their accounts to narrate
the final days of the fated ship and her crew. Arctic
Bibliography, 5744. ! !
!
$ 300.00

NF/VG- copy. First edition, stated, of this
fascinating anthology of crime, including the true
story of Picard who served as the basis for Dumas’
Count of Monte Cristo, true account of the Man in
the Iron Mask, the half-brother of Louis XIV, the
vengeance of Lady Guilfort, the female Bluebeard
of Paris, the adventures of Eugene Fancois Vidocq,
criminal and criminalist whose exploits in crime
detection, founder and first director of the Surete
Nationale, and inspiration for Victor Hugo, Edgar
Allan Poe, and de Balzac. Very scarce in the
original dustjacket. ! !
!
$ 200.00

19) ASHTON-WOLFE, H.[arry]. True stories
of immortal crimes (Tales of terror). New
York: E.P. Dutton & Co., Inc., [1931]. 8vo. xii,
[13]-286 pp. Frontisp., numerous plates. Red ribbed
publisher’s cloth, black lettering front cover &
spine, w/ d.j. vivid Art Deco cover art in orange,
pink & black (minor closed tears, slight chipping
head of spine, couple old repairs on verso), still

20) [ASTORIA -- SAILING]. [ALLEN,
Harrison (Sectry).] [Sixth Annual] Regatta
souvenir. August 21, 22 and 23, 1899.

Containing the program, prizes, courses, and
sailing rules. Also a history. . . . [Astoria, OR:
J.S. Dellinger, 1899]. Oblong 8vo. [40 pp
(unpaginated).] Photo-illustrated title, numerous
photo illustrations, text illusts., sailing course map.
Printed softcovers, lettering & design in black &
red (minor interior soiling, creasing to a few
corners, chipping to spine, couple minor closed
tears), still G- copy, from the library of Regatta
chairman and member Thomas Harriet Linville
(1861-1942), policemen and freight hauler, Astoria
Customs Inspector, hauled miners over the
Chilkoot Pass to the Klondike 1897-1898, and
sheriff of Clatsop County in 1899.

Linville (1861-1942), policemen and freight hauler,
Astoria Customs Inspector, hauled miners over the
Chilkoot Pass to the Klondike 1897-1898, and
sheriff of Clatsop County in 1899. First edition of
this scarce program of the oldest community
celebration in Oregon’s oldest city. The festival
incorporated parade floats through town, boat
parades, motor boat races,fishing boat races, and
hydroplane races. This programs includes photos
of amenities and attractions on the Oregon Coast.
Worldcat locate 1 copy (Univ. of Oregon). $ 75.00

First edition of this exceedingly scarce and wellillustrated program of the oldest community
celebration in Oregon’s oldest city. The festival
incorporated parade floats through town, boat
parades, motor boat races, Native American canoe
races, Chinese Barge races, sailing races, Regatta
Balls and dances, and more. This programs
includes numerous photos of participating craft,
the sailing race course, downtown businesses, and
Astoria notables. Worldcat locates 2 copies (U of
W; Univ. of Oregon). !!
!
$ 200.00

21) [ASTORIA -- SAILING]. [COOK, Truman
B. (Commodore).] Program of Astoria Annual
Regatta and Clatsop County 4-H Club
Fair. . . . Astoria, OR: [Astoria Yacht Club],
1932. 8vo. [24 pp (unpaginated).] Numerous photo
illustrations, text illusts. Colour-printed softcovers,
Astoria Yacht Club Pennant on front cover,
lettering in blue & yellow (minor shelfwear), still
VG copy from the library of former Regatta
chairman and member Thomas Harriet

22) [ASTORIA -- SAILING]. [COOK, Truman
B. (Commodore).] Twenty-Second annual
Astoria Regatta program. August 31, Sept.
1-2. . . . Astoria, OR: [Astoria Yacht Club,

Printed by Astorian Budget], 1933. 8vo. [16 pp
(unpaginated).] Numerous photo illustrations, text
illusts. Colour-printed softcovers, Astoria Yacht
Club Pennant on front cover, lettering in blue &
yellow (minor shelfwear, center fold crease), still
VG copy from the library of former Regatta
chairman and member Thomas Harriet Linville
(1861-1942), policemen and freight hauler, Astoria
Customs Inspector, hauled miners over the
Chilkoot Pass to the Klondike 1897-1898, and
sheriff of Clatsop County in 1899. First edition of
this scarce program of the oldest community
celebration in Oregon’s oldest city. The festival
incorporated parade floats through town, boat
parades, motor boat races,fishing boat races, and
hydroplane races. This programs includes photos
of amenities and attractions on the Oregon Coast.
Worldcat locate 1 copy (Univ. of Oregon). $ 65.00

scarce dealership brochure marks the last year of
the Oldsmobile Model 43-A 4-cylinder autos,
which would be the last 4-cylinder cars produced
by the company until the 1970s. The Model 43-A
was Olds’ top seller in 1923, with over 19,000 cars
produced, and included a Brougham, Sedan,
Coupe, Semi-Sport, Cab, Touring Car, and
Roadster. The tall body allowed for easy entry and
exit for drivers, perfect for a night on the town in
the Roaring 20s, including artillery-0type wheels,
dome lights, and heaters. Some of the open cars
used leather interiors, while the closed cars used
high-grade mohair fabrics, similar to railroad car
interiors. No copies located in Worldcat. $ 125.00

23) [AUTOMOBILE REPAIR -ADVERTISING]. Automobile information
for those who want results and economy.
Portland, OR: Cook & Gill Co., 120 Union
Ave. North, [Kleist & Co., Automatic
Printers], [April, 1927]. 24mo. 3.5 x 6 in. 20 pp.,
with numerous photo illustrations, text
illustrations, tissue guard endpapers. Printed
softcovers, w/ C&G logo within woodcutengraved border front cover, stapled as issued
(slight soiling), NF copy. First edition, thus, of this
exceedingly scarce sales promotion catalogue
extolling the benefits of overhauling your old
automobile and truck using Cook & Gill machine
shop, and how they can make your old auto as
powerful as when the car was new. They
specifically specialized in converting and
refurbishing Brass era and early 1920s touring cars
and trucks. No copies located in Worldcat. $ 50.00

24) [AUTOMOBILES -- OLDSMOBILE].
Oldsmobile Model 43A four cylinder body
types. Lansing, MI: Olds Motor Works,
[1923]. 4to. [8 pp (unpaginated).], with centerfold
as issued so folds from 4 x 9 in. out to 8 x 9 in.
brochure printed in peach-colour and black, w/
nicely rendered Jazz age illustrations, photo
illustrations of models. Colour & photo-illustrated
self-printed softcovers, stapled as issued (small
hole punch at corner from being hung w/ ribbon
in dealership, minor shelfwear), still VG copy. This

25) [AUTOMOBILES -- PHOTOGRAPHS].
SEARS, Stanley E. A collection of interesting
cars. [Portfolio of 40 original silver gelatin
photographs, most with printed information
sheets]. Bolney, Sussex, UK & Oxford, UK:
Stanley E. Sears; Thomas Photos, [ca. 1960].
Oblong 8vo. 8.26 x 6.5 in. 16 printed leaves, 40
silver gelatin photographs, sized 6.5 x 8 in. (very
minor edgewear, slight toning to fore-edges, minor
creasing & toning to couple of the printed leaves).
Original printed textured green front cover, gilt
lettering stamped, preserved in green cloth
portfolio case. !
!
!
$ 1900.00
These original photos document many famed
motors from the famed automobile collection of
Stanley E. Sears (1903-1989), President of the
Veteran Car Club in the UK, former president of
the Rolls Royce Ghost 20 Club. He was noted for
his famed collection of Brass Era automobiles, and
other vintage cars and machines, including a

massive Wallis & Steevens Steam Tractor which he
converted to propane. At the end of 1959, Sears
commissioned Thomas Photos in Oxford to
photograph his cars outdoors with excellent
lighting to emphasize the details, which he
subsequently had bound in plastic-comb bindings,
or sent as portfolios with assortments from the
collection for friends and fellow enthusiasts.

Although Gerald Gauld notes in Gentleman Jack
that the 1905 Rolls-Royce was not photographed
initially, this collection does include images of that
vehicle. These images document such famed autos
as the stylish 1927 Rolls Royce Phantom I with a
Louis XIV interior and upholstery built for C.W.
Gasque of Hampstead; as well as a 1932 Rolls
Royce 20/25, 1934 Rolls Royce Phantom II, 1938
Rolls Royce Phantom III, and 1939 Rolls Royce
Wraith. Sears’ 1901 Mors which was the oldest in
the collection, featured a 2.4 litre 4-cylinder engine
and was initially owned by M. Fernand of Nancy,
France; the 1903 Clement Talbot which he
considered the cornerstone of his collection as he
saved it from the scrap metal

drives during World War II; a 1904 Mercedes
which was originally raced at Brooklands during
1906/1908 racing season by Tom Faulkner, and
later restored and rebuilt by C.R. Abbott in 1947; a
1914 Tourist Trophy Sunbeam, which was one of
the original team cars for the Tourist Trophy on the
Isle of Man in 1914 driven by Dario Resta; the 1914
Grand Prix Opel which originally competed in the
1914 Lyons French Grand Pris driven by Carl
Joerns; a 1905 Rolls Royce 20 H.P. reconstructed
from two identical chassis No. 40520 and No. 26350
replicating the Tourist Trophy Car driven by Percy
Northey in the Isle of Man event in 1905; 1912 Rolls
Royce; along with the 1923 Rolls Royce 20 H.P.;
1929 Supercharged 4 1/2 litre Bentley, which was
the original number 2 car of the Henry Birkin/
Dorothy Paget team of road racing cars. Sears
personally rebuilt the car after purchasing it in
1955, and covered a mile at an average speed of
125.676 mph in 1959 proving the successful
rebuild. Worldcat locates 1 similar copy (REVS
Institute, FL (dated 1965)); See: Graham Gauld,
Gentleman Jack: The Official Biography of Jack
Sears (2008), pp. 121-147.

26) [AUTOMOBILES -- PANORAMIC
PHOTOGRAPH]. MENTZER, [Theodore
Thurston] (Photographer) & TAUSCHER,

Frank Augustus (Designer). F.A. Tauscher in
his custom built “Stutz,” the body of which
is his own design. Photo Nos. 537 & 438. . .
[ Two large images printed next to each other
as a very large panoramic photograph
depicting side and three-quarter views of this
splendid Stutz with coachwork designed by
Tauscher]. Portland, OR: [Theodore
Mentzer], Photographer, [ca. 1925]. Two
images printed on one large silver gelatin
panoramic photograph, sized 40 x 16 in., archivally
mounted on foam core, and framed, with
remarkable strong and bright contrast. $ 950.00

A remarkable pair of photographs forming a large
panoramic image of what appears to be a custom
coach body on a 1925 Stutz Bearcat by noted
Portland motoring enthusiast and auto racer, Frank
Tauscher. The first view is a side view showing the
2-seat convertible fitted with wire wheels, and
Continental spare wheel package, side-by-side
with the second three-quarter view showing the
front grill license plate and Stutz badging.
Tauscher (1879-1939) was an Austrian-American
wood carver who first began working for the
predecessor to Doernbecher’s Furniture Company
in 1890, and would continue working for the
company through his entire career, and began
racing automobiles as early as 1913 in a Cole
winning the Inner-City Century Trophy, July 5 in
the Tacoma Road Races. He received stock,
operated as John Doernbecher’s shipping and
warehouse superintendent, as well as designer,
and supervisor of the finishing operations.
Mentzer (1893-1953), was a photographer in
Tacoma, WA and during World War I served with
the American Expeditionary Force in France,

sailing on the RMS Olympic to Europe in March,
1919, and finally returning back to the United
States on the SS Rotterdam arriving in New York
on Jan. 28, 1920. He was stationed at Fort Lewis
until the early 1920s, before setting up a studio in
Portland, OR through the 1930s, and following the
Great Depression worked for the Oregon Ship
Building Corporation in Portland, OR. No copies
located in institutional holdings; See: Doernbecher
Manufacturing Company, Petitioner, v. IRS, June
21, 1934, pp. 979-982; Homely Happenings in the
Hudson Family, The Hudson Triangle, Vol. VII, No.
27 (1918), p. 4; Tacoma Road Races, The
Automobile Journal, Vol. 35, (1913), p. 69.

27) [AVIATION -- ARCTIC]. Polar guide.
Department of the Air Force. AFTRC Manual
50-0-23. St. Louis, MO: Air Force, Ross Gould
Co., Dec. 1947-[Sept., 1948]. 4to. [Approx. 200
pp (all sections separately paginated).] Colourillustrated title, numerous colour text illustrations,
black & white text illustrations, diagrams, photo
illustrations, 2 large folding colour maps dated
Sept. & Oct., 1947 preserved in folding pockets at
rear. Original flexible black softcover post-binder,
nickel-plated screw posts at gutter margin, cover
art illustration of B-29 bomber in Arctic landscape
in silver, rounded corners, yapp edges (minor
edgewar, rubbing), still NF copy. Second edition,

revised & expanded of this unusually scarce
“Restricted” guidebook for Air Force personnel
and aircraft operating in Arctic areas following
World War II, and at the outset of the Cold War.
Sections include those on the types of ice, possible
plants in Canada and Alaska, food requirements,
Air Mechanic’s winter uniforms, windproof parkas
and flying suits, treating frostbite, snow blindness,
pre-flight procedures, de-icing of aircraft and
engines, lubrication in conditions down to -65
Fahrenheit, and even an Eskimo language
dictionary. ! !
!
!
$ 175.00

well-illustrated photo section of American
manufactured military and civil aircraft, all
identified. ! !
!
!
$ 175.00

29) [AVIATION -- BOEING]. [PITTS, Trubie
Cleo “Chick” “T.C.”]. Best wishes from the
MFG. staff. . . Boeing Wichita. Wichita, KS:
Boeing Company, May 31, 1963. 4to. [11 leaves

28) [AVIATION -- ATLAS]. WILLIAMS, Al.
The Gulf Aviation Atlas. . . . [Pittsburgh,
PA]: Gulf Aviation Products, [Gulf Refining
Co.], 1938. Folio. 32 pp. With numerous photo
illustrations, airways aviation maps printed in red
& black, text illustrations. Colour-illustrated
softcovers in blue, orange & white, Art Deco cover
art with twin-engine airliners soaring overhead
(minor shelfwear), NF copy. Fifth edition, revised,
of this scarce promotional work extolling the
Aviation industry on the eve of World War II. The
Gulf Aviation Products department has included
articles on balloons, dirigibles, zeppelins, maps of
Airline routes in North and South America, Asia,
Africa, and Australia, along with illustrated guides
to American aircraft engines, air race trophies, and

(unnumbered).], photo illustrated throughout, 3
leaves w/ signatures under photos of Boeing Co.
officials and engineers in Wichita. Gray cloth postbinder, gilt lettering stamped on front cover,
nickel-plates screwposts at gutter margin, NF copy,
filled with autographs of all the manufacturing
personnel. ! !
!
!
$ 150.00
A well-illustrated commemorative souvenir album
chronicling the planes built and serviced by Boeing
Wichita Factories, with signatures of all the
manufacturing staff at the plant in 1963. Boeing
first established aircraft manufacturing and testing
facilities in Wichita, KS in 1927, and by 1962 had
produced over 15,000 aircraft, and delivered more
than 4000 modified airplanes, including building
parts of every Boeing commercial jet, as well as
maintained and modified nearly every military
aircraft, including Air Force One. The printed
photos in this album show the Wichita plants,

illust. & lettering on endpapers (minor rubbing,
edgewear, minor wear to corners), still G copy.

Boeing aircraft such as the Model YPT-9 biplane,
Model 73 Biplane, Model X-OSS1 biplane for the
Navy, B-29, X-120, B-47, L-15, along with the B-52D
and B-52H bombers. Pitts (1908-1993) rose from
being laborer and foreman for Wichita Boeing
before World War II, to Director of Manufacturing
Materials for the plant by 1963. He later moved
upon retirement to Pennsylvania by 1965, and
eventually, Seattle in King County, WA before his
death. No copies located in Worldcat.

First edition of this promotional brochure for the
famed pre-Code World War I film which was shot
over a number of years beginning production in
1927, several pilots were killed during filming, and
featured an 18-year old and very inexperienced
Jean Harlow, starring alongside Ben Lyon and
James Hall. ! !
!
!
$ 100.00

30) [AVIATION -- FILM]. [HUGHES,
Howard]. Hell’s angels. [Los Angeles, CA:
Western Lithograph Co., 1930]. 12mo. [32 pp
(unpaginated).] With numerous photo illustrations.
Quarter-black cloth over gold boards, black
lettering front cover & silhouette of biplanes, silver

31) [AVIATION -- WOMEN]. BURNHAM,
Margaret. The girl aviators’ motor butterfly.

Chicago & New York: M.A. Donohue & Co.,
[1930]. 12mo. 307 pp., plus 3 pp. publisher’s ads.
Dark blue publisher’s cloth, w/ cover art illust. of
monoplane in black, black lettering on spine
(uniform interior toning as usual), w/ d.j.
wraparound colour cover art of monoplane in red,
white & blue on yellow background (very minor
shelfwear), NF/NF copy. First Donohue edition of
this final title in the Girl Aviators series, featuring
sisters Peggy & Jess, daughters of an aviation
engineer and designer, and their adventures in
their planes named Golden Butterfly and Red
Dragon. This title features run-ins with gypsy
kidnappers, moonshiners, and an air race in North
Carolina, much of the text in southern dialect. See:
Lisa Stepanski, Like Sportive Birds: The Girl
aviators Series and the Culture of Flight in
America, 1911-1912, The Journal of Popular
Culture, Vol. 45, Issue 4 (2012), pp. 769-788. $ 50.00

32) [BASKETS -- CATALOGUE].
[FLORANG, Emil Anton]. Hawkeye baskets.
America’s most beautiful line. 50th
Anniversary [catalogue]. Burlington, IA:
Burlington Basket Co., [1938]. Oblong 4to. 11 x
8.5 in. 24 pp. Colour-illustrated throughout,
including birds-eye view of the newly completed
160,000 square foot factory on the Mississippi
River. Colour-printed softcovers, lettering in
yellow & gilt, metallic gilt back cover (minor
shelfwear, very slight tidemark to lower corner),
still VG copy; [together with] 1 leaf price-list
printed on yellow-tinted paper, Hawkeye Clothes
Basket and 1937 Guarantee card for the prizes laidin (minor tide mark to lower corner), still VG.

First edition of this scarce and well-illustrated
catalogue by the storied basket company. This
golden anniversary catalogue includes laundry
baskets from Modernist Upright to Life-time
Hawkeye hampers; Folding stand clothes baskets,
willow clothes baskets, baby baskets, Baskenettes
and infant strollers, along with layette baskets.
Florang (1859-1941) founded the Burlington Basket
Co. in 1888, and quickly established the brand
name of Hawkeye Baskets. The original factory
burned down in 1928 in a tragic fire which burned
much of the city of Burlington, and after they
located near the Misssissippi River the new factory
suffered from frequent flooding. The company
declared bankruptcy in 2011. Worldcat locates 1
copy (Ball State). !
!
!
$ 150.00

33) BAUM, L. Frank Sky island. Being the
further exciting adventures of Trot and Cap’n
Bill after their visit to the sea fairies. Chicago
Reilly & Lee Co., [c. 1912 (1927)]. Lg. 8vo. 287,
[1] pp. Colour frontisp, numerous text illustrations,
many full page. Bright green cloth, colour plate
mounted front cover, black lettering on spine,
Reilly & Lee in boldface, blank endpapers (slight
shelfwear), NF copy. First edition, later printing,
with verso of half-title blank without ads, and only
a single colour frontispiece plate. Bienvenue &
Schmidt, p. 248. !
!
!
$ 100.00

35) BAUM, L. Frank. The Tin Woodman of
Oz. A faithful story of the astonishing
adventure undertaken by the Tin
Woodman. . . Illustrated by John R. Neill.
Chicago: Reilly & Lee Co., [c. 1918 (1923)]. Lg.

34) BAUM, L. Frank. Rinkitink in Oz.
Illustrated by John R. Neill. Chicago: Reilly
& Lee, [c. 1916 (ca. 1925)]. Tall 8vo. 314, [2] pp.
Colour frontisp., 11 colour plates, numerous
illustrations in black & white, illustrated
endpapers in black & white. Bright blue
publisher’s cloth, black lettering, Reilly & Lee
imprint at foot of spine, colour plate mounted on
front cover (very slight shelfwear, very slight
sunning to spine), NF copy. First edition, later
printing, Variant B with plates containing captions,
and no publisher’s advertisements on verso of
ownership page, Reilly & Lee imprint on title and
binding. Bienvenue & Schmidt, pp. 68-69. $ 195.00

8vo. 287, [1] pp. Colour frontisp., 11 colour plates,
numerous full page and text black & white
illustrations; black & white illustrated endpapers.
Bright blue publisher’s cloth, colour plate mounted
on front cover, spine reads Reilly & Lee (offsetting
from facing colour frontisp., minor shelfwear,
slight bumping to couple corners, very light
scuffing to front cover), still VG bright copy, w/
former ownership markings. First edition, later
printing, w/ list of titles on verso of ownership
page listing through Cowardly Lion of Oz.
Bienvenue & Schmidt, p. 75. ! !
$ 195.00

36) [BAUM] THOMPSON, Ruth Plumly. The
Royal Book of Oz. . . Illustrated by John R.
Neill. Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [c. 1921 (ca.
1925)]. Lg. 8vo. 312 pp. Including publisher’s ads
from pp. 305-312. Colour frontisp., w/ 11 colour
plates, numerous full page & text black & white
illustrations. Gray publisher’s cloth, colour plate
by Neill on front cover (minor bumping to couple
lower corners, inner hinges w/ tape repairs, wear
rubbing) still G- copy. First edition, early printing,
including the full colour plates at the mid-1920s

37) [BAUM]. COSGROVE, Rachel R. The
hidden valley of Oz. Founded on and
continuing the famous Oz stories by L. Frank
Baum. Illustrated by Dirk. Chicago: Reilly &
Lee Co., [c. 1951 (1959)]. 4to. 313, [1] pp. Frntsp.,
illust. title, numerous text illusts., illust. endpapers.
Blue cloth, black lettering on spine (slight
shelfwear), w/ d.j. cover art by Dirk Gringhuis
(minor edgewear, very minor chipping & sunning
to spine, price-clipped), still NF/VG- copy. First
edition, early printing of this 38th title in the Oz
series, colour plate front cover discontinued, listing
to this title on rear flap. See: Bienvenue & Schmidt,
p. 137. !!
!
!
!
$ 175.00

paginations as noted by Bienvenue, Scarecrow
misprint corrected on plate facing p. 255, mixed
plates with some coated on only one side, others
coated both recto & verso. Bienvenue & Schmidt,
pp. 102-103. ! !
!
!
$ 100.00

38) [BAUM]. NEILL, John R. The Wonder
City of Oz. Illustrated by John R. Neill.
Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [c. 1940 (1951)]. Lg. 8vo.
318 pp. Full page & text black & white illustrations
throughout. Publisher’s brick-red cloth, silver
lettering on spine, colour plate by Neill mounted
front cover, illustrated endpapers, w/ d.j. cover art
by Neill (minor chipping head & foot of spine,
price-clipped), NF/VG- copy. First edition, 2nd
state w/ 32 page signatures, and double-page
illust. on pp. 292-293 incorrectly switched, listing
to Hidden Valley of Oz. See: Bienvenue & Schmidt,
pp. 126-127. ! !
!
!
$ 185.00

39) [BAUM]. THOMPSON, Ruth Plumly.
Speedy in Oz. Illustrated by John R. Neill.
Chicago: Reilly & Lee, [1934]. Lg. 8vo. 298 pp.
Colour frontisp., 11 colour plates, numerous black
& white full page and text illust. (some doublepage). Dark green ribbed publisher’s cloth, with
colour plate front cover, illustrated endpapers,
semi-script imprint at foot of spine (very minor
foxing on endpapers & fore-edges), w/ d.j. cover
art by Neill (minor chipping & tears head & foot of
spine, dustsoiling, edgewear, couple closed tears,
creasing), still VG/G copy. First edition, first state,
with first state dustjacket of the last Oz book to be
released with colour plates, listing to No. 26 Ojo of
Oz on front and back flaps. Bienvenue & Schmidt,
p. 116. !!
!
!
!
$ 495.00

collector, antiquarian, and literary critic who was
close friends with W.B. Yeats, John Synge, James
Joyce, Ezra Pound, and T.S. Eliot, whose famed

40) BEARDSLEY, Aubrey. A book of fifty
drawings. With an iconography by Aymer
Vallance. London: Leonard Smithers, 4 and 5
Royal Arcade, Old Bond St., 1897. 4to. 212 pp.
Including sepia-tinted photo printed frontisp., 50
plates & silhouette tail-piece, and tissue guards w/
captions. Pictorial red publisher’s cloth, cover art
by Beardsley, gilt ruling, gilt printer’s device on
back cover, gilt lettering, t.e.g. (minor darkening &
soiling to spine, minor thumbing to gutter margin
of covers, slight bumping & wear to corners, front
inner hinge just starting), still a VG- copy, from the
library of John Quinn (1870-1924) visionary book

collection went at auction from 1923-1924. This
copy bears the beautiful Quinn bookplate designed
by John B. Yeats, father of W.B. Yeats on the front
pastedown. ! !
!
!
$ 875.00

First edition, 1 of 500 copies printed, of this
splendid collection of the art of Aubrey Beardsley
spanning his very short and astonishingly
productive career, including illustrations from Le
Morte dArthur (1893) including the larger woodcut
of Merlin, along with woodcut illustrations from
Salome (1894) -- criticized at the time by the Art
Journal as “terrible in its weirdness and
suggestions of horror and wickedness,” A comedy
of sighs, the Savoy Magazine, Leonard Smithers
third rare book catalogue, and several from the
Yellow Book (1894-97). The brilliant artist died at
the age of 25 in 1898 while living in Menton,
France for his health.

41) [BELLINGHAM -- PANORAMIC
PHOTOGRAPHS]. HANN, [Jay B.
(Photographer)]. [Panoramic photo triptych
of Bellingham, Washington as seen from the
overlook on Sehome Hill. The three
contiguous images show the Great Northern
Railroad bridge stretching across Bellingham
Bay, the Sehome Hotel, Morse Hardware
dock and warehouse, the County Courthouse,
stretching all the way through downtown
panning to the right showing forest, tracks
for the Bellingham Bay & British Columbia
Railroad, along with Sehome and Lincoln
schools]. [Bellingham, WA]: Hann

Photographer, [417 Indian St.], [ca. 1903].
Three silver gelatin photo triptych sized 7.5 x 9.5
in., mounted 9 x 11 in. on gray studio boards, w/
punch holes for joining the three at margins, w/
photographer’s imprint in lower right corner w/in
negative (minor spotting & soiling to very far right
margin of 3rd photo and to the studio board with
very minimal impact, edgewear, rubbing), still VG
bright trio of images retaining very strong contrast.

!

!

!

!

!

$ 850.00

This remarkable panoramic triptych provides a
crisp and vivid view of Bellingham, Washington at
the opening of the 20th Century. In 1903, the cities
of Whatcom (Sehome & Whatcom), Fairhaven, and
Bellingham which shared a street grid and electric
streetcar system merged through a general election
to become the present day city. During the first
decade of the 20th century, Bellingham was rapidly
growing with prosperity shaped through railroads,
canneries, logging, and coal mining. The left hand
image focuses on Bellingham Bay, with Garden
Street running through the lower part of the photo,
includes the Sehome Hotel, the Great Northern
Railroad Bridge, and the Morse Hardware Co. Ship
Chandlery & Supply wharf & warehouse in the
center of the image; the middle photo depicts most
of downtown, including the County Courthouse,
Bellingham City Hall, B.B. Grocery Co.,
Bellingham Bay Iron Works, the Lighthouse
Theatre, and many others; and finally the third
image on the right shows the Sehome Public
School, Whatcom Co. Fairgrounds, and more.
Hann (b. 1865) was a teacher and photographer in
Connecticut before moving to teach at the U.S.
Indian Boarding School on the Lower Brule Indian

42) [BIG FOOT]. BYRNE, Peter. The search
for Big Foot: monster, myth or man?
Foreword by Robert Rines, President,
Academy of Applied Science. . . .
Washington, DC: Acropolis Books, Ltd.,
[1975]. Tall 8vo. 263, [1] pp. Photo frontisp.,

Reservation in South Dakota by the beginning of
1900. Subsequently the family moved West a year
later to set up his photo studio in Bellingham, WA.
Hann would later establish a lab and studio in
Room 415 in the Sunset Building after its’
expansion in 1907, which he used until before
World War I. The darkroom would continue to be
used by Theodore Brown, M.F. Jukes, and then
E.A. Hegg through World War II. No holdings in
Worldcat; See: Center for Pacific Northwest
Studies, Biery Galen Papers and Photographs,
Goltz-Murray Archives, Western Washington
Univ., Nos. 644.1-3; Jeff Jewel, Sunset Building
Stood on Holly for 80 Years, Bellingham Business
Journal, May 31, 2007; Emily Lieb, Bellingham -Thumbnail History, Historylink Essay 7904 (2006).

numerous photos, text illustrations, maps. Brown
publisher’s cloth, gilt lettering on spine, w/ d.j.
embossed cover art of Big Foot tracks & green
lettering front cover, sightings map in the Pacific
Northwest on back cover (couple minor closed
tears, slight sunning to spine, very small tear at
lower fore-edge back cover), still NF/VG- copy.
First edition of this fascinating work tracing Big
Foot sightings, examining the curious Patterson
film, the consistency of the sightings, reports
dating back to 1811, as well as the Japanese and
Russian hunts for the Yeti. ! !
$ 125.00

43) [BOATS -- WILLAMETTE RIVER
PHOTOS]. [Two Edwardian silver gelatin
photographs of the Motor Launch Augusta
on the Willamette River at the beginning of
the 20th century flying a United States Ensign
flag, and 45 Star Union Jack on the front Jack
Staff. Two men are shown seated with one
piloting and the other seated a little forward
towards the bow, with the name clearly
lettered on the prow]. [Portland, OR: n.p., ca.
1900]. Two silver gelatin photos sized 6 x 8.25 in.
mounted on dark gray studio boards, sized 9.75 x
12 in. (minor creasing & wear to couple corners,
edgewear), still VG sharp images with strong
contrast, and pencil annotation on verso of one

stating “Willamette” [River]. These two images
document the era of speedy motor gasoline
launches on the Willamette River in the Pacific
Northwest at the beginning of the 20th century.
Although steam yachts were the first recreational
power boats, their scale and expense restricted
them only to the wealthy, where as gasoline engine
power boating was much more accessible. The
Augusta gasoline motor launch depicted in these
two photos was designed for speed with
significant wake behind the craft, setting low in the
water, clean lines, large open area for seating,
engine, and instruments, flying flags a bow and
stern. !!
!
!
!
$ 175.00

armorial printed in black, rather than red in all
subsequent printings), of this lavishly illustrated
travelogue through Belgium, filled with history,
and local observations. Scarce in original
dustjacket. Inman, A&C Black Colour Books, 5.
!
!
!
!
!
$ 150.00

45) BRADBURY, Ray. The illustrated Man.
New York: Avon Books, [1997]. 12mo. ix, [3],
275, [1] pp. Tan boards over beige, gilt lettering,
w/ d.j. cover art by Tim O’Brien (slight shelfwear),
NF/NF copy, inscribed by Bradbury on ffep. to
Connie [Monahan]. First Avon edition of
Bradbury’s famed science fiction classic, with new
introduction by the author in 1997. ! $ 225.00

44) [BELGIUM]. OMOND, G.[eorge] W.T.;
FORESTIER, Amedee (Artist). Belgium.
Painted by. . . Text by. . . . London: A & C
Black, 1908. Thick 8vo. ix, [3], 390 pp. Colour
frontisp., 76 colour plates, numerous pen & ink text
illusts., 1 folding sepia-tinted map. Black
publisher’s cloth with lion rampant armorial in
yellow, ruling in yellow & orange on front cover,
gilt lettering on spine, w/ light blue-green
coloured d.j., pattern in blue, NF/NF copy, w/
beautiful bookseller’s label on front pastedown for
Amand-Louis de Meuleneere Libraire in Brussels.
First edition, 1st printing (1 of 1000 copies with

46) [CALIFORNIA -- ADVERTISING
BLOTTER]. Business houses of Nevada City,
Cal. Patented Dec. 5th, 1865; Jan. 11th, 1867.
[Illustrated advertising directory hotel blotter
including ads for dentists, druggists,
booksellers, livery stables, billiard halls,
breweries, bookbinders, Dr. Henley’s
California IXL Bitters, and Peruvian Bitters].
Nevada City, CA: [n.p.], [ca. 1880]. Folio. 11.25
x 17.75 in. [2 pp (unpaginated).], printed on thick
blotter paper stock. With 23 woodcut engravings,
sized from 1 x 1 in. up to 5 x 6 in., printed text &
woodcut advertising borders on recto and verso
(minor staining from spill on recto, remnants of ink
signatures and manuscripts in places from acting

as blotter, 1 corner slightly torn, and minor
creasing), still a remarkable exemplar with most of
the illustrated ads clear and distinct. $ 375.00

First edition, thus, of this scarce and wellillustrated hotel business directory blotter for
Nevada City, California following the Civil War.
These were often ordered in multiple copies by
hotels to use as blotters with their guest registries,
but also to enhance and promote local businesses,
and as such through heavy use seldom survived.
The most prominently placed woodcut-engraved
ad on the blotter is that for the Peruvian Bitters
which was not only a delicious beverage and
delightful tonic, but also served to conquer
malaria, kill dyspepsia, and restore health.
Peruvian Bitters, made from Quinquinia (Quinine),
was first introduced in the U.S. in 1871 and
produced by the San Francisco Firm WilmerdingKellogg which advertised by using a pigeon flying
over a birds-eye view of San Francisco carrying

image of two monks and woman holding an
umbrella. In addition, there are advertisements for
the Natural Champagne produced and sold by the
pioneering winemaker Arpad Haraszthy
1840-1900), who initially had produced the
sparkling wine with Isidor Landsberger, but after
the partnership dissolved in 1879, changed the
name of the company to Arpad Haraszthy & Co.
The other woodcut-engraved illustrated ad shows
the Native American promotional logo for Dr.
Henley’s California IXL Bitters which was
produced and sold by the Company from 1880 to
1884. There are also ads for the Thomas Hodge &
Co. City Brewery in Grass Valley, CA, founded in
1865 by Hodge (1838-1907) a Cornishman; the
Guscetti Brothers Milk Dairy, owned and operated
by Battiste & Louis “Luigi” Guscetti (1837-1879),
Swiss-American dairymen; The Grass Valley &
Nevada City Bus a daily freight and passenger
wagon service founded by B.F. Harris (b. 1821) a
Prussian-American merchant established in Grass

Valley by 1860, and managed by Harry Davis
Beam (b. 1857), who first moved to Nevada City,
CA before 1878; as well as the Conn’s Wine and
Billiard Rooms, operated by John Bell Conn
(1833-1885), Irish-American who lived and
operated in Nevada City from 1866-1880. No
copies located in Worldcat; See: McGinty, A Toast
to Eclipse: Apad Haraszthy and the Sparking Wine
of Old San Francisco (2012); Stephen Hubbell &
Eric McQuire, Dr. Henley’s Royal Palm Gin, Bottle
Talk (2015); Birds-Eye View of San Francisco -Peruvian Bitters, Persuasive Maps: P.J. Mode
Collection, Cornell University Digital Collections
(2016). !
!
!
!

moneymaking subsidiary of the Pacific Coast
Borax Co. which was forced to close its borax
mining operations in the 1920s, and this brochure
also details the stay in the historic Amargosa Hotel.
Later the area received a National Monument
designation in 1933 and business took off. No
copies located in Worldcat (later versions listed).

!

!

!

!

!

$ 95.00

48) [CALIFORNIA -- LOS ANGELES MAP].
Street map of Los Angeles and environs with
highway map of Los Angeles and Orange
Counties. Compiled from latest official
surveys. . . . Los Angeles, CA: California
Blueprint & Map Co., 1944. Five inset maps

47) [CALIFORNIA -- DEATH VALLEY].
[WILLARD, Stephen H. (Photographer)]
Death Valley. [Land promotion]. [Los
Angeles, CA: Death Valley Hotel Co., 1014
Central Building, 1930]. 4to. 8 x 9 in. [12 pp
(unpaginated).] With numerous photo illustrations,
map. Colour-illustrated self-printed softcovers,
splendid cover art by Gerald Cassidy (1869-1934),
noted Santa Fe muralist and artist (minor edgwear,
center fold crease as issued), still VG bright copy.
First edition, thus, of this very scarce promotional
brochure for automobile travel, and amenities in
Death Valley, and the newly opened Furnace Creek
Inn. The photographs were taken by Frashers’ Inc.
The Death Valley Hotel Company was created as a

printed in red & black on 1 large folded sheet
measuring 26 x 36.75 in., which folds down into 9 x
4.2 in. 8vo., together with [12 pp (unpaginated).]
index. Printed softcovers in red & black, cover art
illustration of historic Los Angeles City Hall (very
minor dustsoiling). First edition of this scarce
pocket map for Los Angeles and Orange County
issued during World War II. The five maps include
an inset close-up map of businesses and areas in
the Miracle Mile area of Wilshire, West Los Angeles
to Beverly Hills, East Los Angeles stretching from
Beverly Hills down to Inglewood and over to
Pasadena and Belvedere, highway map of Los
Angeles and Orange Counties, and California
Highway map. Worldcat locates 2 copies (NYPL;
Yale). ! !
!
!
!
$ 125.00

49) [CALIFORNIA -- PHOTOS]. LOGAN,
[Charles W.] (Photographer). [One large
albumen photograph of a 40 mule team Holt

Combine harvester with operators seated on
the harvester, and laborers beside at the farm
of William Thomas]. Stockton, CA & Elliot,
San Joaquin, CA: Logan, 15 S. San Joaquin
St., ca. 1895]. One albumen photograph sized 6.25
x 8.25 in. mounted on 9 x 10.75 in. gray board,
embossed photographer’s studio stamp in lower
corners of boards, glass plate negative number
within image, w/ photographer’s logo at lower
fore-edge (slight rubbing), still excellent image w/
strong contrast.

This fine albumen photo records the bustling
agriculture in the San Joaquin Valley near
Stockton, California at the end of the 20th century.
This image shows the Holt Combine Harvester
first developed by Benjamin, Amos, Charles &
William Holt who began manufacturing this style
of combine in 1883, and continued to adapt and
develop them before moving their business to
Walla Walla, WA, to sell to wheat farmers in
eastern Oregon and Washington. Benjamin Holt
(1849-1920) was the innovator who first developed
a crude wooden caterpillar crawler tractor in 1904.
Thomas (b. 1859) was born in Utah Territory to
Welsh farmers, later moved to the San Joaquin
Valley to set up his large wheat farm in the 1880s,
owned and operated by he and his wife Huldah
into the 1930s. Logan (1852-1934), trekked over the
Oregon Trail from Iowa to Oregon in a wagon built
by he and his cousin when they were teenagers,
and eventually settled in Ashland, OR by 1880
where he set up a photography studio. His
boyhood experiences coming over the trail were
written into historical fiction by his cousin, a

Carmel, CA author, Alice MacGowan as The Trail
of the Little Wagon (1928), describing their
adventures meeting Buffalo Bill and Brigham
Young. Logan operated his studio in Ashland, OR
for a number of years, and later relocated to
Stockton, CA in the late 1890s, where he worked as
a photographer for over 15 years before retiring
and moving to Monterey, CA to become a
gentleman farmer. See: Benjamin Holt, Production
Technology (2009); Pernie, Benjamin Holt
(1849-1920): The Father of the Caterpillar Tractor
(2009); Thompson, The Legacy of Fire in
Agriculture and Subsidence in the Sacramento-San
Joaquin Delta (2015). ! !
!
$ 175.00

50) [CALIFORNIA -- SOUTHERN PACIFIC].
JOSLYN, D.[avid] L.[indsay]. Sacramento
General Shops. Southern Pacific Company -Pacific Lines. Compiled and written by. . . .
[unpublished typescript manuscript].
[Sacramento, CA: Joslyn, 1948]. 4to. 55 leaves.,
typescript on onion skin typing paper, w/ pencil
annotation on title leaf. Limp brown softcovers,
hand-written manuscript title on front cover in
black & red ink, pencil manuscript annotations and
notes on verso of front cover (slight shelfwear), still
VG copy. Original typescript manuscript of this
concise and detailed history by a former Southern
Pacific Sacramento General shop engineer, who
retired in 1948, and is perhaps best remembered as

developing and designing the 6-chime whistle that
became the Southern Pacific standard, and
photographer for the SP. This manuscript details
not only early Sacramento and California history,
but also accounts of the Sacramento, Auburn &
Nevada RR, Sacramento Valley RR, and the early
development of railroads into Sacramento in the
1850s. Following this are extended chapters on the
Central Pacific RR, the building of the Folsom, CA
for the Sacramento Valley RR, and the completion
of the General Shops and Roundhouses in 1868, as
well as descriptions of the Car Shop, Planing Mill,
Machine Shop, Boiler Shop, Drawing Room, along
with the later introduction of power generating
plants, and electric railways. No copies located in
Worldcat (3 copies on OAC at Railroad Museum);
See: The David L. Joslyn Collection, Pacific Coast
Chapter Archive, Railway & Locomotive Historical
Society (2006); Avella, Sacramento and the Catholic
Church: Shaping a Capital City, pp. 43-49, 288.
!
!
!
!
!
$ 295.00

51) [CAMP FIRE GIRLS -- NEW YORK].
[BECKER, Mildred L. (Counselor)] The
record book of the Okiya Camp Fire first
council fire held October 30, 1929.
[Fultonville, NY: Okiya Camp Fire,
1929-1932]. Oblong 11.75 x 9.5 in. [182 pp
(unpaginated).], on brown coated paper stock,
many w/ printed forms as issued by the Camp
Fire Girls Association, nearly all filled out in
manuscript, with additional pages added filled out
in bold cursive hand as well, with 10 original silver
gelatin photos, sized 2.5 x 3.75 in., honors pages
filled-in with coloured pencils, nearly 50 clippings,
programs, brochures, envelopes, TLS, Camp Fire

event cards, and more. Limp brown suede leather,
punch sewn at gutter margin with rawhide, yapp
edges, NF exemplar. ! !
!
$ 650.00

An uncommonly complete, and well-annotated
record of a Camp Fire Girls council in Fultonville,
NY based out of the Fultonville High School. This
manuscript record includes signed Camp Fire Girl
oaths for 25 young women of Fultonville, NY, roll
call of the Camp Fire, elective honors with tippedin photographs of these young teenage girls
proclaiming their trustworthiness, and interest in
public service, with several showing their before
and after of wearing their Camp Fire Girl uniform,
showing a long fringed faux buckskin dress,
beaded headdress, and beaded necklaces. The
group put on dances, staged plays such as the
comedy The Call of Wohelo, in three acts, Peg
Lends a Hand, and The Returning of Rosalia, with
notes about the theatre productions, participants,
and much more. Camp Fire Girls of America was
originally founded as a sister organization to the
Boy Scouts of America, largely through the efforts
of Charlotte and Vedder Gulick, Grace Seton, and
Linda Beard, and was incroporated in 1912. Becker
(b. 1908) was a young primary school teacher who
was recruited by the Camp Fire Girls wishing to
form after they were turned down by most of their
Fultonville High advisors and teachers.

XLV; Juillet 1836 -- No. XLVII; Tome
Neuvieme. Septembre, 1836 -- No. XLVIII;
Novembre 1836 -- No. XLIX. Lyon & Paris: A
La Librairie de Rusand; Chez L’Editeur des
Annales, Rue del la Prefecture, No. 5, 1836.

52) [CATALOGUE -- RIFLES]. Savage
sporting arms and ammunition. [Catalogue
No. 73]. Utica, NY: Savage Arms Co., [1939].
Oblong 4to. 23, [1] pp., printed in orange & black
throughout. With numerous illusts. decorative
borders. Self-printed colour illustrated softcovers,
Savage Rifles trademark of an American Indian in
full headdress on front cover (minor creasing,
edgewear, slight bumping to corners), still VG
copy, w/ printed pricelist dated Jan., 1939 laid-in.
First edition of this rare trade catalogue focused on
the famed Model 99 hammerless lever-action rifle.
This catalogue advertises such rifles as the Savage
Model 99 Styles F, H, K, T, R & RS. In addition are
featured the Models 40 & 45 Savage Super Sporter
Rifles, Savage Model 7 & 7-S, 6 &6-S automatic
repeating rifles, and more. In addition, Savage
Telescope Sights, Cutts Compensators, gun
cleaning supplies, and metallic cartridges are all
advertised. No copies in Worldcat. ! $ 75.00

53) [CATHOLIC MISSIONS -- SOCIETY
FOR THE PROPAGATION OF THE FAITH]
Missions des Etats-Unis; Missions du
Missouri; Mission du Michigan; Mission de
l’Indiana; Mission de Liban; Mission de
l’Ohio; Mission de Cochinchine; Mission du
Tong-king; Mission de Constantinople;
Missions de l’Oceanie; Mission des Lazristes
en Chine; Missions des Malabres. . . In:
Annales de la Propagation de la Foi recueil
periodique des lettres, des eveques et des
missionanaires des missions des deux
mondes. . .Tome huitieme. Janvier, 1836 -- No.
XLIV; Mai, 1836 -- No. XLVI; Mars 1836 -- No.

Six parts in one vol. With 1 large folding steelengraved frontisp. map of the Missions de Levant.
Quarter calf over green ribbed boards, gilt lettering
& decoration on spine, marbled fore-edges (minor
wear & rubbing to corners, fore-edges, couple titles
w/ closed tears, occasional light foxing), still VG
copy, w/ bookbinder’s ticket on front pastedown
for Atelier de Relieure de Lapierre. First editions
of these six original report volumes for the Society
of the Propagation of the Faith formed by the
efforts and zeal of Miss Pauline Jaricot of Lyons,
and Father Inglesi, Vicar-General of New Orleans
in order to support missions in the United States,
Southeast Asia, Polynesia, India, Asia Minor, the
Middle East and more. These letters and reports
include details of the opening of the Cathedral of
St. Louis in Missouri, organizing schools and
missions along Lake Huron, amongst the
Winnebago Indians, Jesuit missionaries working
under the direction of Father Brute in Vincennes in
Indiana; struggles amongst the Protestant churches
in Ohio, the tensions with Minh Mang, king of
Vietnam and the Nguyen Dynasty in Vietnam, as
well as Jesuit missionaries in the Philippines, Fiji,
and Polynesia. !
!
!
$ 200.00

54) [CENTURY OF PROGRESS -- ART
DECO]. KAUFMANN, [Charles D.] &
FABRY, [Herman]. (Photographers). A
Century of Progress International Exposition,
Chicago 1933-1934 presents this collection of
official photographs to Orville J. Taylor. . . .
Chicago, IL: Century of Progress
International Exposition Committee,
[Kaufman-Fabry Photographers], 1933.
Oblong 4to. [52 leaves (unnumbered).], silver
gelatin photo title w/calligraphic name of recipient
added, 51 warm-toned silver prints with 8 x 11 in.
images in center with 1.5 in. blank borders, each
captioned in pencil, all mounted on white linen
hinges. Full blue-gray morocco, gilt ruling & Art
Deco lettering on front cover & spine, rounded
corners, blue silk moire endpapers (front hinge
starting at upper fore-edge), still a VG exemplar,
from the library of Orville J. Taylor (1885-1969),
noted Chicago Attorney, Century of Progress
Trustee, World War I veteran who served as Major
with the 86th Division of the A.E.F., but
unfortunately is also known as the author of the
whitewash “Taylor Report” on the black market
activities by U.S. personnel after World War II.
!
!
!
!
!
$ 3500.00

First edition of this spectacular presentation
souvenir album for the Century of Progress which
influenced modernist architects for decades, and
served as an invaluable exhibit of art deco design
motifs. The limited number of presentation albums
appear to have been created as gifts by the
photographers for the Board of Trustees, Officers,
and Founder Members for the Exposition.

These remarkable images include a night shot of
the Grand Fountain; aerial views of the grounds;
the facade of the Hall of Science which typified the
linear, geometric Art Deco style of the Fair,
designed by architect Paul Philippe Cret, and one
of the interior shots showing the Great Hall
announcing Planck’s Quantum and Einstein’s
Relativity theories; the General Electric buildings;
the stunning Transportation Building with it’s
amazing Art Deco facade, and a nighttime view of
the Planetarium and Terrazzo Reflecting Pools. The

photographers have also included an excellent
photo of Italo Balbo’s squadron of 24 Savoia-

Marchetti SM.55X flying boats above Lake
Michigan next to the fairgrounds. His planes had
left Italy on June 30, 1933, and finally arrived over
Chicago on July 15, 1933, and even carrying
airmail, of which the commemorative envelopes
are still very desired items by collectors. Also
included are views of the Streets of Shanghai,
Swift’s Orchestra Shell, Admiral Byrd’s South Pole
Ship, the “City of New York,” The Chrysler Motors
Building, Swiss Village, Electrical building with
fireworks in a night scene, and many others.
Kaufmann & Fabry was an active commercial
photographic firm specializing in architectural
photography in Chicago from before 1910, and are
still an active company. Founders were Charles D.
Kaufmann (b. 1888), an Austrian-American, and
Herman Fabry (1879-1955) German-American,
who are perhaps best remembered as the official
photographers of the 1933 Century of Progress
World’s Fair, and were awarded not only the rights
for publishing and distributing photographs and
photos in publications, but also operated a camera
shop and film processing lab on the Exhibition
grounds through 1933 and 1934. See: Who’s Who
in the Central States (1929), p. 969; Botting & Sayer,
Nazi Gold: The Sensational Story of the World’s
Greatest Robbery -- and the Greatest Criminal
Cover-Up (2003).

55) [CHILDREN’S LITERATURE -CATALOGUE]. Books for boys and girls. . . .
New York: The Macmillan Co., 60 Fifth Ave.,
1938. 4to. 48 pp. Illustrated throughout. Colourillustrated softcovers, wraparound cover art by
Elizabeth Orton Jones from the jacket art of
Cornelia Meigs’ The Scarlet Oak (minor shelfwear),
still VG copy, w/ former ownership label on front
cover. First edition of this scarce and nicely
illustrated catalogue for children’s books released
in 1938, including the covers of such books as
Coatsworth, Dancing Tom, Dorothy Lathrop’s
Hide & Go See; C.W. Anderson, Blaze and the
forest fire, Coryell, Klondike gold with Armstrong
Sperry illustrations, Eric Kelly’s At the Sign of the
Golden Compass set against the backdrop of
intrigue and betrayal in 16th century printing, and
many others. !!
!
!
$ 65.00

56) [CHINA -- PHOTO ALBUM]. China
1920. [An excellent photo album consisting of
243 original photographs documenting a
post-World War I trip through northern
China including visits to the Forbidden City
in Beijing, the Sacred Road to the Ming
Tombs, the Summer Palace, the Great Wall of
China, the Temple of Heaven, and Tsi-nan
(Jinan)]. [n.p.: n.p.], 1920. Oblong 4to. 13.25 x
10.25 in. [100 pp (unpaginated).], on thick black
paper stock, title page written in bold pencil script,
with 243 silver gelatin black & white photographs
( 240 of them 3 x 5 in.), mounted with decorative
silver foil corners. Contemporary limp leather
post-binder, gilt lettering stamped on front cover,

punch sewn at gutter margin w/ brown silk braid
(some wear & rubbing to corners of leaves,
occasional lifting of photos, 2 photos removed),
still VG exemplar. ! !
!
$ 1800.00

This intriguing photo album highlights the trip of
two couples venturing through northern China
following World War I, with excellent vernacular
images of the Chinese themselves, historic
monuments under construction and restoration,
and the tourists themselves. The opening images
show the couple touring through the Forbidden
City, seated on ancient statues, and then onto the
Summer Palace, including a long panoramic view

of Kunming Lake showing the long 17-arch Bridge
incorporating features of the Precious Belt Bridge
in Suzhou, and the Lugou Bridge in Beijing, and
the Dragon King Temple. There photos included of
the Palace grounds, the Marble Boat reconstructed
in 1893 at the orders of Empress Dowager Cixi,

largely constructed from wood painted to imitate
marble, Chinese soldiers, ancient gates propped up
by timber supports to keep them from falling, and
Chinese fishermen poling their way across the
lake. In addition, there are views of the Japanese
controlled railway, the railway station, including a
stop for photos to be taken of one couple with
three young Chinese children without clothes,
holding a camera, as one of the woman rests back
in a palanquin.

There are many images of the couple as they
traveled on the Sacred Way to the Ming Tombs,
littered with statues of leaping and squatting
horses, resting tigers, kneeling elephants, and the
giant statues. Of particular interest is the general
sense of neglect reflected in these images, with
disrepair to many of the temples and tombs,
overgrown vegetation, and

sparseness of any other visitors. The middle part of
the album is devoted to their trek to the Great Wall
of China, with parts still crumbling in ruin, some
under construction, and even taking tea in a

arched brick construction site near the wall, and
white tablecloths draped over the piled stones and
bricks, with participants and workers eating and

drinking together. The group travel on railway
back to the Temple of Heaven, with photos of the
Hall of Prayer for Good Harvest, as well as the
immense Temple of Heaven & Earth & Seven-Star
Stone Group taken from the side view.

The couples finish their tour of China with views
in and around Tsi-Nan (Jinan) China, which in
1919 after World War I was controlled by the
Japanese taking over for the German Empire, and
which included control of the Jiaoji Railway. There
are photos of the travelers in rickshaws, traveling
through the teaming streets, Chinese peddlers,
Japanese soldiers marching through the streets, the
city docks, and more.

57) [CHINA]. WHITE, [Herbert Clarence &
James Henry]. Romantic China: an album
containing . . . photographic studies of
China’s historic monuments and charming
beauty spots. Complete with descriptive and
historical notes. . . . . Shanghai, China & St.

Helena, CA: Published by Browhite Arts,
[1930]. 4to. [96 pp (unpaginated).] Including
printed photo frontisp., 41 printed photographic
plates, all w/ decorative woodcut engraved
borders. Raised embossed & decorated burgundy
pebbled cloth publisher’s binding, gilt dragon &
ornament on front cover (minor edgewear &
rubbing, light uniform interior toning, minor ink
staining to fore-edge of textblock, not affecting
text, or images), still G copy.

58) BREDON [LAURU], Juliet. Peking. A
historical and intimate description of its
chief places of interest. . . . . Shanghai: Kelly
& Walsh, Ltd., 1931. Thick 8vo. xvi, 571, [3] pp.
First edition of this wonderfully illustrated
compilation of photographs documenting China
before the Second Sino-Japanese War, including
images of the Great Wall, Bridge of the Jade Green
Waters, Spirit Mountain Monastery, a Foochow
Junk on the Min River, The Moon Gate in Peking,
the Camel Back Bridge in the Palace Gardens, the
Lama Abbott in the monastery in Peking, and
many others. James Henry (1896-1954) and Herbert
Clarence (1896-1962) were Australian-born twins
who grew up in California, and went to China as
Seventh Day Adventist missionaries in 1921 and
1923, and Henry was an excellent photographer
and filmmaker who took photographs and movies
in China, and then selling them as a fundraiser for
the brothers’ missionary efforts in China. Prior to
World War II they both went on frequent lecture
tours, presenting photos and movies to audiences
across the West. !
!
!
$ 550.00

Photo frontisp., numerous photo plates, 7 large
folding maps & plans. Yellow-coloured cloth,
decorated & illustrated on front cover, gilt lettering
on spine (minor shelfwear, very slight rubbing &
wear to covers), w/ d.j. splendid Art Deco cover
art w/ initials R. Bloomer of the Temple of Heaven
(very slight creasing, slight sunning to spine, 1
very small closed tear), NF/VG copy. Third
edition, revised & enlarged with additional map
and illustrations, of this invaluable and wellillustrated travel guide and history of Peking
[Beijing], China, prior to World War II. Including
sections describing the Forbidden City, the Ming
Tombs, the Western Hills, and even the Great Wall,
Bredon has provided a fascinating contemporary
history of the city. $ 450.00

59) CHRISTY, [Howard Chandler (Illust.)].
Songs of sentiment. A Christy gift book
illustrated. New York: Moffat, Yard & Co.,
1910. 8vo. ix, [1], 128 pp. Colour frontisp., 11

Merrill Co., [1910]. 4to. [102 pp (unpaginated).]
Colour frontisp., decorated title in blue & black,
numerous colour plates, many blue & black colour
text illustrations. Decorated green publisher’s
cloth, cover art by Bertha Stuart (fl. 1903-1911),
whose Arts & Crafts cover here reflects the
Japanese art influence (minor soiling upper left
corner front cover, minor edgewear, minor wear to
corners), w/ d.j. cover art by Christy of the fair
Ellen Douglas, w/ background of Clan Douglas
tartan (chipping & tears to head & foot of spine,
upper fore-edge, soiling to upper front cover), still
VG/Fair copy.

colour plates, all text leaves w/ green decorative
woodcut border. Beige publisher’s cloth, gilt
embossed colour plate by Christy mounted front
cover, gilt lettering on spine (slight dustsoiling),
NF copy. First edition of this charmingly illustrated
poetry anthology by Christy. Poets include
Shakespeare, Moore, Lord Byron, Percy Bysshe
Shelley, Christine Rossetti, Edgar Allan Poe, Robert
Browning, Robert Burns, and more. ! $ 45.00

First edition with this wonderful Christy
production commemorating the centennial of Sir
Walter Scott’s Lady of the Lake. The splendid
illustrations capture the mood of the epic poem set
against the backdrop of the struggle between King
James V and the Clan Douglas, and the wooing of
the fair Ellen Douglas by Malcolm Graeme.

!

60) [CHRISTY]. SCOTT, Sir Walter. The lady
of the lake. With illustrations by Howard
Chandler Christy. [Indianapolis]: The Bobbs-

!

!

!

!

$ 125.00

61) [CHROMOLITHOGRAPHS -NATURAL HISTORY]. THAYER, Emma
Homan. Wild flowers of the Pacific Coast:
from original water color sketches drawn
from nature. New York: Cassell, [1887]. Folio.
64 pp. Colour chromolithograph frontisp., 23

chromolithograph plates, nearly all retaining
original tissue guards. Gold-coloured pictorial
publisher’s cloth over beveled boards, cover art
illustration showing field of flowers w/ setting sun
over the ocean in burgundy, green, white, gilt &
black, gilt lettering front cover & spine, a.e.g.
(minor rubbing, edgewear, minor wear & slight
bumping to corners, inner hinges neatly repaired),
still VG- copy, w/ bookplate of Marylhurst College
library on front pastedown which shut down in
2018.! !
!
!
!
$ 275.00
First edition of this beautifully illustrated natural
history field guide to wild flowers in California
and Oregon, including anecdotes of camping,
hiking through Yosemite, her experiences with
Chinese-Americans in Los Angeles, Pasadena &
Santa Barbara, observing the salmon fishing nets
and canneries in Astoria, OR, and SpanishAmerican Californios who introduced her to
especially fine specimens. Thayer (1842-1908) was
an active 19th-century botanical artist, and author,
who was married to the manager for the Denver &
Rio Grande Railway hotels. Wild Flowers of the
Pacific Coast was the second of her illustrated field
guides, and one of a number of women artists

publishing their illustrated field guides between
1885 and 1916, along with Elsie Shaw, Marion
Satterlee, Margaret Whiting, Ellen Miller, Margaret
Armstrong and others. See: William Gerdts,
Making Arrangements: California Still Life
Painting at the Time of the Impressionists, The
Not-so-still Life (2003), pp. 22, 206; Emily Cohen,
The Botanical Artitsts of Late Nineteenth- and
Early Twentieth-Century Wildflower Fields Guides
in North America (2016). ! !

62) [CINEMA -- SILENT MOVIE PHOTO
ARCHIVE]. [GRAEPER, William

Adolph(Theater owner)]. [A fascinating
archive of 86 publicity photos for 59 silent
movie and early talkie films preserved from
the historic Portland, Oregon Egyptian
Theater, erected by Graeper in 1924. The film
photos preserved here, span the 1920s into
the Great Depression, and include images for
23 films now considered “lost films” with no
known complete, or even partial film archive
copies. These films vividly portrayed the Jazz
Age while being shown at the Union Theater
and later the Egyptian Theater on Union
Ave., starring such actors as Clara Bow, Rod
La Rocque, Antonio Moreno, Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., Loretta Young, Gloria
Blondell, Doris Kenyon, John Wayne,
Richard Dix, Florence Vidor, Jackie Coogan,
Lon Chaney, and many others.] [Portland,
OR: Union Avenue Theater; Egyptian
Theater, 1914-1938].

4to. [85 leaves (unnumbered).], archival mylar
sleeves preserving 86 silver gelatin photographs,
most w/ film, studio and star information at lower
margin, w/in negative, or neatly typed on verso,
many w/ annotations on versos, some w/ pencil
rubbing, and one with long ALS from William
Graeper to employee (many of the images w/
minor chipping to corners, occasional minor closed
tears, some soiling and a few with loss, some
thumbing, and a couple w/ thumb tack marks at
corners). Recent cloth 3-ring binder, lettering
stamped on front cover, still a VG- archive, w/
most images retaining excellent bright contrast.

!

!

!

!

!

$ 1250.00

A remarkable survivor archive offering an
excellent visual historical record of the silent
movies played amidst the Vaudeville
performances at the Union Avenue Theater and
later The Egyptian Theater in Portland, Oregon
from before World War I, until the late 1930s. Of
particular interest are the 23 “lost films”
represented here. These include the 1925 fantasy

adventure, The Ancient Mariner starring Clara
Bow, and Nigel de Brulier with film sets based on
the woodcut engravings of Gustave Dore; the 1924
western The Border Legion based on the Zane
Grey western, and set in Idaho starring Antonio
Moreno, and Helene Chadwick; the 1914 D.W.
Griffith film, The Escape, starring Donald Crisp &
Edna Foster; the 1930 The Grand Parade an early
talkie musical about a minstrel show artist starring
Helen Twelvetrees and Fred Scott; Married Flirts
which was a 1924 silent based on Vance’s Mrs.

prior to the US entrance into World War I. The
Egyptian Theater was opened in 1924, adorned
with exotic decorations such as Egyptian revival
pillars, pyramids, and ornamental urns, with lotus
flower motifs. The architect was Edward A. Miller,
and featured 866 seats on the main floor and 344 in
the balcony, closing after 1963 to become a
warehouse. The musical accompaniment for the
silent films and Vaudeville acts were from a
Wurlitzer Style F (opus #855) pipe organ shipped
by the Wurlitzer factory in July, 1924, later moved
to the Scottish Rite Temple in 1936. Complete list of
films and photos available upon request.

Paramor and considered quite daring at the time as
a story center on husbands being lured away from
their wives; the 1922 Oliver Twist silent film
adaptation of the Dickens’ novel which starred Lon
Chaney and Jackie Coogan believed lost until the
1970s; four photos of the 1928 Stool Pigeon silent
film starring Olive Borden and Charles Delaney; as
well as the 1924 Tarnish silent drama starring
Ronald Colman, May MacAvoy, and Marie

Prevost. On the verso of the Marry Me publicity
photo, Graeper has scrawled a note to his
employee stating he would pick up the set of sign
cards for “[Madame] Sans-Gene” -- a 1925 silent
film featuring Gloria Swanson and Emile Drain -noting that he wanted “each set of cards alike, both
in lettering and in size, as the last few cards looked
like hell, with words spelled wrong and titles not
according to copy.” Graeper (1875-1970) had taken
over the management and ownership of the Union
Ave. Theater at 539 Union Ave. in Portland before
1914, expanded its seating capacity in 1916-17 just

63) [CINEMA -- SILENT MOVIES]. JONES,
Marguerite (Ed.); JOHNSTON, William A.,
SEWALL, Harry F. & GILLETT, E. Kendall.
Motion picture studio directory and trade
annual. . . . New York, Los Angeles &
Chicago: Motion Picture News, 1920. Tall 8vo.
534 pp. With 100s of photo illustrations, text
illustrations, diagrams, tables, charts, some leaves
printed on colour-tinted paper. Limp black
publisher’s cloth as issued, yapp edges, gilt
lettering front cover, gilt advertisement on rear

cover for Simplex Projectors (rubbing & minor
fraying head & foot of spine, edgewear, minor
wear to corners), still a VG copy. ! $ 350.00

First edition, thus, of this lavishly illustrated trade
annual for the silent film industry just after World
War I. The work opens with photos of the massive
studio building by Paramount in Hollywood
known as the Lasky studios, the new 140,000
square foot studio building under construction in
Long Island, NY in 1919, followed by promotions
for Thomas Ince studios, and Fatty Arbuckle
Studios. The nearly 200 pages of photographs at
the beginning of the annual encompass head shots
for Gene Pollar playing Tarzan in “The Return of
Tarzan” released as Revenge of Tarzan and
Adventures of Tarzan in 1920 and 1921
respectively; Agnes Ayres, David Wark Griffith,
Rex Ingram after returning from flying with the
RAF during World War I in Shore-Acres released in
1920 with Metro; Harold Lloyd appearing in Hal
Roach productions; and many more. Of particular
interest are the detailed directories for 1919 studio
releases, followed by further quarter-page head
shots, and then the First Annual Newspaper and
Theater Directory, detailing newspapers and

theatres in towns and cities across the country.
Worldcat locates 1 copy (Stony Brook).

64) [COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION -WOMEN]. PALMER, Mrs. [Bertha Honore]
Potter. Addresses and reports of Mrs. Potter
Palmer, President of the Board of Lady
Managers, World’s Columbian Exposition.
Complete edition. Chicago: Rand, McNally &
Co., 1894. Tall 8vo. [4], 200 pp., printed on fine
thick laid paper. Photo frontisp., preserving tissue
guard, printed photographic plates. Deluxe
publisher’s binding, full dark green morocco over
beveled boards, raised bands on spine, gilt
decoration & lettering on spine, gilt inner
dentelles, dark green silk endpapers & flyleaves
(very slight shelfwear, very slight bumping to 1
corner, Vatican Library duplicate stamp on verso of
title), still a fine copy. !!
!
$ 395.00

First edition of these addresses by the organizer
and driving force behind the Woman’s Pavilion at
the Columbian Exposition. As reigning queen of
Chicago high society, and founding member of the
Chicago Art Institute, Palmer (1849-1918), and
although the group had initially intended
incorporating Women’s Exhibits and contributions
of women’s work in all the halls, the business
groups and international halls generally rejected
such a move. This caused the Board of Lady
Managers to change direction, and to expand
exhibits in the Women’s pavilion designed by
Sophia Hayden, including sections on textiles,
decorated pottery, a library of women authors,
women book art designers such as Margaret
Armstrong, a nursing exhibit from Great Britain,
and in total, exhibits from 47 different nations
featuring women and women’s achievements.
Palmer was an astute business woman, expanding
the family businesses and wealth after her
husband’s death, and later driving the
development of Sarasota, FL, creating the elegant
estate known as The Oaks, and Meadowsweet
Pastures now known as Myakka River State Park.

COMPUTING & TECHNOLOGY:
ARCHIVE & BOOKS FROM THE
LIBRARY OF
JOHN R. MATICICH
65) [COMPUTERS -- ARCHIVE].
[MATICICH, John Richard (1933-2014)]. [An
extraordinary archive of manuscripts,
photographs, monographs, scientific reports,
sales catalogues, and related materials tracing

the pioneering scientific research and rise of
the modern computer industry in California
and the Pacific Northwest from 1950 through
1988, compiled by John Maticich. The
research and developments represented
within this archive contributed towards
many of the innovations and computing tools
now taken for granted, such as silicon wafer
memory chips, voice recognition software,

computer aided design engineering
programs, touch screens on cellphones and
computers, global positioning systems and
software, digital mining and parallel
processor supercomputers, plasma screen
displays, and much more. Engineering
notebooks with 100s of photographs,
manuscript notebooks, offprints, in-house
memos, and scarce publications from
Autonetics, Hughes Aircraft, Interstate
Electronics, Floating Point Systems, Synergy
Dataworks, and finally Mentor Graphics
trace the arc both of the industry and
Maticich’s career]. [Los Angeles, Anaheim,
Downey, Newport Beach & Pasadena, CA;
Beaverton, Hillsboro & Portland, OR: John R.
Maticich, CalTech, UCLA, Autonetics,
Hughes Aircraft, Interstate Electronics,
Floating Point Systems, Synergy Dataworks,
Mentor Graphics, 1950-1988]. Over 350

gelatin black & white commercial photographs, Xray negatives, negatives, colour photographs, and
commercial colour photographs, measuring from
2.5 x 3.5 in. to 8 x 10 in. (well over 300 the larger
size), 100s of folding charts, tables, etc. Much of the
material bound in 3-ring binders, multiple-ring
binders, spiral-bound engineering notebooks,
printed softcovers, vinyl covers, printed covers,
stapled, and some things disbound laid-in to larger
volumes, with most in VG condition. $ 22,500.00

This outstanding archive traces the growth and
development of high tech in southern California,
and then the “Silicon Forest” of the Pacific
Northwest. The earliest printed works represented
in the collection encompass those from the 1956
Nobel prize-winner William Shockley, et al, which

volumes, individual pieces, catalogues, and parts.
Most primarily 4to. in size. measuring over 7 linear
feet of shelf space, including manuscripts written
in bold cursive script by Maticich, original
offprints, dittoed & mimeographed reports, Xerox
copies of a few items, with over 800 original silver

are very scarce early works on transistor
electronics, semiconductors, and terminal
networks issued by the Bell labs from 1950-1956.
More original manuscript materials and
documents show the beginnings of Maticich’s
career as computer engineer while working on the
development of the Autonetics Radar Equipped
Inertial Navigation System [REINS] bombing

computer for North American Rockwell for use in
A-5 Vigilantes and other fighter aircraft; extensive

research and work with Autonetics, UCLA, and
CalTech in electron probe analysis which used an
electron microprobe to develop thin film materials
for memory applications in computers and
electronics; a computer system developed by
Hughes Aircraft for the AN/SPS-33 an active
electronically scanned array that acted both as
long-range surveillance, as well as targeting and
guidance system; early film memory devices, and
overcoming research and production problems
with photoetching on thin films for memory and
sensor circuitry. In addition, his teams at
Autonetics worked extensively on developing
components and computer systems for the
Minuteman missiles, Polaris submarines, the B-70
Vakyrie North American Aviation supersonic
bomber which never became operational; amplifier
designs for the Infrared Search and Track System
computers for the US Navy in conjunction with Ian
Band; as well as low-noise pre-amplifiers with the
Interstate Electronics Company for Phoenix
Missiles, and F-14 Navy fighters -- special note
should be made here of an extended engineering
manuscript by Maticich of this development with
194 photographs, annotations, and months of
research lab results and testing policies.

Maticich’s career with Interstate Electronics would
span more than a decade, and featured key
research and work in helping the company
develop computer systems and test
instrumentation for missile tracking systems for
the U.S. Navy’s Ballistic Missiles -- especially the
Trident Submarine, as well as developing global
positioning and locating hardware and avionics.
He also contributed heavily towards developing

touch screens and plasma displays for use in battle
field conditions, and fighter aircraft, preceding the
pioneering touch screens of PLATO IV, developed
at the Univ. of Illinois by Donald L. Bitzer. His
manuscripts, in-house reports, and publications
show ongoing research in developing computer

Recognition Systems to be used in fighter aircraft
cockpits. The plasma displays were used as stand
alone devices, or as computer terminals, with voice
data entry systems, and software applications and
microprocessors allowing them to act as computer
peripheral processors. Some such as the Model PD
2000M was fitted with an keyboard, and joystick
(proto-mouse in order to move the electronic
curser), and featured a self-contained air
compressor to drive film carriages. Interstate
Electronics quickly adapted their Voice
Recognition hardware and software from military
to civilian consumer applications, with by
providing separate works stations fitted initially
with a 900-word vocabulary, cutting data entry
steps, and increasing productivity. Many of these
applications would later continue be adapted and
developed by Dragon which allowed natural
speech without breaks, the VAL voice activated
portal produced by BellSouth, unfortunately
plagued by accuracy issues, and finally the
explosion of products developed by Google,
Apple, and Amazon over the last 18 years.

programs for digital filters and signal processing
computer programs for enhancing and expediting

filtering operations, as well as pioneering software
and hardware to be used in Word or Voice

Of special significance is the very productive
period chronicled, nearly on a daily basis, by
Maticich of his time as Director of Product
Development for Floating Point Systems from 1978
through 1984 in Portland, OR, filled with over 2200
pages of bold longhand cursive, 100s of diagrams,
equations, flowcharts, Xerox copies, in-house
memos, and more. Floating Point Systems was
founded by C. Norman Winningstad, Robert
Carter, Tom Prince, and Frank Bouton, and was the

first successful “spin-off” company formed by
employees of established firms -Tektronix and ESI
-- and the third of Portland’s “Silicon Forest”

companies to be listed on the New York Stock
Exchange. They began by manufacturing a
hardware parallel computer attachment which
improved the mathematic operations of of
minicomputers increasing speed by a factor of 20
times. However, Floating Point Systems became
best known for their Array Processors which
performed thousands of calculations
simultaneously, and could return thousands of
answers without impeding the operation or
slowing the Central Processing computer. When
Maticich was recruited and brought on board,
Floating Point Systems began pushing the
development of their signature minicomputer the
FPS-164 fitted with far greater precision, memory,
and processing speed, proving crucial as attached
processors for scientific applications such as
seismology, geophysics, cryptography, analyzing xray data, and more. Maticich details the myriad of
meetings, steps, and projects to introduce the
FPS-164 by 1981, followed up by the FPS-264
which was five times faster. In 1984, Maticich and
two other colleagues decided they would break off
and formed a start-up company known as Synergy
Dataworks, Inc. intending to develop and market a
“Compute Engine” scientific parallel processor
adding significant computational power to
engineering and scientific workstations,

particularly in computer aided design [CAD]
applications, as well as minimally disrupt the
central computer already running. His thick
manuscript engineering notebook details how the
hardware was to be built with Standard 256 K

dynamic RAM chips, and could run with Fortran,
Pascal and C Compilers, Assembler, Librarian, and
other programs at the time. Due to the CAD/CAE
applications specifically designed with the Synergy

Dataworks systems, Mentor Graphics, another
Silicon Forest pioneer quickly realized Maticich’s
start-up was necessary for their own growth and
competition with Daisy Systems. Mentor Graphics
proposed a merger, and by the end of 1984, the

66) [ACOUSTICS]. OLSON, Harry F.
[erdinand]. Acoustical engineering.
Princeton, NJ: D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc.,
[1957]. Tall thick 8vo. xix, [1], 718 pp. With 100s of
merger was complete, and Maticich became the
Mentor Graphics Director of Engineering, helping
accelerate their development and release of the
CAD program software on Apollo Computer
systems. Within a year, Mentor Graphics would
become Oregon’s second largest high-technology
employer after Tektronix, with sales reaching
nearly $ 25 million. All of these computer
innovations developed by Maticich, and others, are
seen in evidence today by influencing the
architecture of Cray supercomputers, allowing
algorithms used for string processing and
cryptography to be used for pattern recognition in
such research as finding DNA or RNA sequences,
or even for use in video game consoles, such as the
Sony Playstation. See: Dodds & Wollmer, The
Silicon Forest: High Tech in the Portland Area,
1945-1986; Carlos Melegrito, From Shared Memory
to Array Processing: An Overview of Distributed
Constituency Models, GPGPUs and Vector
Processors; Hockney & Jesshope, Pipelined
Computers, Parallel Computers 2: Architecture,
Programming and Alogrithms (1988); J.A.N. Lee,
Computer Pioneers, IEEE Computer Society (2018).

diagrams, text illustrations, equations. Tan cloth,
gilt & black lettering on spine (slight bumping to
couple corners), w/ d.j. (slight scuffing, shelfwear),
NF/NF copy, from the library of John R. Maticich
(1933-2014), electrical engineer, computer engineer,
former director of product development at
Floating Point Ssytems, and then co-founder of
Synergy computers, and finally Director of
Engineering with Mentor Graphics after 1984
merger. Third edition, substantially revised and
expanded from the first edition in 1940. This work
incorporated two substantial sections to sound
reproduction advancements in broadcasting,
motion pictures, loudspeakers, phonograph
pickups, as well as further developments in sonar,
underwater acoustics, depth soundings,
ultrasonics, drilling, architecture, and more. Olson
(1901-1982) was a prolific inventory and acoustics
engineer who won more than 100 patents for
assorted microphones, loudspeakers, recording
equipment, sonar systems, anti-submarine warfare
advancements, and film sound technology.

!

!

!

!

!

$ 100.00

67) ANDREW, E.[dward] R.[aymond].
Nuclear magnetic resonance. Cambridge: At
the University Press, 1958. 8vo. xi, [1], 267, [1]
pp. Diagrams, equations. Red cloth, gilt lettering,
w/ d.j. (minor edgewear, dustsoiling), still NF/VG
copy, from the library of John R. Maticich
(1933-2014). Early printing of this excellent work in
solid state physics. One title in the Cambridge
Monographs on Physics series. !
$ 35.00

edges. First edition of this classic work presenting
a strong mathematical basis and covering a variety
of applications in physics and computer science.
Bracewell would later discover the discrete Fourier
transform matrix leading to a fast algorithm for
spectral analysis. !
!
!
$ 100.00

68) [COMPUTERS]. AUSTRIAN, Geoffrey D.
Herman Hollerith: Forgotten giant of
information processing. New York: Columbia
University, [1982]. Tall 8vo. xvi, [2], 418 pp.
Numerous photo illustrations. Red cloth, gilt
lettering on spine, w/ d.j. NF/NF copy, from the
library of John R. Maticich (1933-2014). First
edition of this excellent biography chronicling the
life of the man who developed the punched card
tabulating machines making it possible for
government and industry to efficiently and quickly
process large quantities of information. $ 45.00

69) BRACEWELL, Ron[ald] [Newbold]. The
fourier transform and its applications. New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., [1965]. 8vo. viii,
[6], 381, [1] pp. Numerous diagrams, graphs. Black
cloth, gilt lettering & red ruling, w/ d.j. (minor tear
to spine, slight sunning), still NF/VG-, from the
library of John R. Maticich (1933-2014), w/
ownership markings on fore-

70) COSSLETT, V.E. & NIXON, W.C. X-ray
microscopy. Cambridge: At the University
Press, 1960. 8vo. xiv, 406 pp. Numerous photo
plates, text diagrams, equations, illustrations. Red
cloth, gilt lettering on spine, w/ d.j. (toning to
spine, minor dustsoiling, very minor edgewear),
NF/NF copy, from the library of John R. Maticich
(1933-2014), w/ ownership markings on front
pastedown. First edition of this title in the
Cambridge Monographs on Physics series
examining the physical principles behind the use
of X-rays for microscopic investigations, showing a
variety of techniques and specimen preparation
methods. This work provides an essential text for
using non-destructive microanalysis for detecting
segregations and inclusions in metals and alloys,
and for inspecting welds and castings. $ 100.00

71) [COMPUTERS]. RALSTON, Anthony &
WILF, Herbert S. Mathematical methods for
digital computers. New York: John Wiley

& Sons, Inc., [1960]. Tall 8vo. xi, [1], 293, [1] pp.
Diagrams, equations throughout. Blue cloth, gilt
lettering, w/ d.j. (slight sunning to spine, very
minor shelfwear, 1 small closed tear), still NF/VG
copy, from the library of John R. Maticich
(1933-2014). First edition of what is considered the
first text to demonstrate the interrelation between
analysis of the problem, computer capabilities and
limitations, and coding procedures. Ralston (b.
1930) spent three years at the Bell Labs, worked on
the Nike Zeus antiballistic missile system, and was
awarded a patent for a “track initiator” for sorting
and categorizing the trajectories of incoming
missiles. Wilf (1931-2012) was a mathematician
who specialized in combinatorics and graph
theory. !
!
!
!
$ 75.00

electric computers to calculate in parallel, use
magnetic core memory, and operate in real-time
output. Its development led directly to Whirlwind
II used as the basis for the US Air Force SAGE air
defense system, and almost all business computers
and minicomputers in the 1960s. ! $ 75.00

72) [COMPUTERS]. REDMOND, Kent C. &
SMITH, Thomas M. Project Whirlwind: the
history of a pioneer computer. [Bedford,
MA]: Digital Press, [1980]. Small 4to. xiv, [2],
280 pp. Over 60 photos and text illustrations. Gray
cloth, black lettering, w/ d.j. (slight shelfwear),
NF/NF copy, from the library of John R. Maticich
(1933-2014), w/ former ownership markings on
verso of ffep. First edition of this work tracing the
development of the Whirlwind I, a high speed
vacuum tube computer developed under the
leadership of Jay Forrester and Robert Everett at
MIT for the U.S. Navy. It was one of the first digital

73) [COMPUTERS]. STERN, Nancy. From
ENIAC to UNIVAC: an appraisal of the
Eckert-Mauchly computers. [Bedford, MA]:
Digital Press, [1981]. Small 4to. ix, [1] 286 pp.
Numerous photo illustrations, diagrams, text
illustrations. Brick red cloth, silver lettering, w/

d.j. (closed tear front cover w/ old scotch tape
repair), F/G- copy, from the library of John R.
Maticich (1933-2014), ownership markings on front
pastedown. First edition of this work examining
the impact, development and history of J. Presper
Eckert and John W. Mauchly developing the
ENIAC, EDVAC, BINAC, and UNIVAC computers
from the 1940s through the 1970s. Included as an
appendix is Von Neumann’s “First Draft of a
Report on the EDVAC,” printed in full for the first
time. $ 60.00

Amsterdam: North-Holland Publishing, 1960.
8vo. [10], 268 pp. Numerous diagrams, figures,
tables. Red cloth, gilt lettering, w/ d.j. (minor
closed tears head & foot of spine, toning to foreedges), NF/VG copy, from the library of John R.
Maticich (1933-2014), ownership markings on front
pastedown. First edition of this work applying the
mathematics of the solutions of the Schrodinger
equation to crystallography, designed for work as
well in theoretical solid state physics. $ 65.00

74) JENKINS, Gwilym M. & WATTS, Donald
G. Spectral analysis and its applications. San
Francisco: Holden-Day, [1968]. 8vo. xviii, 525,
[1] pp. Diagrams, text illustrations, equations
throughout. Blue cloth, gilt & blue spine lettering,
w/ d.j. (sunning to spine, couple minor closed
tears), VG/VG- copy, from the library of John R.
Maticich (1933-2014), w/ former ownership
markings on front pastedown fore-edge of
textblock. First edition of this excellent work
attempting to combine theoretical points with real
world practical examples. Sections are included on
Fourier analysis, probability theory, statistical
inference, time series analysis, the spectrum,
multivariate spectral analysis, and more. $ 50.00

75) JONES, H. The theory of Brillouin Zones
and electronic states in crystals.

76) JONSCHER, A.[ndrzej] K.[arol].
Principles of semiconductor device
operation. New York: John Wiley & Sons,
Inc., [1960]. 8vo. viii, 168 pp. Numerous
diagrams, equations, text illustrations. Black cloth,
silver lettering, w/ d.j. (slight darkening & toning
to spine), NF/NF copy, from the library of John R.
Maticich (1933-2014), ownership markings on front
pastedown. First edition of the first book that
included p/n junction characteristics beyond the
Shockley diode theory. In addition, it contains the
SNS space-charge layer generation-recombination
current, conductivity modulation, and spacecharge-limited currents at high forward injection
levels, and interband impact generation current at
high reverse bias. See: Chih-Tang Sah,
Fundamentals of Solid State Electronics,
Bibliography, p. 514. !!
!
$ 50.00

ownership markings on front pastedown. First
edition of this work offering a complete treatment
of the theory and application of solid state devices
and components, including treatment of
magnetization, polarization, electrochemical
phenomena, and microwave frequencies,
especially designed for computer engineers. Smith
& Brombacher, Guide to Instrumentation
Literature, Vol. 16, p. 67. !
!
$ 75.00

78) LINVILL, John G. Models of transistors
and diodes. New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Co., Inc., [1963]. 8vo. x, 190 pp. Diagrams,

77) KATZ, Harold W. (Ed.) Solid state
magnetic and dielectric devices. New York:
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., [1959]. 8vo. xxi, [1],
542 pp. With 100s of text illustrations, diagrams,
equations. Blue cloth, gilt lettering on spine (slight
shelfwear, very minor bumping to couple corners),
w/ d.j. (minor scuffing), NF/VG copy, from the
library of John R. Maticich (1933-2014), w/

equations, illustrations throughout. Blue cloth,
white lettering, w/ d.j. NF/NF copy, from the
library of John R. Maticich (1933-2014), ownership
markings on front pastedown. First edition of this
pioneering work on semiconductors, treating the
operating principles of transistors and diodes, and
developing circuit models. Linvill (1919-2011) was
a Silicon Valley pioneer who transistorized the
Stanford electrical engineering curriculum and
helped shape an industry that revolutionized the
modern world. He was also the inventor of the
Optacon reading device for the blind. $ 50.00

79) LINVILL, John G. & GIBBONS, James F.
Transistors and active circuits. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1961. 8vo. xv, [3],
515, [1] pp. Diagrams, equations, illustrations
throughout. Black cloth, red ruling, gilt lettering,
w/ d.j. (chipping & tear head of spine) NF/G copy,
from the library of John R. Maticich (1933-2014),
ownership markings on front pastedown. First
edition of this informative work on transistors
which correlates semiconductor physics and
network theory, and one title in the Electrical and
Electronic Engineering Series from McGraw-Hill.
Linvill (1919-2011) was a Silicon Valley pioneer
who transistorized the Stanford electrical
engineering curriculum and helped shape an
industry that revolutionized the modern world. He
was also the inventor of the Optacon reading
device for the blind. Gibbons (b. 1931) is credited
with founding the semiconductor device
fabrication laboratory at Stanford together with
William Shockley which laid the foundations for
Silicon Valley. !
!
!
$ 50.00

80) MEYERHOFF, Albert J. (Ed.), BARNES,
George H., DISSON, Stanley B., & LUND,
George E. (Assoc. Eds.). Digital applications
of magnetic devices. . . . New York: John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1960]. 8vo. xix, [1], 604 pp.
100s of diagrams & text figures. Black cloth, orange

lettering on spine, w/ d.j. (slight shelfwear), NF/
NF copy, from the library of John R. Maticich
(1933-2014), ownership markings on front
pastedown. First edition of this early work on the
theory, electrical design, and logical design of the
most representative forms of digital magnetic
circuits. !
!
!
!
$ 40.00

81) MIDDLEBROOK, R.[obert] D.[avid]. An
introduction to junction transistor theory.
New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., [1958].

83) PAPOULIS, Athanasios The Fourier
integral and its applications. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1962. 8vo. ix, [1], 318

8vo. xxiv, 296 pp. Photo frontisp., diagrams &
equations throughout. Blue cloth, gilt lettering on
spine, w/ d.j. photo illust. cover art in blue (slight
chipping at foot of spine), NF/VG copy, w/
ownership markings on front pastedown. Second
printing of this important early work which
guided electrical engineers to devise practical
applications for the transistor. Middlebrook
(1929-2010), former professor of electrical
engineering at Caltech was a pioneer in the field of
power electronics, and proponent of designoriented circuit analysis. Scarce in original
dustjacket. ! !
!
!
$ 50.00

pp. Numerous text diagrams. Gray cloth, black &
gilt lettering (slight shelfwear), w/ d.j. (chipping
foot of spine, couple closed tears w/ old tape
repair at head of spine), VG-/G- copy, from the
library of John R. Maticich (1933-2014), ownership
markings on endpapers & fore-edges. First edition
of this classic work in digital signal analysis.

!

!

!

!

!

$ 50.00

82) PANOFSKY, Wolfgang K.H. & PHILLIPS,
Melba. Classical electricity and magnetism.
Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley Publishing,
[1956]. 8vo. xi, [1], 400, [4] pp., including errata.
Diagrams. Gray cloth, red & gilt lettering (slght
rubbng, scuffng), w/ d.j. (couple minor closed
tears, slight scuffing, edgewear), NF/VG copy,
from the library of John R. Maticich (1933-2014),
w/ ownership markings on front pastedown. First
edition, 2nd printing of this excellent work,
including errata for first time.
!
!
!
!
!
$ 40.00

84) PAULING, Linus. The nature of the
chemical bond and the structure of molecules
and crystals: an introduction to modern
structural chemistry. . . . Ithaca, NY: Cornell
Univ. Press, 1960. Tall thick 8vo. xx, 644 pp. 100s
of text diagrams. Blue-ribbed publisher’s cloth,
black & gilt lettering, gilt illustration on front
cover, NF copy, from the library of John R.
Maticich (1933-2014). Third edition of this noted
work by the Nobel Prize winner, and arguably the
greatest chemist of the 20th century for his work
on the structure of the most important
biopolymers. !!
!
!
$ 65.00

85) SHIVE, John N. The properties, physics,
and design of semiconductor devices. New
York: D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., [1959]. Tall
8vo. xxi, [1], 487, [1] pp. Numerous text illusts.,
diagrams. Blue cloth, blue & gilt lettering (slight
shelfwear), w/ d.j. (slight shelfwear, very minor
wear to corners, couple minor closed tears, slight
chipping head of spine), NF/VG copy, from the
library of John R. Maticich (1933-2014). First
edition of this excellent work by the Bell Labs
scientist who paved the way in solid-state physics
and transistor development for the Nobel prizewinners’ Bardeen and Brattain’s point contact
transistor, and Shockley’s junction transistor. This
was published as part of the Bell Laboratories
Series. !!
!
!
!
$ 100.00

86) SHOCKLEY, William. Electrons and holes
in semiconductors with applications to
transistor electronics. New York: D. Van
Nostrand Co., Inc., [1955]. Tall 8vo. xxiii, [1],
558, [4] (including appendix B leaf continued onto
rear endpapers) pp. Photo frontisp., diagrams, text
illusts. Blue cloth, blue & gilt lettering (slight
shelfwear, minor bumping to couple corners, very
slight sunning to fore-edges), w/ d.j. (minor

shelfwear, couple minor closed tears, scuffing), still
VG/VG- copy, from the library of John R. Maticich
(1933-2014). Fifth printing of this Nobel Prize
winner’s seminal work in which he worked out the
critical ideas of drift and diffusion, and the
differential equations that govern the flow of
electrons in solid state crystals. This work became
“the” guide for an entire generation of electrical
engineers, physicists, designers, and scientists
developing new transistors and other devices
using semiconductors. Shockley’s development of
the junction transistor had been driven by his
belief that the point contacts transistor would be
too fragile for manufacturing, and also to keep
ahead of the developments by John N. Shive.
Shockley was awarded -- along with Bardeen and
Brattain who co-invented the transistor -- the 1956
Physics Nobel Prize for “researches on
semiconductors and their discovery of the
transistor effect.” This was published as part of the
Bell Laboratories Series. See, Origins of
Cyberspace, 904; Crystal Fire: The birth of the
information age, pp. 142-55. !!
$ 325.00

87) SMIT, J.[an] & WIJN, H.[enricus] P.[etrus]
J.[ohannes]. Ferrites: physical properties of
ferrimagnetic oxides in relation

to their technical applications. [New York]:
John Wiley & Sons, Philips Technical
Library, 1959. 8vo. xv, [1], 369, [1] pp. Photo

to solve physical systems, such as the author’s
pioneering work on the simulation of the diffusion
of pollutants from automobiles, or “Smog”
published later in 1958. !
!
$ 75.00

frontisp, equations, diagrams, photo illustrations.
Blue-green publisher’s cloth, lettering in gilt &
black, w/ d.j. cover art colour diagram (1 minor
small teat at upper fore-edge, very slight scuffing,
couple minor closed tears), still NF/VG- copy,
from the library of John R. Maticich (1933-2014),
w/ former ownership markings on front
pastedown. First edition of this title in the Wiley
Series on the Science and Technology of Materials,
detailing cubic and hexagonal, soft and hard
ferrites, as well as microwave frequencies. Scarce
in original dustjacket. !
!
$ 60.00

88) SOROKA, Walter W. Analog methods in
computation and simulation. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1954. 8vo. xii, 390
pp. Diagrams, text illustrations & equations
throughout. Blue cloth, gilt & red lettering on spine
(minor scuffing, edgewear, minor rubbing to
corners), still VG- copy, from the library of John R.
Maticich (1933-2014), w/ ownership markings on
front pastedown. First edition, 3rd printing, of this
classic work, which pioneered the methods of
using mathematical models and analog computers

89) VON NEUMANN, John. Mathematical
foundations of quantum mechanics.

Translated from the German edition by
Robert T. Beyer. Princeton: Princeton Univ.
Press, 1955. 8vo. xii, 445, [1] pp. Printed blue
softcovers, black lettering printed on front cover
(slight interior toning), still NF copy, from the
library of John R. Maticich (1933-2014). First
edition in English of this classic work, Number 2 in
the Investigations in Physics series. This
revolutionary work caused a shift in theoretical
physics by presenting the theories of Hermitean
operators and Hilbert spaces providing the
framework for transformation theory. $ 75.00

90) [COOKERY]. HUEG, Herman [F.W.]
Ornamental confectionery and the art of
baking in all its branches. Printed in German
and English. . . [Illustrirtes cake- & conditorbuch]; Designs and instructions for cake
decorations; Catalogue and price list. H.
Hueg & Co. Manufacturers of patent tools for
bakers, confectioners, and decorators]. [New
York & Long Island City, NY: H. Hueg & Co.,
1901]. Four parts in one vol. 152; [153]-223, [1]; 43,
[1], xii, [4] pp. Sepia-tinted woodcut-engraved

extra-illustrated titles for parts 1 & 2, numerous
plates, numerous sepia-tinted woodcut engraved
plates and designs for cakes and confections,
illustrated ads, illustration as colophon of the
Hueg & Co. building. Diced burgundy-coloured
publisher’s cloth, gilt lettering stamped on front
cover & spine, blind-stamped borders (edgewear &
rubbing, faint tidemark to lower fore-edge of front
cover, thumbing to endpapers, and couple leaves
w/ closed tears), still a G copy, w/ ownership label
of Oscar Bauman’s (1867-1940) Bon Ton Candy
Kitchen & Bakery in Nampa, Idaho on front
pastedown, together with recipes for potatoe chips
on ffep., chocolate rolls with marshmallow filling,
pretzels, and coconut bars on rear endpapers.

Seventh edition, revised, of this well-illustrated
and expanded confectionery, pastry, candy, and
cake decorating work for commercial bakeries,
confectionery cafes, Restaurants, Steamships, and
eating houses generally. The recipes were
calculated for larger commercial bakeries, rather
than individual users, and targeted towards the
large German-American, and Swiss-American
communities stretching across the northern United
States at the end of the Victorian era. Hueg
(1853-1917) immigrated to New York in Dec., 1880,
and quickly set up as a commercial baker. By 1892

he had published his very popular book of recipes
in German and English for German-American
bakers, and the business quickly expanded. By
1905, it was a very popular selling baking
handbook, but often used to death by commercial
bakeries, chefs, and confectioneries. Worldcat
locates 4 copies (Cornell, Purdue, Canadian Centre
for Architecture, NL of Scotland); See: Goldstein,
The Oxford Companion to Sugar and Sweets
(2015). !
!
!
!
$ 300.00

91) CORY, Fanny Y. [COONEY, Fanny Young
Cory]. The babes in the wood: Mother Goose
rhymes and jingles with illustrations by. . . .
[Indianapolis]: The Bobbs-Merrill Co., [1917].
4to. 9 x 11.25 in. [40 pp (unpaginated).] Illustrated
title in red & black, colour frontisp., 5 colour plates,
numerous text illustrations printed in black, red &
green. Colour-illustrated boards, cover art by
Fanny Y. Cory (minor edgewear, minor rubbing
head & foot of spine, corners), w/ d.j. cover art by
Cory (minor chipping & tears, small tear upper
fore-edge back cover, couple minor closed tears),
still VG/G copy, w/ booksellers stamp on ffep. of
the Billings Book Dept. First edition of this
exceedingly scarce and beautifully illustrated
anthology of Mother Goose rhymes and

derivations by the noted Montana artist. Cory
(1877-1972) began her career as an illustrator in
Helena, MT at the age of 14, and later moved to
New York to study at the Metropolitan School of
Fine Arts to study art and lived with her brother J.
Campbell Cory, noted political cartoonist. She
quickly became a prolific artist for St. Nicholas,
Harper’s Bazaar, the Saturday Evening Post, and
Scribner’s Century Magazines, and by 1902
producing the illustrations for Baum’s science
fiction adventure, The Master Key, ! $ 495.00

and in 1903 the dream-like fairy tale illustrations
for L. Frank Baum’s The Enchanted Island of Yew.
She also produced fine illustrations for a 1902
edition of Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland. After
returning to Montana in 1902, she married Fred
Cooney a rancher on the Missouri River in Canyon
Ferry in 1904, and ceased illustrating until the
mid-1920s when she created the very popular
Sonysayings cartoon strip which ran nationally for
decades. Worldcat locates 1 copy (Univ. of
Missouri-Columbia -- note that Australian Catholic
University copy listed is electronic version only);
See: Drawing on Motherhood: The Cartoons and
Illustrations of Fanny Cory Cooney, Women’s
History Matters (Nov. 27, 2014); Douglas Green,

Fanny Y. Cory, Baum Bugle (Spring, 1973);
Bienvenue & Schmidt, pp. 203-204 (notes).

92) [CRIMINOLOGY -- PRISON REFORM].
DUDDING, Earl Ellicott. The trail of the
dead years. “Dudding’s gripping story of his
own life experience. . . theories of the
‘chemistry of sin,’ crime, punishment, birth
control. . . “Edited by William Winfred
Smith. Huntington, WV & Washington, D.C.:
Prisoners Relief Society, 1932. 8vo. x, 342 pp.

93) DE DIENES, Andre. Sun-warmed nudes.
Los Angeles, CA: Elysium, [June, 1965]. 4to.

With numerous photo plates, text illustrations.
Textured blue publisher’s cloth, gilt lettering
stamped on front cover & spine (very minor
shelfwear), w/ d.j. cover art image of the West
Virginia penitentiary gate (minor chipping head &
foot of spine, wear to corners), VG/VG copy. First
edition of this gripping memoir by former prisoner
convicted of manslaughter describing the
deplorable conditions of West Virginia Penitentiary
which Dudding describes as a vermin-infested
“damnation.” Of particular interest are his
extended essays on metabolic imbalances, poor
brain chemistry, and drug abuse as contributing
factors to crime, along with unwanted pregnancies,
and marrying too young, often resulting in
delinquent progeny. !!
!
$ 100.00

!

[Approx. 200 pp (unpaginated)]. 100s of photos
(numerous plates in colour). Colour-illust boards
(slght wear, slight bumping head of spine), w/ d.j.
colour photo cover art (minor chipping head of
spine, scuffing upper back cover), NF/VG- copy.
Second printing of this superb photo essay on the
nude female figure by the famed photographer.

!

!

!

$ 125.00

94) [DISNEY, Walt]. BARUCH, Dorothy
Walter. Collodi. Pinocchio adapted from
Collodi. Illustrated by. . . . Boston: D.C. Heath
& Co., [1940]. 8vo. [6], 90 pp. Colour-illust.
title,illustrated endpapers, colour-illustrated
throughout. Colour-illustrated cloth, in blue &
beige, cover art of Disney Pinocchio (minor
dustsoiling, shelfwear), still VG bright copy, w/
former ownership marking on front pastedown.
First edition of this installment in the beloved Walt
Disney Story Books reader series issued by Heath.
These were very popular readers, and were well
read and used by students. These were a
remarkable Disney production because all of the
illustrations in the Heath books were inked and

illustrated by the Walt Disney Studio.
Boston: D.C. Heath & Co., [1940]. 8vo. [6], 66
pp. Colour-illust. title, illustrated endpapers,
numerous colour illustrations. Colour-illustrated
cloth, in blue, red, orange & gray, cover art
featuring Donald w/ Huey, Dewey & Louie
(minor shelfwear, minor dustsoiling, slight
bumping to couple corners), VG copy. First edition
of this volume in the beloved Walt Disney Story
Books reader series issued by Heath. $ 35.00

painted on cels just the way they were produced
for the animated films and shorts. These were cels
that were especially made for Heath, and the
colours continue to retain their freshness today.
They were intended to become more difficult by
grade level with “Here They Are” as the primer,
and “Donald Duck Sees South America” intended
for the highest grades. See: Snyder, D.C. Heath,
Purveyor of Disney Books Par Excellence; Larry
Jacobs Catalog, #816, Heritage Comics Auction;
Jerry Beck, Nobody Ever Talks About Bongo
(2013). !
!
!
!
$ 40.00

96) [DISNEY, Walt]. EMERSON, Caroline D.
Mickey sees the U.S.A . . . illustrated by the
Walt Disney Studio. Boston: D.C. Heath &
Co., [1944]. 8vo. [6], 138 pp. Colour-illust. title,
colour pictorial maps, illustrated endpapers,
numerous colour illustrations. Colour-illustrated
cloth, in blue,red & white (minor shelfwear, very
slight rubbing), still NF copy, w/ former
ownership markings on front pastedown.

95) [DISNEY, Walt]. BRUMBAUGH,
Florence. Donald Duck and his nephews . . .

First edition of this title in the beloved Walt Disney
Story Books reader series issued by Heath. These
were very popular readers, and were well read and
used by students. “Mickey Sees the U.S.A.” not
only contains wonderful Disney animated artwork,
but is filled with pictorial humorous maps of the
assorted places across the country that Mickey
visits. See: Snyder, D.C. Heath, Purveyor of Disney
Books Par Excellence; Larry Jacobs Catalog, #816,
Heritage Comics Auction; Jerry Beck, Nobody Ever
Talks About Bongo (2013). ! !
$ 50.00

98) [DISNEY, Walt]. PALMER, Robin;
EMERSON, Caroline D. School days in
Disneyville. Illustrated by The Walt Disney
Studio. Boston: D.C. Heath & Co., [1939]. 8vo.
[8], 102 pp. Colour-illust. title, colour illustrations
throughout. Colour-illustrated cloth, in green,
black, beige & orange, cover art with Mickey,
Donald & Pluto (minor shelfwear, slight rubbing),
still a VG bright copy. First edition of this volume
in the Walt Disney Story Books reader series issued
by Heath. !
!
!
!
$ 40.00

97) [DISNEY, Walt]. PALMER, H. Marion;
Donald Duck sees South America . . .
illustrated by the Walt Disney Studio.
Boston: D.C. Heath & Co., [1945]. 8vo. [4], 137,
[1] pp. Colour-illust. title, illustrated endpapers,
numerous colour illustrations. Colour-illustrated
cloth, in blue, white & sepia, w/ Donald Duck
draped over a globe (minor dustsoiling,
thumbing), still VG copy, w/ former ownership
marking on front pastedown. First edition of this
volume in the beloved Walt Disney Story Books
reader series issued by Heath. They were intended
to become more difficult by grade level with “Here
They Are” as the primer, and “Donald Duck Sees
South America” intended for the highest grades.
See: Snyder, D.C. Heath, Purveyor of Disney Books
Par Excellence; Larry Jacobs Catalog, #816,
Heritage Comics Auction; Jerry Beck, Nobody Ever
Talks About Bongo (2013). ! !
$ 45.00

54726 [DISNEY, Walt]. PALMER, Robin.
Mickey never fails. . . illustrated by the Walt
Disney Studio. Boston: D.C. Heath & Co.,
[1939]. 8vo. [6], 102 pp. Colour-illust. titles,
illustrated endpapers, colour illustrated
throughout. Colour-illustrated cloth, in red, black
& white, w/ Mickey Mouse on front cover, Mickey
& Donald Duck on back cover (minor rubbing,
dustsoiling, very minor bumping to corners), still
VG bright copy. First edition of the first title in this
beloved Walt Disney Story Books reader series
issued by Heath. These were very popular readers,
and were well read and used by students. These
were a remarkable Disney production because all
of the illustrations in the Heath books were inked
and painted on cels just the way they were
produced for the animated films and shorts.
!
!
!
!
!
$ 45.00

100) [DISNEYLAND]. Walt Disney’s
Sleeping Beauty Castle. . . . [Anaheim, CA:
Walt Disney’s Magic Kingdom Disneyland,
1957]. 4to. [8 pp (unpagatinated).], w/ four

99) [DISNEY, Walt]. SALTEN, Felix.
PURNELL Idella. Walt Disney’s Bambi.
Illustrated by The Walt Disney Studio.
Boston: D.C. Heath & Co., [1944]. 8vo. [8], 101,
[1] pp. Colour-illust. title, colour illustrations
throughout. Colour-illustrated cloth, in green,
black, beige & orange, cover art with Bambi & his
mother with forest friends (minor shelfwear, slight
rubbing), still a VG bright copy. First edition of this
volume in the Walt Disney Story Books reader
series issued by Heath. These were very popular
readers, and were well read and used by students.
!
!
!
!
!
$ 40.00

centerfold pages folding out to 8 page large
panoramic scene from the movie. Self-printed
colour-illustrated softcovers, still retaining the free
envelope and additional copies coupon when they
were originally sold at the Arts & Crafts Store at
Disneyland in 1957 (minor shelfwear, slight
creasing to fore-edge front cover), still VG copy.
First edition of this opening year brochure
celebrating the remodeling and expansion of the
Sleeping Beauty Castle dioramas based on Eyvind
Earle’s artwork on the upper level of the Castle,
opened April 29, 1957. The Castle was designed by
Roland Hill through forced perspective, and was
the only Disney Castle whose construction was
overseen by Disney himself. !!
$ 75.00

101) DORR, Joseph W. On the sunset shore.
A book of poems and rhymes. . . . Seattle,

WA: Published by the Souvenir Publishing
Co., 1908. 8vo. iv, [2], 211, [1] pp. Photo frontisp.,
numerous photo plates. Green pictorial publisher’s
cloth, illustration of Multnomah Falls on front
cover in white & black, white & black lettering
(minor rubbing, edgewear, rubbing to upper part
of image), still VG copy, inscribed by the author on
the last page, w/ former ownership markings on
ffep. First edition, inscribed, of this anthology of
self-published poetry and verse by Dorr
(1855-1924), known as the “tract evangelist” in
Seattle and the Pacific Northwest who often made
treks up and down the West Coast pitching his
literary efforts, and engaging in relief work for the
poor and sick. The photo illustrations include
scenic views of California, Oregon, Washington,
British Columbia, and Alaska. !
$ 65.00

102) [DULAC]. ANDERSEN, Hans
[Christian]. Stories from. . . with illustrations
by Edmund Dulac. New York: Hodder &
Stoughton, [1911]. 4to. viii, 250, [2] pp. Tipped-in
colour frontisp., 27 tipped-in colour plates,
decorated borders, all pages ruled, ornamental
devices on blanks and versos of plates. Light tan
linen, gilt decoration & illustration on front cover
& spine, gilt lettering (minor edgewear, rubbing,
very minor bumping head & foot of spine, couple
corners), w/ front portion of d.j., front flap
retained, colour plate tipped-in by Dulac, still VG/

Poor copy, from the Marylhurst University Library
which was closed in 2018.! !
$ 395.00

First trade edition of these Fairy tale classics
beautifully illustrated by Dulac.

103) [EDUCATION -- ART INSTRUCTION].
Yours for the making; Northwest Indian
activities; Games and stunts; Games for
indoors and outdoors; How to make baskets
from paper; Christmas activities; Valentine
designs, games; Hallowe’en Days; Paper
craft; Circus ring designs; Things to make;
Transportation by water; Things to make
from oilcloth; Learning to sew; Dances for
every occasion; How to celebrate January
17th; Billy Goats Gruff pictures to color;
Crayon your way through Eskimo land; Fun
with letters; Indian days and ways; How to
make a nature trail. . . . [Chicago, IL:
Supplemental Education Association, 130
North Wells. St., ca. 1935]. Twenty-one vols.
[approx. 230 pp (each paginated separately, some
large folding).], with 100s of text illustrations,
diagrams (some double-page, folding), all with
printed softcovers, stapled as issued; together
with 93 colour-printed sheets, each w/ colour plate
or design for activity or craft on one side, and
instructions, or historical reference on verso.
Preserved in original box, title for SEA on lid

(chipping, minor loss, edgewear), still a VG set of
booklets and plates. $ 200.00

First editions of these booklets and stock sheets
targeting students from kindergarten through
junior high school level. These encompass a wide
range of subjects, stories, crafts, and an

encouragement for creating and developing
concepts through hands-on learning, with
emphasis on folklore, history, travel, and holidays.
The additional card stock sheets for teachers
include those for building a miniature stage,
pictures for children to cut out, songs, poems, how
to make musical instruments, making a simple
dog bed, necessary accessories for a cowboy outfit,

and more. Little is known about the company
except for the fact that they were connected with
the Standard Education Society, Standard
Extension University, and National Encyclopedia
Company in Chicago, IL which all encouraged selfimprovement and education in the home. Worldcat
locates copies at Syracuse & Michigan State of
varying completeness, with no list as to which
booklets are included in those collections.

104) [ETIQUETTE -- WOMEN]. LOUIS, S.L.
& [RUTH, John A.] Decorum: a practical
treatise on etiquette and dress of the best
American society. Revised by. . . . New York
& Chicago: Union Publishing House; ACME
Publishing House, 1882. Tall 16mo. 5.75 x 7.25
in. [2], 414 pp., printed on pink colour-tinted paper.
Gold-coloured Victorian publisher’s decorated
cloth, gilt, silver & black (minor scuffing, minor
wear to lower right corners, minor bumping), still
VG- copy. Revised edition of this popular Victorian
etiquette guide, with special emphasis on
American Society, along with Society in
Washington, D.C. and politicians. The authors
have touched on a wide range of Victorian taboos,
and advisories, including that women should not
kiss each other in public as it has a touch of
vulgarity; a woman should not take the arms of
two different men on each side of her, or a man
arm-in-arm with two different women as these are
“iniquities practiced only in Ireland, or

Kamtskatcha;” and that women traveling should
learn to be as self-reliant as possible, and young
women particularly should very rarely accept
assistance from strangers. The authors have even
included on the appropriate colour harmonies for
women’s costume, what items men and women
should possess for their toilette, as well as recipes
for cleaning clothes, preventing baldness, and
curing illness. !
!
!
$ 150.00

105) [FAIRY TALES]. ANDERSEN, Hans
Christian & DAULTHEUIL, Jacqueline. The
little mermaid. . . with Denise Bryer as The
Little Mermaid and the Atlas Theatre
Company. . . Music by Grieg. Script. . .
Adaptation: John Sidgwick, Layout: Robert
Planet. Directed by Isaie Disenhaus. [Paris:
Printed in France at the Imp. M. Gros, 155,
rue de belleville, 1961]. 4to. 10 x 10 in. [14 pp
(unpaginated).] Colour-illustrated throughout, w/
10 in. 33 1/3 rpm vinyl LP inserted into rear
pocket, still retaining original protective sleeve.
Colour-illustrated stiff softcovers (slight
shelfwear), NF copy. First edition in English of this
Atlas Tale-Spinners interactive version of the
beloved fairy tale, with voiceovers including
Denise Bryer, Jocelyn Page, Judith Whale, Gillian
Wood, and Peggy Butt. Bryer (b. 1928) is perhaps
best remembered as the voice actress as Twizzle in
the late 1950s Adventures of Twizzle, Terrahawks
science fiction series, as well as the Junk Lady in
Labyrinth. Worldcat locates 1 copy (National
Library of New Zealand). ! !
$ 150.00

106) [FAIRY TALES]. MAURENCE, Jay.
Robin Hood with Robert Hardy and The
Atlas Theatre Company. . . Music by
Mendelssohn-Bartholdy. Script. . .
Adaptation: John Sidgwick, Illustrations:
Claude Donnot. Directed by Isaie Disenhaus.
[Paris: Printed in France at the Imp. Ruegger,
73, rue Pigalle, 1960]. 4to. 10 x 10 in. [16 pp
(unpaginated).] Colour-illustrated throughout, w/
10 in. 33 1/3 rpm vinyl LP inserted into rear
pocket, still retaining original protective sleeve.
Colour-illustrated stiff softcovers (slight
shelfwear), NF copy. First edition in English of this
Atlas Tale-Spinners interactive version of the
beloved fairy tale, with voiceovers including
Robert Hardy as Robin, John Wood, Geoffrey
Lewis, Tony Church, John Baddeley, Ralph Hallett,
Judith Whale as Lady Marian, and others. Robert
Hardy (1925-2017) is best remembered as Siegfried
Farnon in All Creatures Great and Small, Cornelius
Fudge in the Harry Potter films, and Winston
Churchill in many different productions. Worldcat
locates 1 copy (National Library of New Zealand).
!
!
!
!
!
$ 150.00

107) [FAIRY TALES]. PERRAULT, [Charles] &
VERDEL, Christian. Bluebeard adapted from
the story. . . with Marjorie Westbury and The
Atlas Theatre Company. . . Music by
Mendelssohn. Script. . . Adaptation: John
Sidgwick, Illustrations: Robert Planet.

Directed by Isaie Disenhaus. [Paris: Printed
in France at the Imp. Ruegger, 1960]. 4to. 10 x
10 in. [14 pp (unpaginated).] Colour-illustrated
throughout, w/ 10 in. 33 1/3 rpm vinyl LP inserted
into rear pocket, still retaining original protective
sleeve. Colour-illustrated stiff softcovers (slight
shelfwear), NF copy. ! !
!
$ 150.00

First edition in English of this Atlas Tale-Spinners
interactive version of the beloved fairy tale, with
voiceovers including Marjorie Westbury, Judith
Bailey, Judith Whale, Michael Murray, Alan Rowe,
John Whale, and Tony Church as Bluebeard.
Westbury (1906-1989) was an English radio actress
and singer for over 50 years, best remembered as
Steve Temple, wife of Paul Temple in the long

running series, as well as Elsa Strauss in the Hilda
Tablet series. Tony Church (1930-2008) was a
founding member of the new Royal Shakespeare
Company with Peter Hall, and later appeared in
Tess, Krull, and the 1963 BBC production of As You
Like It. Worldcat locates 1 copy (Bowling Green).

108) [FASHION -- JAZZ AGE CATALOGUE].
[RICH, Wilson D.] Thirtieth annual catalog
of fur coats and robes and fine fur garments,
fur sets, fur lined coats, fur caps, fur mittens,
etc. All made from hides and skins you
furnish. . . . Sioux City, IA: Sioux City Robe
and Tanning Co., [1922]. Two parts. 1st -- Tall
8vo. 24 pp. With photo illustrations, text
illustrations, diagrams, mailing label tipped-in.
Sepia-tinted photo illustrated softcovers, front
cover showing buffalo, buffalo rug, and patron w/
buffalo coat, cowboy in fur coat and chaps on back
cover, w/ saddled horse and wolf carcass slung
over the saddle (minor shelfwear, slight
dustsoiling), NF; 2nd -- 4to. [4 pp (unpaginated).]
Folding promotional advertising brochure &
illustrated catalogue, first page w/ Sioux City
Robe & Tanning Co. letterhead, crease folds as
issued (light uniform toning), still VG copy.

First editions of these remarkably scarce Jazz Age
advertising catalogues promoting fur coats, fur
robes, rugs, fur sets for ladies, and even measuring
instructions. Sioux City and Dubuque, Iowa were
the center of the fur tanning trade in the Midwest
by the end of the 19th century, and the Sioux City
Robe & Tanning Co. specialized in converting their
customer’s hides into usable products. This
catalogue advertises their successful fur tailoring
process resulting in fur coats, Standard and
Special, Ladies’ Automobile Coats, Beaver coats,
Mink sets, Civet sets, Beaver & Otter sets, and
more. Founded originally in 1892 by J. Ladd, the
company was forced to sue a former employee -George Lewis -- for using the Sioux City Robe &
Tanning Co. name in 1908 as well. Eventually the
two merged after World War I under Wilson Rich
(b. 1871) who then successfully operated the
company into the 1950s. No copies located in
Worldcat; See: Dyment v. Lewis, Supreme Court of
Iowa, Nov. 18, 1909, The Northwestern Reporter,
Vol. 123, pp. 244-248. !!
!
$ 250.00

fitted jacket-and-skirt tailored suits. The 1930s
featured more modest and form fitted glamorous

109) [FASHION -- SEWING PATTERNS].
Butterick fashions, including patterns,
transfers and needle-art. [Counter display
catalogue]. New York: Butterick Company,
Inc., 1939. Fourteen sections in on vol. Folio. 12.5
x 14 in. 201-204; 555-600; 461-600; 279-300; 375-400;
277-300; 289-300; 137-150, 293-302; 149-150, [20];
273-300; 285-300; 283-300; 231-300, 175-200 pp.
With over 1000 colour-illustrated and colour-tinted
fashion illustrations, w/ thumb tabs at fore-edges
of each section (most heavily creased, dustsoiled).
Publisher’s quarter-blue cloth over thick printed
softcovers, cover art of fashionable pinched waist
tailored suit & skirt on front cover (wear & scuffing
to softcovers, minor bumping head & foot of spine,
dustsoiling), still VG- copy.
First edition of this unusually scarce counter
display catalogue of Butterick fashion patterns allday long dresses, tailored dresses, jacket dresses,
evening gowns, maternity wear, housecoats,
dressing coats, and more for pre-World War II
America. This catalogue provides an invaluable
illustrated historical reference for the colours,
styles, and fabrics during the explosion and impact
of Christian Dior’s new designs reflecting the
refined femininity with severely cinched waists,
extra padding to the hips, longer and decidedly
more romantic skirts and dresses, as well as nicely

styles focusing on natural high waist, fitted hips,
and longer skirts with high necklines and wide
shoulders. Modeled on the styles popularized by
such glamour queens as Greta Garbo, Joan
Crawford, and Ginger Rogers, the ideal “30s
woman” was supposed to be tall, slender, with tiny
waist and narrow hips. These designs show the
marked rise in special elegance of 1938 fashions,
emphasizing the pencil-thin silhouette, skunk
jacket, extravagant hats with veils, molded dresses,
full skirts with bright patterns, and tiny sailor hats.
These catalogues are quite scarce, and nearly all
have perished over the decades from use, not only
from the original women’s stores, fabric stores,
tailors, seamstresses, but also as reference works
for costume departments, designers, and others in
the ensuing decades. No copies located in
Worldcat. !
!
!
!
$ 450.00

110) [FASHION -- WOMEN]. Croquis
elegants robes serie. La Collection ParisMode. Ete 1953. No. 503. . . . Paris: Editions
Bell, 26, Avenue de L’Opera, 1953. Folio. 6.75 x
13 in. [12 pp (unpaginated).], with diagrams &
sewing cutting patterns of dresses, 30 pochoir

colour plates, all hand-coloured, on transluscent
paper stock. Printed softcovers, wire spiral binding

as issued, folding ad on back cover for Yalacta
yogurt, very popular in the 1950s for use as facial
cream and skin cream (minor toning, slight wear,
very faint tidemark ring at upper fore-edge), still
VG copy. First edition of this splendid fashion
design portfolio for the summer 1953 Parisian
styles, featuring sleek slender elegant shapes, with
beautifully tailored fabrics and waistlines, and hair
styles were shortened. These Christian Dior
inspired designs emphasized the hourglass figure,
the billowing full skirts, tight bodices, and very
tailored skirts, often requiring some serious
undergarments to wear them as well. The fabrics
for these included silk blends from the famed
Lyons textile house Bianchini-Ferier, others by
Chez Staron, as well as lightweight cottons from J.
Leonard using Egyptian cotton. Worldcat locates 5
copies (FIT, Metropolitan Museum NY, Kansas
State, Washington Univ., SMU). !
$ 375.00

111) [FIREFIGHTING -MASSACHUSETTS]. Seventeenth
Entertainment and Ball of the Waltham
Firemen’s Relief Association. Maynard
Hall. . . ; Eighteenth Entertainment and Ball
of the Waltham Firemen’s Relief Association
held at Maynard Hall. . . [Two dance card
programs]. Waltham, MA: Waltham
Firemen’s Relief Assoc., 1906; 1909. Two

pieces. [8; 8 (unpaginated).] Both with photoprinted covers, photo cover art of horse-drawn fire
engines, each w/ their Waltham Engine
companies, punch sewn at gutter margins w/ blue
& gold silk braid respectively, each w/ small
souvenir pencil for writing on the dance card still

attached (minor edgewear, light rubbing), still VG
set, from the library of Lewis Corbin Button, Jr.
(1887-1956), former toy maker and sign painters,
whose father Lewis C. Button (1848-1906) was a
carriage and wagon painter. First editions, thus, of
these charming dance card programs for the
Waltham Firemen’s Relief Assoc., originally
organized in Dec., 1886 to pay out benefits to sick
and disabled firemen injured in the line of duty.
Entertainment often included Vaudeville acts,
silent movies, glass lantern slide shows, and even
hose coupling contests. !
!
$ 100.00

112) FLEMING, Peter. Brazilian adventure.
New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1934. 8vo.
412 pp. Title in red & black, map, 18 photo illust.,
maps on endpapers. Beige cloth, black & green
lettering & decoration (very slight tidemark at foot
of spine), w/ d.j. great cover art of expedition
canoeing down the Amazon (minor edgewear,
minor sunning & wear to spine, minor creasing),
still VG-/VG- copy. ! !
!
$ 50.00

in Sept., 1922. The 7th Infantry which is one of the
oldest US Army Infantry Regiments remained at

First edition of this account of the expedition to
discover the fate of Colonel Fawcett, an explorer
missing in the jungles of Central Brazil.

(inset photos)
113) [FORT VANCOUVER -- PANORAMIC
PHOTOGRAPH]. MENTZER, [Theodore
Thurston]. 7th U.S. Infantry Band, Arthur S.
Haynes, Band Leader. Vancouver Barracks,
Wash. Sept. 12th, 1923. Photo 545-D. . .
[Immense panoramic photograph measuring
more than six feet long depicting all of the
Army musicians lined up in front of the band
hall at the Fort Vancouver Barracks].
Portland, OR: The[odore Mentzer],
Photographer, 1923. One large silver gelatin
panoramic photograph, sized 78.5 x 16 in.,
archivally mounted on foam core, and framed,
with remarkable strong and bright contrast.

!

!

!

!

!

$ 2500.00

This enormous panoramic photograph records the
musicians in the 7th U.S. Infantry Band which was
stationed at the Fort Vancouver Barracks beginning

the Vancouver Barracks until the outbreak of
World War II. The 7th Infantry band played
regularly at local events. The band leader and
music director was Arthur “Cap’ Haynes (b. 1885),
a Welsh-American who trained at the Royal
Academy of Music in London, was a soloist with
His Majesty’s Coldstream Guards, and later
organized General Pershing’s Band for the
American Expeditionary Force in Paris during
World War I. Upon his return to the United States,
he joined the US Army, became the Warrant Officer
at the Vancouver Barracks where he directed the
7th Infantry Band for decades. He later taught
music at Clark College and the old Fort Vancouver
High School. Mentzer (1893-1953), was a
photographer in Tacoma, WA and during World
War I served with the American Expeditionary
Force in France, sailing on the RMS Olympic to
Europe in March, 1919, and finally returning back
to the United States on the SS Rotterdam arriving
in New York on Jan. 28, 1920. He was stationed at

Fort Lewis until the early 1920s, before setting up a
studio in Portland, OR through the 1930s, and
following the Great Depression worked for the
Oregon Ship Building Corporation in Portland,
OR.

114) [FOSSILS -- WYOMING]. [KNIGHT,
Wilbur & LOMAX, E.L.] Some of Wyoming’s
vertebrate fossils. . . . [Laramie, WY &
Omaha, NE]: Union Pacific Railroad Co.,
Passenger Department, [1899]. 8vo. 8vo. [2], 36,
[2] pp. Map frontisp., numerous photo & text
illustrations, Union Pacific Overland Route map at
rear. Tan printed softcovers, decorative purple
lettering on front cover (minor rubbing to spine),
still a VG bright copy, w/ former ownership stamp
at fore-edge of 1 text leaf. ! !
$ 425.00

First edition of this scarce Union Pacific
promotional brochure celebrating one of the
earliest dinosaur fossil discoveries in the United
States by William Harlow Reed (1848-1915), an
Assist. Prof. of Geology at the Univ. of Wyoming
Geology. Reed was a former station foreman for
the Union Pacific Railroad at the Como Station in

Wyoming Territory, and along with his fellow
station master William Edward Carlin they
uncovered the Como Bluff fossil in 1876 of what
they termed a Megatherum, but later identified by
Professor Marsh as the sauropod Brontosaurus.
The images show the fossils of the Tricerataops,
Brontosaurus, Stegosaurus, and others, as well as
the the Univ. of Wyoming fossil restoration
laboratory showing piles of bones and boxes
stacked behind large reconstructed fossils. Reed
had left the Union Pacific in the late 1870s and
became a professional fossil hunter, opening up the
Quarry 1 in 1899 with Dr. Williston, and the fossil
beds in the Mexican Mines, Wyoming, in
conjunction with Professor Wilbur C. Knight of the
Univ. of Wyoming. Reed discovered the Como
Bluff Quarry 9 which was the source of the Yale
Peabody Museum’s collection of Jurassic
mammals, and in fact discovered the skeleton
made into the Brontosaurus excelsus now on
display in the Great Hall. This Union Pacific
promotional brochure trumpets the collection
assembled by Knight, the Territory of Wyoming’s
interest in science, evolution, and the study of
comparative anatomy. Tom Rea, Bone Wars: The
Excavation of Andrew Carnegie’s Dinosaur (2004),
pp. 103-107.

115) FREEMAN, Don. Fly high, fly low. [New
York]: The Viking Press, [1967]. 4to. 56 pp.

Double-page colour-illustrated title, colourillustrated throughout. Blue cloth, large B in yellow
on front cover, colour-illustrated endpapers, w/
d.j. wraparound cover art by Freeman (1 very
small closed tear, very slight chipping to back
cover), NF/VG copy, inscribed to Joan, w/ small
illustration on verso of ffep.

116) [FUR TRADE]. LATHAM, Frank B. Jed
Smith, trail blazer. Illustrated by Frank
Murch. New York: Aladdin Books, 1952. 8vo.
192 pp. Colour frontisp., numerous colour-tinted
text illustrations. Pictorial blue cloth, maps on
endpapers, w/ d.j. (couple minor closed tears,
slight creasing front cover), NF/VG copy. First
edition, of this excellent title in the American
Heritage series, recounting the life of the famous
mountain man and explorer. !!
$ 75.00

Seventh printing, inscribed with small illustration
on the letter “J” to Joan, by the author/illustrator
of this 1958 Caldecott Honor Book, set against the
backdrop of two San Francisco birds nesting in the
letter “B” in the sign on top of the Bay Hotel.
!
!
!
!
!
$ 250.00

117) [GARDENING -- SEED CATALOGUE].
[SALZER, Henry]. John A. Salzer Seed Co.
1905. Giant six weeks Verbenas. [Catalogue].
La Crosse, WI & Buffalo, NY: John A. Salzer
Seed Co., Niagara Lithograph Co., 1905. 4to.
140 pp. 100s of text illustrations, diagrams, and
advertising, 4 colour chromolithograph plates.
Colour-chromolithograph softcovers, cover art on
front cover of Verbenas on front cover, Phlox on
back cover (minor edgewear, creasing, very minor
bumping to spine), still VG copy, preserved with
original illustrated mailing envelope advertising
Salzer’s Home Builder Corn, addressed to F.N.
Siegrfied, Oak Harbor, WA. ! !
$ 195.00

First edition of this scarce Edwardian John A.
Salzer seed catalogue. Salzer (1823-1892) founded
his seed business in La Crosse, WI in 1868 where
he was serving as a pastor for a large GermanAmerican Methodist community. By the 1880s,
Salzer owned seed farms in St. Vincent, MN, Bath
& Groton, Dakota, as well as large operations in
and around Sacramento and Stockton, California.
By the time of this catalogue, they were considered
to be one of the largest mail order seed companies
in the country. This catalogue advertises seeds for
flowers, vegetables, farm seeds such as oats, spring
& winter wheat, sugar cane, farming implements,
exotic plants and a wide range of tomato varieties,
including the newly introduced Logan’s Giant
Tomato, Salzer’s Blood Beets, Salzer’s famous
onions, and more. The Niagara Lithograph Co.
operated from 1896-1967, and was initially
founded and operated by Hugo Monro, John
McWilliams, and Horace Reed, and were known
for their chromolithograph posters, calendars,
advertisements, postage stamps, and more.
Worldcat locates 2 copies (Winterthur, National Ag.
Library); Victory Horticultural Group, John A.
Salzer Seed Company, La Crosse, Wisconsin (2017).

Yokohama Nursery Co., Ltd. Yokohama,
Japan: Yokohama Nursery Co., Ltd., 21-35
Nakamura-Machi, 1909. 4to. [10], 96 pp.

118) [GARDEN -- SEED CATALOGUE].
[UHEI SUZUKI]. Catalogue of the

Including title leaf in red, colour-tinted photo
plates, with 3 colour chromolithograph plates (1

w/ large folding tissue guard key in Japanese).
Colour chromolithograph illustrated softcovers
(minor chipping head of spine, slight foxing,
edgewear, slight center creasing to catalogue), still
a VG- copy. ! !
!
!
$ 550.00
First edition of this remarkably scarce Japanese
seed catalogue for the famed Yokahama Nursery
Company. The company was formed in 1893 out of
the Yokohama Gardeners Association, a
cooperative which had formed in order to export
plants and nursery supplies to the West. This
catalogue encompasses a broad range of lilies,
tulips, irises, Verbena chrysanthemums, anemones,
roses, ferns, many other varieties of bedding
plants, vegetables, and a section on bonsai, or
dwarf trees. They also supplied mowers, trimming
sheers, topiary and flower arrangement supplies,
and more. The chromolithograph plates are vivid
and bright. The company is perhaps best
remembered for supplying numerous Victorian
and Edwardian Japanese gardens, including the
Japanese Tea Garden in Kinsmen Park in Victoria,
BC, the first Japanese garden in the Pacific
Northwest designed by Isaburo Kishida, as well as
the Butchart Gardens commissioned and built by
James Dunsmuir, the Japanese Garden at Hatley
Park, and even the phenomenal Larz and Isabel
Anderson bonsai collection. No copies located in
Worldcat; See: Lisa Pearson, The Yokohama
Nursery Company: Japanese Plants for Western
Buyers, Arnold Arboretum (Oct. 31, 2013); Paul
Allison, Finding Kishida, Recreating Eden (2007).

[1923]. 12mo. 77, [1] pp. With 60 text illustrations
and full page colour lithograph plates. Embossed
black cloth, gilt lettering on spine, marbled
endpapers (minor rubbing, shelfwear), still NF
copy. First edition of this excellent work on
creating commercial show cards and point-of-sale
advertising for studio fixtures, brush and pen
lettering, business trends, and designs in the Jazz
Age. Worldcat locates 1 copy (Univ. of Delaware).
!
!
!
!
!
$ 85.00

120) [GRAPHIC ARTS]. Clipper. Serving
fine art since 1964. Clipper/Index. June, 1993
through June, 1994. Peoria, IL: Clipper
Dynamic Graphics, Inc., 1993-1994. Elephant

119) [GRAPHIC ARTS]. KOLLER, E.[dmund]
L.[eonard]. Commercial show cards.
Scranton, PA: International Textbook Co.,

folio. 14 x 9.25 in. [Approx. 650 leaves (sections
separately paginated, index leaves to each
installment separately numbered as well)]. With
1000s of images, text illustrations, graphic clip art,
many images in colour, some full page. Original
white vinyl 4-ring binder, red lettering stamped on
front cover (minor shelfwear, rubbing), NF copy.
!
!
!
!
!
$ 450.00

employees in 1990, then Creatas (Liquid Library),
and later Jupiter Images, finally closing down in
April, 2009 when the company was purchased by
Getty Images. Complete 12-month issue volumes
are quite scarce, and the company maintained an
entire stable of free lance artists, who contributed
artwork on an ongoing basis. Two of the best
known artists anonymously represented by the
company were Frank Fruzyna, and Mitch
O’Connell. See: Rick Archer, Dynamic Graphics
(2011). !!
!
!
!
First edition, thus, of this complete collection of
graphic art produced by one of the largest
subscription art services in the world, and issuing
copyright free clip art to the newspaper and
magazine advertising industries. In addition, many
smaller companies such as dance studios, art
studios, art schools, and corporate art departments
subscribed in order to easily produce in-house art

work and promotional materials. The ranges of
topics for camera ready copy artwork for printing
encompassed holidays, sports, cartoons, comics,
special events, menus, fantasy and science fiction
artwork, public service campaigns, design motifs,
and far more. Founded in 1964 by Milton Bartel,
the company rapidly grew out of its Peoria, IL
offices, was sold to the Dynamic Graphics

121) GREENE, Graham. Our man in Havana:
an entertainment. New York: Viking Press,
1958. 8vo. [4], 247, [1] pp. Pink cloth, brown
lettering, w/ d.j. cover art by Bill English (minor
chipping head & foot of spine, minor creasing to
fore-edges, couple minor closed tears), NF/Gcopy. First American edition of this satiric look at
the British Secret service, and purported coup in
Cuba. Ironically, the film based on the book
finished filming in Havana just two months after
the overthrow of the Batista regime, with Fidel
Castro making a guest appearance on location.
!
!
!
!
!
$ 45.00

122) GUILLEMARD, F.[rancis] H.[enry] H.
[ill]. The cruise of the Marchesa to
Kamschatka & New Guinea with notices of
Formosa, Liu-Ku, and various islands of the
Malay Archipelago. With maps and
numerous woodcuts drawn by J. Keulemans,

Saul Brothers, 626 Federal St., [1914]. Oblong

C. Whymper, and others, and engraved by
Edward Whymper. . . . London: John Murray,
Albemarle St., 1889. Thick tall 8vo. xviii, [2], 455,
[1] pp. Colour map frontisp., 28 woodcut-engraved
plates, 13 colour maps (several large folding, 1 w/
inset illustrated sepia-tinted vignettes). Dark blue
publisher’s cloth, illustrated & decorated front
cover, gilt lettering on spine, blue clay-sized
endpapers (wear & rubbing to fore-edges, minor
bumping to corners, minor edgewear & rubbing
head & foot of spine), still VG- copy. Second
edition, stated, of this memoir documenting a
British natural history expedition through
Formosa, Ryukyu Islands, Japan, Kamchatka,
Bering Islands, Sulu Islands, British North Borneo,
Lubuan & Brunei, Batavia, the Celebes, the
Moluccas, New Guinea, Amoboina, Banda, and the
Aru Islands. With a focus on ornithological studies,
these accounts include a comprehensive section on
Liu-Kiu (present day Okinawa). !
$ 150.00

123) [HEALTH -- DANCE].BOYD, Neva L. &
PEDERSEN, Dagny. Folk games and
gymnastic play for kindergarten, primary,
and playground. Harmonizing of music in
this book by Gertrude Shoemaker. Chicago:

4to. 10.25 x 7.25 in. 43, [1] pp. Colour-illustrated
title, colour plates, photo illustrations, diagrams.
Tan illustrated printed softcovers, cover art of
dancing children by Gassner, yapp edges (minor
edgewear), still VG copy, w/ former ownership
marking on upper fore-edge front cover. First
edition of this charming installment in the author’s
series of folk dances and games which were early
works developing her educational program of play
theory, dancing, gymnastics, and group games.
After studying at the Univ. of Chicago, Boyd
(1876-1963) was hired by the Chicago Park
Commission to organize and supervise social
dances, play activities, and later at the Hull House
in Chicago founded their Recreational Training
School. !
!
!
!
$ 40.00

124) [HEAVY EQUIPMENT -- PHOTO
ARCHIVE]. [WAGNER, Gus, Edward
“Eddie,” Harold, Elmer, Erwin, William, &
Walter]. [An amazing factory photo archive
with 209 original photographs for the
remarkably innovative and dynamic Pacific
Northwest heavy equipment company,
Wagner Bros. Mixermobile heavy equipment
company. These seven brothers innovated,
designed, and manufactured truck-mounted
concrete mixers, the Wagnermobile Duo-Way
Scoop, the Wagner Dumpmobile,
Bubbymobile, Wagnermobile Scoop, Wagner
Lumber Jack, Speedhaul, and so many others
with these images depicting the equipment,
material, factory testing, and contractors

using them on projects]. [Portland, OR:
Wagner Mixermobile Manufacturers, ca.
1937-1964]. Two vols. Thick 4to. With 209 original
silver gelatin photographs, the majority sized 8 x
10 in., many with inked annotations, pencil notes,
or neat markings on versos indicating product
lines, locations, or product numbers, some w/
photographer’s name in negative, or stamped on
versos. Recent dark green binders, lettering
stamped on covers (most images very crisp & clear,
a few w/ minor creasing, and/or soiling), still a
NF set of images. !
!
!
$ 1950.00

This exceptional photo archive shows the variety
of heavy equipment designed before and after
World War II by the Wagner Mixermobile Co.,
which created not only their innovative three-

wheel loader Scoopmobile, their three-wheel
Wagnermobile Duo-way Scoop, but also the
innovative 4 x 4 LD5 and LD10 Scoopmobiles
which were the world’s first articulated-frame

wheel loaders. The articulation allwed for up to 20
degrees of “bucket swing” in 1 and 2 cubic yard
buckets, respectively, and could be used in logging,
road building, agriculture, and more. These
wheeled front end loaders in which the company
not only developed but expanded upon encompass
in these photographs the Wagnermobile Duo-Way
Scoop, Wagner Dumpmobile, Buggymobile,
Wagner Scoopmobile LD3, LD5, LD10, LD11,
LD12, Wagner Lumber Jack a wheeled lumber
loader, the Wagner TR-14, Wagner TR9, Wagner
Speedhaul, and many other products.

There are many images of the famed LD3
Scoopmobile which was powered by a GM 3-71 3cylinder diesel engine, steered by means of a tiller
handle and could be towed at highway speeds
behind a truck. The Scoopmobile Model HP still
holds the record of 30 years continuous production
with no changes, longer than any other
manufactured wheel loader in the world. The
photos show the Scoopmobiles moving dirt,
logging, excavating, loading sugar beets in Nyssa,
OR, making trial runs in the factory yard,
roadbuilding, and more. There are also images of a
shipment of Duo-way scoops for the New York
State highway department in 1953 loaded on
railcars, a small Duo-way scoop dozer being used
by the Wright Concrete Co., the Wagner Lumber
Jack wheeled loader built and delivered to
Diamond Lumber Co. in Tillamook, OR, the booth
display for the AMC heavy equipment show in
Chicago in 1962, and even Scoopmobiles fitted
with snowplows in Edmonton, Canada. The small
3-wheeled loader Scoopmobiles featured 2 front
drive wheels, cab to one side and loader boom on
the other, powered by a Chrysler Industrial 6

Engine, and was fitted with a 1.25 yard bucket. In
addition, there are images of the Wagner TR-14
tractor fitted with an ATECO H-97 scraper for
roadbuilding, a Wagner TR-9 fitted with a 40 foot
one-way discing attachment, and many others. OF
special interest are the series of photos showing the
Wagner Mixermobile Truck #3 prototype in 1950 at
820 Killingsworth in Portland. The truck was
powered by a 350 hp Geiberson Diesel
manufactured by Buda Machine Works in Detroit,
MI based on engine design originally used during
World War II for Tiger Tanks, was fitted with dual
aircleaners, exhausts, and oil filters. It was
designed to carry three Model C Scoops, and
image in the archive shows a trial run in July 1950.
Commercial photographers represented in the
collection include Laddie Ponich out of Edmonton,
Canada; Condit Studio Photography for
Advertising & Industry in Portland, OR, as well as
Warren Bowen in Los Angeles, CA.

The Wagner Bros. Company would later be split
into three divisions of FWD Wagner, Scoopmobile,
and Wagner Mining Scoop. Scoopmobile was sold
to Westinghouse Air Brake Co. (WABCO) in 1968
and they continued to manufacture and build them
overseas as WABCO products from there on. The
Wagner Mining Equipment Co. was later sold to
PACCAR, and then the Swedish Co. Atlas Copco
AB and now continues to produce articulated
dumb trucks and other mining vehicles. Their
three-wheeled Scoopmobile lived on under designs
by Gerlinger Carrier Co., and Eagle Crusher Co.
for decades. See: The Go-Devil (or Do-Liner) of
Wagner Brothers, Unusual Off-Road Locomotion
(2008); Wagner Scoopmobile & The Development
of the Rubber Tired Log Skidder, Machinery for
Logging Roadbuilders (2013); Charles Fairbairn,
Classic Machines: The Hewco LD3 Scoopmobile,
Contractor (2016); Tom Berry, The First Articulated
Wheel Loader, Construction Equipment (2013).

125) HEINLEIN, Robert A. Tunnel in the sky.
New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, [1955].
8vo. [8], 273, [1] pp. Illust. endpapers, double-page
illust. title. Tan-coloured publisher’s cloth,
Hutchison cover art (minor rubbing head & foot of
spine, minor creasing to spine, slight bumping to
couple corners), w/ d.j. cover art by P.A.
Hutchison (minor chipping head & foot of spine,
minor scuffing and slight closed tear back cover),
VG-/VG- copy. First edition, “A” on verso of title,
of Heinlein’s science fiction work set against the

backdrop of the survivalist struggles by a group of
teenagers cut-off from contact with Earth.

!

!

!

!

!

$ 395.00

dog stories of terrier Rags and cocker spaniel Mrs.
Silk. ! !
!
!
!
$ 75.00

126) HOKE, Helen. Grocery kitty. Pictures by
Harry Lees. New York: Junior Literary Guild
and Reynal & Hitchcock, Inc., 1946. 4to. [36 pp
(unpaginated).] Colour-tinted frontisp., colourillustrated title, colour-illustrated throughout.
Pumpkin-coloured cloth boards, yellow illust. &
lettering on front cover, w/ d.j. cover art by Lees
(minor chipping & tears, couple closed tears,
creasing), still NF/VG- copy. First edition, thus, of
this delightful tale of Sudsy the rascal kitten, and
his adventures chasing and spilling things in Mr.
Casey’s store. !$ 85.00

127) HOKE, Helen. Rags’ day and Mrs. Silk.
Pictures by Diana Thorne. New York: Junior
Literary Guild and Julian Messner, Inc., 1945.
4to. [48 pp (unpaginated).] Colour-tinted frontisp.,
colour-illustrated title, colour-illustrated
throughout. Brick-coloured cloth boards, black
illust. & lettering on front cover, w/ d.j. cover art
by Thorne (minor chipping & tears, couple closed
tears, creasing), still NF/VG- copy. First edition,
thus, of this omnibus edition of Hoke’s wonderful

128) HOLBROOK, Stewart H. The Rocky
Mountain revolution. New York: Henry Holt
and Co., [1956]. 8vo. 318 pp. Maps on endpapers.
Gray cloth, red lettering (slight shelfwear), w/ d.j.
cover art by Ben Feder (minor chipping head &

foot of spine, 1 closed tear, edgewear), still NF/
VG- copy, signed by author on half-title. First
edition, signed, of this history of the “Wobblies”
the Western Federation of Miners and the revolts
in the mines near Coeur d’Alene, and in Cripple
Creek Colorado. The author has detailed the
exploits of Harry Orchard and William Haywood.
!
!
!
!
!
$ 50.00

no Hikyaku, Honcho Niju Shiko, and more.

!

!

!

!

!

$ 400.00

130) [JAPAN -- OSAKA]. [A glimpse of
Osaka]. Osaka, Japan: The Osaka Municipal
Office, [Printed by the Toppan Printing Co.],
1930. 12mo. 5, [1], 89, [1], 4 pp. Photo illustrations

129) [JAPAN -- KABUKI]. [FUMIO
SHIRAISHI (Ed).& GEKKO OHASHI
(Artist)]. Kabuki. Explanation and stories.
Series 2. A set of 6 pictures with stories.
Shinagawa’s wood block prints. . . . [Tokyo &
Kyoto: Kyoto Hanga In Co., Ltd., 1954]. Two
parts. 4to. 9.5 x 12 in. [6] pp. Photo illustrations.
Printed softcovers, sewn w/ white silk braid. With
Six colour woodblock prints, each w/ tissue guard.
Preserved in publisher’s portfolio, striped cover,
colour woodblock print mounted on front cover,
dark brown silk ties (minor edgewear, rubbing),
still NF copy. First edition of this second
installment of beautifully rendered Japanese
woodblock prints by the noted Japanese artist,
Gekko Ohashi (1859-1920), self-taught Japanese
ukiyo-e woodblock print artist, inspired by
Hokusai, with stylistic elements from nihonga.
These plates illustrate actors and scenes from such
Kabuki dramas as Ibaraki, about Yoritomo
Minamoto’s fight against a female demon, Meido

throughout, 1 large folding colour map. Colourillustrated woodblock print wraparound cover art
softcovers (slight shelfwear, very slight rubbing),
NF copy. First edition of this scarce development
promotion work for Osaka, Japan touting the
tremendous advances in the port city through the
opening decades of the 20th century. Photos and
text explore the food markets, museums, foreign
trade statistics, port facilities, public
transportation, tourist spots, beaches, and
industries. ! !
!
!
$ 100.00

131) KHAYYAM, Omar. Rubaiyat of Omar
Khayyam. Rendered into English verse by
Edward Fitzgerald. With illustrations by
Edmund Dulac. De Luxe edition. Garden
City, NY: Garden City Books, [1937]. Tall 8vo.
197, [1] pp. Colour frontisp., 11 colour plates, illust.
endpapers. White pictorial publisher’s cloth, gilt,
red & green illust. & ornament on front cover &
spine, gilt & red lettering on spine, t.e.g.
(darkening to spine), w/ open-backed slipcase,
colour plate mounted on 1 cover (edgewear,
rubbing, soiling), still VG/G copy. Early printing
of this wonderfully illustrated Rubaiyat. $ 50.00

West, as an early historical reference notes that in
1803 Lewis and Clark had brought along dozens of
John Wilson knives made in Sheffield as trading
goods, and for use by the Expedition. The Hudson
Bay Company also maintained a lively trade for
the company’s cutlery, especially valued by North
American Native Americans, and the I. Wilson
premium brand knives were produced in Sheffield
until about 1970 when spurious pirate blades
flooded the market and drove down the
company’s sales. No copies located in Worldcat;
See: Gene Hickman, Some Thoughts on Butchers &
Other Knives (2018); Jenny Walton, Behold the
Blade: Knife Makers of the West, Big Life Magazine
(2018); Karen Glass, A Tale of Three Kinves, Family
History with a Looking Glass (2014). $ 350.00

132) [KNIVES]. John Wilson’s illustrated
price list of butchers’ knives, steels skinning,
sticking, farriers’, shoe, sheath, and dagger
knives, &c. . . . Sheffield, UK: John Wilson
(Sheffield) Ltd., Sycamore Street, [Printed by
The Priory Press], [ca. 1935]. Tall 8vo. [4], 102
pp. With 100s of text illustrations. Textured green
printed softcovers, black lettering front & back
covers (slight bumping head of spine), still NF
copy. First edition, thus, of this lavishly illustrated
factory trade catalogue for knives and cutlery,
including the celebrated John Wilson Peppercorn
and Diamond Brand knives. The range of products
encompass bowie and hunting knives, bone saws,
boomerang steak knives, saddlers’ knives, sailors’
Knives, Scottish boning knives, pig scrapers,
leather cutting knives, London sticking knives,
plumbers’ and glaziers’ knives, pole axes,
hammers, curriers’ knives, furriers’ knives, butt
knives, camp knives, and many more. John Wilson
knives were especially valued in the American

133) [LAND PROMOTION -- GRAYS
HARBOR, WA]. [JONES, WILLIAM L. &
BLISS B.; ANDERSON, Oliver Phelps; &
KINSEY, Clark & Darius (Photographers)].
Grays Harbor is world’s greatest lumber port;
Harvest scenes in Grays Harbor’s big timber;
Grays Harbor mills. . . ; Many varied
industries. . . ; A sportsman’s paradise;
Summer playground; Beautiful Grays Harbor
homes. . . The Aberdeen Daily World
rotagravure section. . . . Aberdeen, WA: The
Aberdeen Daily World, Feb. 28, 1923. Two

parts. Elephant folio. 16.75 x 22 in. [4]; [4] pp.
Sepia-tinted photo illustrations throughout. Selfprinted softcovers, center fold as issued (minor
shelfwear, very slight creasing), still VG copies.
First edition of this exceedingly scarce illustrated
land promotion supplement for the Aberdeen
Daily World, chronicling the tremendous growth,
economic and housing opportunities in the Grays
Harbor Aberdeen area during the Jazz Age. Of
particular interest are the striking photographs of
shipping, logging, sawmills, fishing, hunting, and
stylish homes by some of the best Pacific
Northwest photographers. No copies located in
Worldcat. ! !
!
!
$ 150.00

engraved leaf of advertising at rear for Staver &
Walker machinery, and A. Anderson
Lithographers, text printed entirely in blue, red
woodcut borders, advertisements printed on front
& back pastedowns. Illustrated & decorated red
cloth, gilt & black lettering on front cover, illust. of
black bamboo leaves on front cover (minor wear &
fraying head & foot of spine, minor wear to
corners, some minor thumbing & soiling to covers,
w/o 2nd flyleaf), still G copy, w/ stamp on title of
the Barkalow Bros. Railway News Agents, located
throughout the West in train depots during the
19th century.! !
!
!
$ 375.00

134) [LAND PROMOTION -- PORTLAND,
OREGON]. SAMUEL, L.[eopold & WELLS,
Henry L. (Editor)]. Portland and vicinity.
Willamette Valley, Columbia River, Puget
Sound. . . . Portland, OR: L. Samuel
Publisher, [West Shore Lithographing &
Engraving Co.], 171, 173, 175, Second St.,
1887. Oblong 8vo. 9 x 5.5 in. [104 pp

First edition of this well-illustrated land promotion
view book for Portland, Oregon, and the
Washington Territory issued by the publisher of
the West Shore magazine. The magazine was noted
for its high quality lithographic scenic views first
introduced in 1878, and by 1887 had been enlarged
to match the format of Harper’s magazine.
Included are views of Portland city streets, Oregon
City, the Starr Block, birds-eye view from the
Kamm Tower, Portland City Park, as well as early
views of Crater Lake, Mt. Hood, Celilo Falls,
Multnomah Falls, the Cascade Locks under

(unpaginated).], including 44 colour-tinted
lithographs, numerous colour-tinted woodcut
engraved advertisements, illustrated woodcut-

construction, salmon fish wheel, and ChineseAmericans working a fish cannery in Astoria, OR.
In addition, there are views of hop fields near
Puyallup, Olympia, Mt. Rainier, and Snoqualmie
Falls in the Washington Territory.

135) [LAND PROMOTION -- TACOMA,
WA]. Tacoma: the city with a snow-capped
mountain in its dooryard. . . . Tacoma, WA:
Tacoma Commercial Club & Chamber of
Commerce, [Printed by Poole Bros.], 1912. 4to.
[2], 32, [2] pp. Colour frontisp., colour-illustrated
title, numerous colour photos, colour illustrations,
double-page colour birds-eye view of Tacoma.
Colour-illustrated softcovers, colour photos on
front & back covers, gilt lettering, yapp fore-edges,
colour-illustrated endpapers, NF copy. First edition
of this lavishly produced Edwardian land
promotion extolling the scenic, economic, and
social virtues of Tacoma, WA prior to World War I.
The illustrations and booster text detail the
sawmills, port, railroad yards, factories, beautifully
appointed and landscaped land developments and
homes, as well as Stadium High School, the new
public stadium with view of Commencement Bay,
and of course Mt. Rainier [Tacoma]. The doublepage birds-eye view shows the Tacoma Narrows,
Commencement Bay, ships sailing into the docks,

railroad lines, the neat homes stretching for miles,
and more. ! !
!
!
$ 150.00

136) [LAND PROMOTION -- TRINIDAD,
COLORADO]. Trinidad, Colorado: the
gateway to the southwest. Trinidad, CO: [The
Trinidad-Las Animas County Chamber of
Commerce, Printed by The Chronicle-News
Publishing Co., ca. 1924]. Oblong 8vo. 10.25 x
6.5 in. [20 pp (unpaginated).] Sepia-tinted photo
illustrations throughout, 1 map, decorative
borders. Beige colour-illustrated softcovers, cover
art illustration of Simpson’s Rest in green & orange
(minor darkening & thumbing to fore-edges, slight
shelfwear), still VG copy First edition of this rare
land promotion, and photo essay on Trinidad,
Colorado touting the beauty of the surrounding
countryside, the Kit Carson Monument, the newly
paved highways and streets as a result of the
“Good Roads Movement,” the San Isabel National
Forest, and even the Trinidad Country Club.
Worldcat locates 1 copy (Denver Public). $ 275.00

137) [LAND PROMOTION -- TWIN FALLS,
IDAHO]. Twin Falls: the capital of Idaho’s
famous Magic Valley. Outdoor paradise, land

of opportunity. Twin Falls, ID: [Twin Falls
Chamber of Commerce, Times-News

Commercial Printing Dept., 1950]. 4to. [42 pp
(unpaginated).], printed in red, white, blue, green
& black, colour plates, colour maps, some colour
illustrations, photo illustrated. Textured colourillustrated boards, plastic comb binding as issued,
cover art of bucolic Idaho Magic Valley (minor
rippling to text block, ever so slight faint tidemark
to upper fore-edge couple leaves), still VG- copy.
First edition of this scarce and nicely printed postWorld War II land promotion for Twin Falls, Idaho
extolling the opportunities and joy of living in this
irrigated wonderland. The photo graphs offer
excellent views of the downtown, commercial and
agricultural development, and the sportsman’s
paradise anchored by Sun Valley. Worldcat locates
3 copies (Washington State Lib., Univ. of Idaho,
Yale). ! !
!
!
!
$ 125.00

138) [LATHROP]. FARJEON, Eleanor. The
fair of St. James. [Drawings by Dorothy P.
Lathrop]. New York: Federick A. Stokes,
1932. 8vo. ix, [1], 310 pp. Frontisp., numerous
illustrations. Blue-green publisher’s cloth, gilt

lettering & decoration on front cover, gilt lettering
on spine (slight shelfwear, very slight bumping to
couple corners), w/ d.j. cover art by Lathrop (very
minor sunning to spine, slight chipping head of
spine), NF/VG copy, signed by Dorothy Lathrop
on ffep., from library of William J. Courneen
(1915-1987), Albany, NY newspaper reporter, and
later worked for the NY State College Teachers CoOp Bookstore. !
!
!
$ 150.00

First edition, signed by the artist, of this curious
and fascinating fairy tale for adults, surrounding
the fantasy adventures of a young couple who
enter a fantasy world of a Fair of St. Jacques not
held for years, while touring France. Lathrop
(1891-1980) is best remembered as the very

successful illustrator for Hitty, Her First Hundred
Years which won the 1929 Newbery Award, as well
as authored and illustrator of the 1931 Fairy Circus
which was a Newbery Runner-up, and one the
inaugural Caldecott Medal award for her 1938
Animals of the Bible.

139) LATHROP, Dorothy P. Puppies for
keeps. New York: Macmillan Co., 1943.
Oblong 4to. [40 pp (unpaginated).] Colour-tinted
illust. on title, colour plates throughout. Brown
publisher’s cloth, black lettering (light toning to
endpapers), w/ d.j. cover art by Lathrop (minor
chipping head & foot of spine, edgewear, couple
minor closed tears), still NF/VG- copy, w/ former
ownership markings dated 1943 on ffep. First
edition, 1st printing, of this charming story of a
family and their litter of Pekingese puppies.
Lathrop (1891-1980) was a noted and prolific
illustrator of children’s books, who is perhaps best
remembered for illustrating the Newbery Awardwinning, Hitty, Her First Hundred Years, the
fictional story of a doll by Rachel Field. She won
the very first Caldecott Medal in 1938 for her book,
Animals of the Bible. !
!
$ 150.00

140) [LINCOLN -- CIVIL WAR]. [Republican
party presidential campaign scrapbook filled
with contemporary newspaper clippings
charting the campaigns of the pivotal 1856
and 1864 elections, with the clippings all
pasted into an 1854 Commerce & Navigation
Treasury report. In addition, the compiler has
included extensive

manuscript annotations, admonitions, and
quotations against slavery, and the writings
by Franklin, Clay, Buchanan, Polk,
Washington, Lafayette, Patrick Henry,
Monroe on the subject] Together with: Spirit
of the Chicago “Democratic” Convention.
Extracts from all the notable speeches
delivered . . . A surrender to the Rebels
advocated. . . Chicago Tribune Campaign
Document No. 1. [Galena, IL: n.p., 1856-1864].
Two parts. 8vo. [236 pp (first 2/3 paginated in
pencil & ink).]; 16 pp. (w/ additional 1 long
folding clipping tipped-in). First work featuring
100s of paper clippings (some dated), manuscript
pages tipped-in, mounted, some folding.
Contemporary embossed black cloth (edgewear,
rubbing, rippling to leaves from glues & paste,
some folding clippings, some laid-in); 2nd work
pasted onto rear pastedown at the gutter (some
creasing, edgewear, minor soiling), still G
exemplar, w/ small torn billhead laid-in as marker
with address of Galena, Illinois, from the library of
Dr. Roger K. Larson, w/ his distinctive bookplate
designed by Tom Killion on front pastedown.

!

!

!

!

!

$ 475.00

This fascinating Civil War era presidential
campaign scrapbook filled with clippings,
manuscripts material, and an original antiMcClellan campaign polemic bitterly contesting
the claims by the Democrats at their 1864
convention. The scrapbook opens with clippings
drawn from the Rockford Register covering the
Anti-Nebraska State Convention, or the

the Evening Journal and the Chicago Tribune, the
state of the Civil War, conditions of slavery,

Bloomington Convention, which was an attempt to
unite all the Anti-Nebraska members into a single
party, featuring William Bissell as Governor of
Illinois, and Abraham Lincoln as Elector at Large.
These are followed by letters, biographical details,
information about John C. Fremont the Pathfinder
as the Republican candidate, with clippings from
the Chicago Daily Tribune, and the Utica Morning
Herald. Lincoln was the second place vicepresidential candidate behind William L. Dayton.
The compiler has also included coverage of the
James Buchanan nomination, the Democratic
convention and platform, as well as extensive
abolitionist discussions and writings against the
expansion of slavery and slave states. In addition,
included are reviews of the Republican candidates
from the London Times, rebuttals to Democratic
claims that Fremont was a slaveholder, as well as
over 7 pages detailing famed American figures
opposition to slavery. Fremont would lose every
southern state, and split the three-way race with
Buchanan & Millard Fillmore, with Buchanan
elected President. The clippings detailing the 1864
campaign season open with clippings touting the
victory at Mobile, claims that the War is a failure,
as well as General Logan’s speech touting Lincoln
and deriding McClellan. Drawing primarily from

political calumnies of assorted parties, and vitriol
against Copperheads are all explored. In addition,
there are stories of hardship for families in the
Civil War, aiding Prisoner’s-of-War in Confederate
and Union prison camps, General Sherman
marching through the South, caricatures of such
figures as Governor Seymour of Pennsylvania,
who supported McClellan and Vanlandingham,
and much more. Partially due to Sherman’s
smashing victory at Atlanta in Sept., 1864, Lincoln
secured a sweeping victory with 55% of the
popular vote, and 221 electoral votes.

141) [LINCOLN]. HOLLAND, J.[osiah] G.
[ilbert]. The life of Abraham Lincoln.
Springfield, MA: Published by Gurdon Bill,
1866. 8vo. 544 pp., plus 2 pp. publisher’s ads.
Steel-engraved frontisp. Full plum-coloured
publisher’s calf, embossed & decorated in blind on
front & back covers, embossed & gilt lettered
spine, all edges marbled (minor wear & rubbing,
weakening to inner hinges, w/o ffep., occasional
light foxing as usual), still a G copy. First edition of
one of the earliest comprehensive biographies of
President Lincoln, undertaken by an Illinois

19th-century]. Danville, IL: W.[ashington]
Boyce, Photographic Studio, 18 North
Vermillion St., [ca. 1890]. One albumen cabinet

newspaper editor who interviewed people across
the Midwest who had known Lincoln prior to the
presidency. This biography introduced many of the
anecdotes of Lincoln, and was one of the first
biographers to emphasize his abolitionist leanings
and opposition to slavery. ! !
$ 150.00

142) [LOCOMOTIVE -- PHOTOGRAPH].
CARRAY, H.[enry] A.; BOYCE, W.[ashington
(Photographer)]. [An albumen sepia-tinted
cabinet photograph of a Baldwin 4-4-0
locomotive intended as an advertising card
for a Danville, Illinois railroad locomotive
mechanic and machinist at the end of the

card photo. 4.25 x 6.5 in., w/ H.A. Carray’s name
on the locomotive tender, and photographer’s
imprint at lower fore-edge, and on verso printed in
gilt, gilt fore-edges to thick studio board, Nice
crisp image w/ ever so slight soiling at lower foreedge. This business advertising cabinet card photo
for a railroad machinist offers a wonderful
example of Victorian photograph and promotion.
Carray (b. 1855) was a locomotive machinist and
mechanic for steam locomotives in Indiana,
Danville, IL, and later Columbus, OH throughout
his career. He was still working as a toolmaker in
1920 for steam railroad repair shops in Columbus.
Boyce (fl. 1885-1895) owned and operated a
photography studio and art studio in Danville, IL
located at 18 North Vermillion St. Few examples of
his cabinet photos still exist, and appears in street
directories in 1886 and again in 1889, mentioned
also in an 1894 Illinois lawsuit over breach of
contract over violating a non-compete clause in the
sale of his photographic studio. See: The Cabinet
Card Gallery, Viewing History, Culture and
Personalities through Cabinet Card Images;
Danville, Illinois Business Directory (1889).
!
!
!
!
!
$ 250.00

143) [LOGGING -- PANORAMIC
PHOTOGRAPH]. MENTZER, [Theodore
Thurston]. Neely Planing Mills & Lumber
Co. Willamina, Oregon. Redmond Studio.
Photo # 912. . . [a very large panoramic
photograph depicting the large planing mill
operation owned and operated by Rant
Yantis Neely]. Portland, OR: [Theodore
Mentzer], Photographer, Redmond Studio,
[ca. 1925]. One large hand-coloured silver gelatin

Olympic to Europe in March, 1919, and finally
returning back to the United States on the SS
Rotterdam arriving in New York on Jan. 28, 1920.
He was stationed at Fort Lewis until the early
1920s, before setting up a studio in Portland, OR
through the 1930s, and following the Great
Depression worked for the Oregon Ship Building
Corporation in Portland, OR. No copies located in
institutional holdings; See: New Incorporations,
Oregon, The Timberman, Dec., 1919, p. 107; Mill
Creek Park Area has Colorful History, Sheridan
Sun, Thursday, May 30, 1963, pp. 5-6.

panoramic photograph, sized 42 x 16 in., archivally
mounted on foam core, and framed, with
remarkable strong and bright contrast. $ 1450.00
This remarkable panoramic photograph captures
the planing mill, stacks of timber, and even the mill
workers on the outskirts of Willamina, Oregon
during the Roaring 20s. The birds-eye view shows
the distant forested hills, the planing mill in
operation with 1920s automobiles parked
alongside, mill workers standing amidst immense
piles of lumber, and equipment. These large handcoloured images were very popular during the
1920s and 1930s, with commercial photographers
supplying the images for offices, owner’s homes,
and sometimes as publicity pieces to be displayed
in prominent public building locations. Neely
(1880-1969) first came to Oregon in 1889, and by
1906 was working for the Sheridan Lumber
Company at their Upper Mill Project in Willamina,
OR. He later formed the Everett Lumber Co. with
Fremont Everett in 1919, and by the mid-1920s was
operator owner of the Neely Planing Mills, which
he continued operating until 1954, even serving as
mayor of Willamina, OR for 14 years. Mentzer
(1893-1953), was a photographer in Tacoma, WA
and during World War I served with the American
Expeditionary Force in France, sailing on the RMS

144) [LOGGING -- SALESMAN SAMPLE
PHOTO ALBUM]. [RUSSEL, George H.,
Walter S. & John R.] Russel Wheel and
Foundry Co. [Salesman sample photo album
filled with 52 silver gelatin photographs of
the plant, the railroad logging cars, railroad
log car stakes, flat cars, single truck extension
reach cars, and the well-known Russel Wheel
Skidder-Loader steam engine]. [Detroit, MI:
Russel Wheel & Foundry Co., [Photos by
Manning Bros., 22-24 Witherell St., ca. 1915].
Oblong 4to. 11.5 x 8 in. With 52 silver gelatin
photographs, backed in linen, on linen hinges,
most w/ negative numbers, and identifying text
w/in image, or negative. Recent dark brown cloth
post-binder, original brass screw posts, w/ leather
washers at gutter margin (some soiling, edgewear
to fore-edges, some creasing to a few images), still
VG exemplar. !!
!
!
$ 1850.00

First edition, thus, of this exceedingly scarce
salesman sample photo catalogue documenting the
logging railcars, logging railroad car stakes, and
skidder-loaders produced by the Detroit Firm. The
company specialized in logging, lumber yard, and
mill yard specialty rail cars, and often patented
their cast wheels as is indicated by several dates in
the photos from 1898-1909. They were well known
for having improved the safety of railroad car
stakes for holding logs which reduced industrial
accidents because the stakes could only be tripped
from the side on which the load was discharged
rather than on the loading side. In addition, they
produced a myriad of specialized flat cars, logging
car truck extensions for longer logs such as in the
Redwoods of California, as well as skidding tongs
for loading and unloading of logs. A number of
famed railroads are included amongst these
photos, such as the Sierra Madre, Land & Lumber
Co., owned and operated by Col. Green of Green
Consolidated; California Northeastern Railway
Co., based out of Eureka, CA and Klamath River
area in Northern California and Southern Oregon,
which was subsumed later into the Northwestern
Pacific Railroad Co. in 1907; the McCloud River
Lumber co. founded in 1896 by Scott and Van
Arsdale who ran the Siskiyou Lumber and
Mercantile Co. out of Mt. Shasta City, and
continued operating until 1963 when they were
sold to the U.S. Plywood Corp.
Of special interest are the images of the Russel
skidder-loader developed in 1910, and except for
the loading boom was constructed entirely of steel.
The steam-powered skidder loader straddled the
railroad track, rested on blocking, and could be

raised and lowered by hydraulic jacks. In 1916, the
company changed its name to the Russel Steel
Construction Co., and shifted its focus to providing
structural steel, most notably for Detroit’s
Hammond Building, and later closed during the
Great Depression. Manning Commercial
Photographers, 22-24 Witherill St. was first
established in 1906 by twin brothers William and
John Manning, whose first studio at 96 Miami
(now Broadway) was destroyed in 1913, and from
there moved to the Trowbridge Building. The
family continued as successful commercial
photographers until the firm was sold in 1989 to
Charles A. Forbes by Bud Manning. See: R.D.
Jones, Russel Wheel & Foundry Company,
Michigan Transportation History (2018); Manning
Brothers Historic Photographic Collection, Detroit,
Michigan.

145) [LOGGING -- EVERETT,
WASHINGTON]. K & K Timber Company
[A factory photo archive of the poles &

pilings cut, shipped, and loaded produced by
this Everett, Washington logging Company
for Ford Motor Company’s Edgewater, NJ
Assembly Plant, Allen N. Spooner & Sons,
Puget Sound Power & Light, Sooke Harbour
Fishing & Packing Co., the Huey Long Bridge
in New Orleans, and dike projects on the
Mississippi River at the beginning of the
Great Depression. The company was best
known for their peeled cedar and peeled fir
poles for pilings, as well as telegraph and
telephone poles]. Everett, WA: K & K Timber
Company, [c. 1910-1931]. Oblong folio. 15.75 x
10.25 in. 19 silver gelatin photographs, 5 tipped-in,
some with typed explanatory text on verso of
images, some with annotations on recto in borders
& verso detailing location and construction
companies, several w/ photographer’s imprint at
lower fore-edge, or margin, sized from 5.5 x 8 in.
up to 9.5 x 13.75 in. photos; 1 large 8 x 9.5 image
mounted on gray studio board sized 12 x 13.75 in.
All preserved in folding black cloth case, gilt
lettering stamped on front cover (occasional
creasing, a couple w/ very minor closed tears,
wear to fore-edges of mounted photo), still a VG
group of photos. !
!
!
$ 1250.00

This exceptional factory photo archive offers an
excellent visual record of the logging operations by
the K & K Timber Company of Everett, WA,
originally known as the K & K Pole Company from
the beginning of the 20th century until the early
1930s. The initial photos open with those of fish
trap pilings, including the 110 ft. pilings produced
for fish traps owned and operated by the Astoria &
Puget Sound Canning Company, as well as Sooke
Harbour Fishing & Packing Co., with Elby Ames
(1902-1967) -- the K & K Company Boom man --

measuring the pilings ready for shipment, and
checking them in the holding pond. In addition,
there is a photo of a loaded pilings on train at
Cathcart, WA in Snohomish County. These are
followed by images showing the peeled 125 foot
pilings produced for the Huey Long Bridge in New
Orleans, LA, as well as fir pilings their Jackson Bay,
BC logging camps and sold to the Ford Motor
Company for their huge new automobile
Assembly Plant located in Edgewater, NJ, and
designed by Albert Kahn. The plant was built on
acreage along the Hudson River, and required
1000s of pilings to support the weight of the
factory. Several large photos display first loads 120
ft. Peeled Fir Pilings being shipped on logging
train back to Edgewater, NJ, with the K & K
Company officials standing in the foreground.

The earliest of these remarkable images shows a
Brass Era two-seater runabout, in the K & K yard,
with log wagons loaded with pilings, and railcars
in the background, with mill workers, and owners
in the foreground. K & K Timber Co. also operated
several logging camps in British Columbia beside
McNab Creek, northeast of Port Mellon, mainly
operated by cheap Chinese laborers, which
consisted of mills, log flumes, skid roads, and
housing for the loggers. Several of the photographs
were taken by Harold F. Locke (1891-1969) who
worked originally as a sheet metal worker in
Umatilla, OR, before setting up as a photographer
in Everett, WA from 1929-1931, before losing his
business during the Great Depression. Other
photographers represented in the collection
include John Juleen, who arrived in Everett in
1908, and quickly established his own photo studio

operating until his death in 1935, documenting
Everett’s development over the years. One of the
photos bears the photographer’s imprint of Home
Portrait Studio, operated by Robert Young from
1915 until 1949. See: Keller & Leslie, Bright Seas,
Pioneer Spirits: A History of the Sunshine Coast,
pp. 109-110; Western Electric News, Vol. 2, July,
1913, p. 28; Through the Lens: The Story of
Everett’s First Fifty Years in Photographs Online
Exhibition (2015).

soiling at lower right corner front cover), still NF
copy. First edition, thus, of this remarkably scarce
catalogue for logging and sawmill machinery,
filled with illustrations and listings for saw mills,
log carriages, Sawmill Dogs, sawdust chains,
exhaust blowers and fans, drag saw blades, leather
belting, portable fire fighting pumpers, oilers,
steam valves, and more. Founded in 1902, the
Washington Machinery & Supply Co. operated
through the 1920s in their location next to the
Oregon Washington Railroad & Navigation
Railway tracks. No copies located in Worldcat.
!
!
!
!
!
$ 200.00

147) LOWNDES, Marie Belloc. The lodger.
New York: Longmans, Green and Co., [1940].

146) [LOGGING & LUMBER -MACHINERY CATALOGUE]. 1926
Machinery supply catalogue. . . Saw mill and
planing mill machinery, boilers, engines,
pumps, electric motors. . . . Spokane, WA:
Washington Machinery & Supply Co., No. 9
Cataldo Ave., [Printed by R.R. Donnelley &
Sons Co.], 1926. Tall 8vo. 4.5 x 10.5 in. vii, [1], 152
pp. With 100s of black & white text illustrations.
Red publisher’s cloth, gold & black lettering on
front cover & spine (very slight shelfwear, slight

8vo. [4], 306 pp. Blue boards, black lettering on
spine (minor shelfwear), w/ d.j. cover art by David
Soshensky (minor scuffing, rubbing), VG/VG
copy. First Longmans edition, reprinting the 1913
classic horror suspense novel based on the Jack the
Ripper murders of 1888, serving as the basis for
many film versions, including Alfred Hitchcock’s
silent film version in 1927. ! !
$ 50.00

148) [McKINLEY -- ASSASSINATION
SCRAP BOOKS]. DU VAL, Miss [Julia
(Compiler).] The assassination and death of
President McKinley. Vol. I; Vol. 2.
[Meticulously prepared scrapbooks
chronicling the last days of President

McKinley from the delivery of his speech at
the Pan-American Exposition, his

assassination, days lingering on the edge of
death, and finally the outpouring of national
and international grief which followed].
[New York: Julia Du Val, 1901]. Two vols. 4to.
[98; 92 pp (unpaginated).], w/ the majority of
pages containing carefully trimmed and arranged
columned clippings, drawing from many different
newspapers, typed title pages, many illustrations,
1 mounted silver gelatin photograph of the Temple
of Music at the Pan-American Exposition.

Original brown cloth (rebacked, ex-lib markings on
endpapers, embossed stamps on title & a few
leaves), presented to the Long Island Historical
Society by Miss [Julia] Du Val (b. 1856) a New York

Socialite, and sister to Horace Clark Du Val
(1851-1921), President of the Wall Street firm
DuVal, Greer & Co. and Vice President of the
Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company, w/ small
Brooklyn Historical Society Withdrawn stamps .
!
!
!
!
!
$ 725.00
These remarkable contemporary scrapbooks offer a
detailed nearly hour-by-hour of the movements,

medical treatment and complications, and
aftermath of the assassination of President
McKinley in 1901 after opening the Pan-American
Exposition in Buffalo, NY. The newspaper
clippings are drawn from a myriad of
contemporary sources including the Brooklyn
Daily Eagle, New York Post, New York Daily
Tribune, The Sun, and other papers. Miss Du Val
has carefully selected accounts which show not
only the shock and revulsion of the country, but
also international condemnation of the solo act by
anarchist Leon Czolgosz who claimed that he
operated alone and was inspired by the writings of
firebrand Emma Goldman. Initially, it was believed
McKinley would recover, but after the surgery
quickly succumbed to gangrene in his stomach
lining, and Vice President Roosevelt was sworn in
following his death. There are extended details of
the national mourning, lying in state, the return to
Canton, OH for memorial and burial, and more.
McKinley’s assassination changed the role of the
US Secret Service, and they formally became the
protector of the president with more defined
protocols. ! !
!
!

149) [MEDICINE -- WASHINGTON
TERRITORY]. WAUGHOP, Dr. John W.]
[Fascinating letter from Dr. Waughop at the
Hospital for the Insane of Washington
Territory, Fort Steilacoom to Quartermaster
General Richard Napoleon Batchelder
concerning eight headstones for the Hospital

cemetery mistakenly shipped to Rev. David
Lovejoy in Tacoma. Due to the error, Dr.
Waughop was going to be forced to pay out
of pocket, and he urges Gen. Batchelder to
more expense money to finish the job]. Fort
Steilacoom, Washington Territory,
Superintendent J.W. Waughop, M.D., August
3rd, 1885. 4to. 8 x 10.5 in. [2 leaves.], ALS in ink on
ruled Hospital for the Insane letterhead (minor
creasing & toning to folds, old archival repairs to
closed tears at folds, second leaf partially trimmed
at lower blank margin about .35 in.), written in
bold clear hand, Quartermaster’s Government
Office Stamp on verso w/ note about
circumstances in ink on verso of 2nd leaf, still a
VG- exemplar. !
!
!
$ 295.00

The Hospital for the Insane of Washington
Territory, Fort Steilacoom was established in 1870
when the territorial legislature purchased the
garrison buildings for use as an “Insane Asylum”
for $ 850.00, due to a stinging report on the
abysmal conditions present in Monticello, WA at
the old location by reformer Dorothea Dix. Dr.
John Wesley Waughop (1839-1903) was a Civil War
veteran who accepted the position of hospital
superintendent in 1880, managed to finally secure
permanent funding for the Hospital in 1886 the
year after this letter, and would remain their for 17
years. He instituted a building program, expanded
and updated the cemetery, added wings to old
barracks, erected a central kitchen, and encouraged
his patients to engage in agricultural pursuits
producing one-third of the foods needed to
maintain the hospital. Dr. Waughop writes in the

letter that he did “not understand why [the
quartermaster’s office] shipped [the headstones] to
Tacoma to Mr. Lovejoy.” Rev. David Lovejoy was
the chaplain of the Memorial Hospital and St.
Peter’s Church in Tacoma in 1885, over 10 miles
from Fort Steilacoom. In addition, he writes that
the cemetery headstones “should have been sent to
Steilacoom, our Port on Puget Sound, and within
two miles of the cemetery” at the Hospital.
Waughop further explains that he is “an ex-soldier
and a member of the G.A.R. and free of an interest
[in profiting] in the matter.” Notes in red on verso
of letter indicate that reply was sent August 18,
1885, and hopefully included the necessary $ 4.00
to move and install the headstones for deceased
Hospital patients. See: Steve Dunkelberger, Dr.
John Wesley Waughop, HistoryLink (2004); Hilda
Skott, The Run From Farm to Farm: As Fort
steilacoom Becomes Western State Hospital,
Columbia, The Magazine of Northwest History
(2001), Vol., 15, No. 3.

150) [MEDICINE -- PROSTHETIC LIMBS].
PRUHSMEIER, August W. A catalogue from
K.E. Karlson & Co. Catalog No. 1. [K.E.
Karlson & Company renders scientific service
in supplying artificial limbs]. . . . Portland,
OR: K.E. Karlson & Co., [1932]. 8vo. 21, [3] pp.
With photo illustration, and numerous text
illustrations. Orange printed softcovers, decorative

Art Deco lettering & design printed in lavender &
black on front cover, yapp edges (slight shelfwear,
very slight bumping to corner), NF copy.

First edition of this exceedingly scarce promotional
catalogue and company history which vividly
portrays the production and development of
prosthetic limbs at the K.E. Carlson & Co. firm in
the opening years of the Great Depression. This
catalogue details the artificial limbs produced for
above knee amputation, above elbow amputation,
below knee and below elbo amputation, and the
Dorrance Utility Hook. In addition, the company
produced an entire line of orthopedic appliances
including knee joints, blow leg braces, caliper
braces, extension shoes, an adjustable neck collar,
and more.. K.E. Karlson was established in 1905 by
Karl Eric Karlson (1863-1922) a Swedish-American
immigrant who began his career developing and
making surgical instruments and prosthetics in
Detroit, before moving to Portland, OR about 1905.
Pruhsmeier (b. 1903) apprenticed in Germany at
the age of 13 with Buchbender at the health resort
and spa in Westfalen, Germany, studied at the
exclusive School for Deformities in Bethel-Biefeld,
and immigrated to Portland in 1923, becoming sole
owner of K.E. Karlson by 1928. No copies located
in Worldcat; See: Orthopedic & Prosthetic
Appliance Journal, Journal of the Limb and Brace
Profession, Dec., 1960, pp. 1-3. !
$ 295.00

151) [MEDICINE -- PROSTHETIC LIMBS].
[ANDERSON, C.O.] Realastic Cosmesis.
[The realastic story. Volume III; New
Statement of policy and laboratory
procedures; Case of the month May, 1949;
Realistic for body corrections; Kolorant kit;
Prosthetic Services (data sheets); Como
instalar el forro cosmetico Realastic; How to
adapt an F-40 stiffened forearm; How to
order a Realastic atrophied leg restoration;
Realastic restorations for partial hand
prosthesis. . . . ] San Francisco, CA: Prosthetic
Services of San Francisco, 46 Shipley St., [ca.
1949-1964]. 4to. [78 pp (sections separately

provide latex cosmetic gloves, partial hand, facial,
and body restorations and prosthetics. The
company trademarked the “Realastic” name, and
focused primarily on ways by which orthopedics
worn for amputations, and other disabilities could
be made to appear more natural in appearance. In
order to facilitate their medical prosthetic devices,
they applied a number of special effects methods
including spray kits for paints & cosmetics, hair
insertion instruments, facial adhesives, barrier
coating, Renovator liquids to restore discolored
prosthetics from use, color guides, repair tools, and
even a heat gun. The company continued to
market and list their products until the end of the
1960s when their advertising disappears from
trade journals, and from street directories. Only
company literature in institutional holdings
appears to be The Realastic Handbook: A Practical
Guide to Better Prosthetic Restoration by Anderson
and E.E. La Frienier (held by National Library of
Sweden); See: Orthopedic & Prosthetic Appliance
Journal, Volume 11, No. 3 (Sept., 1957), pp. 2, 62-63.

paginated & unpaginated).] With numerous
diagrams, photo illustrations, text illustrations,
photo illustrations, a couple triptych folding
pieces. Original colour-printed portfolio, cover art
photo illustration of Realastic prosthetic hands on
front cover, company logo on rear (minor
shelfwear), NF exemplar. ! !
$ 395.00
First edition of this exceedingly scarce promotional
sales kit for Prosthetic Services of San Francisco
founded originally just after World War II to

152) [WPA -- MEDICINE & CALIFORNIA].
[SCHAPER, Dr. Edward A. & Grace

Madden]. Hassler Health Home People and
Views. . . [An outstanding photo album
documenting the patients, medical personnel
and facilities at the Tuberculosis Division of
the San Francisco Hospital, and the Hassler
Health Farm in San Mateo County near
Redwood City which was boosted by
numerous public works projects by the WPA
in the years leading into World War II]. [San
Francisco & Redwood City, CA: Hassler
Health Home & San Francisco Hospital,
1939-1943]. Oblong 4to. 11.5 x 7.5 in. [120 pp
(unpaginated).], on thick black paper stock. With
346 black & white photos inserted into corner
mounts, sized from 2.8 x 4.5 in. up to 2.75 x 4.75 in.,
a few 5 x 7 in., and at least 50% with neat
explanatory text captions, a couple photo
Christmas cards, newspaper clippings, and
graduation program for the Hassler High School.
Contemporary padded brown simulated calf post
binder, gilt embossed & lettered on front cover,
sewn at gutter margin w/ gold braid (minor
shelfwear, very minor rubbing, minor chipping to
couple leaves), still an excellent exemplar.

!

!

!

!

!

$ 2500.00

This remarkable and well-executed album
documents the historic tuberculosis sanitarium
facilities at San Francisco Hospital, and the Hassler
Health Farm from 1939-1943. During the opening
decades of the 20th Century, tuberculosis was one
of the highest mortality diseases in the United
States, and San Francisco recorded the highest rate
of the infection with over 100 burials a month. The
album opens with a series of photos taken at the
Tuberculosis Division of the San Francisco
Hospital, constructed after a 1928 building bond
recognized the need for a separate facility in the
city for tuberculosis patients. Approximately 70 of
the images show children, many of them ChineseAmerican, Japanese-American, Hispanic, and
African-American in the wards and on the roof of
the hospital. Some of them depict the children
preparing for participating in a radio broadcast,
another show them wearing paper football helmets
while listening to a radio broadcast of the Stanford
vs. Cal game, while others were gathered for a
field trip to the 1939 Golden Gate Exposition, and a
1939 Christmas party. The Christmas celebrations
include pediatric patients performing as “the
Mexican Dancers,” and “The Chinese Dolls,” in
costumes. A few of the patients are named
including Miriam Meono, Mary Tong, a Christmas
card from a former patient Hiyoshi Yawagushi,
along with the invaluable Hassler Health Home

High School Commencement programs listing
patients and teachers from 1941-1943.

The majority of the album is devoted to the Hassler
Health Farm, originally called the San Francisco
Health Farm, and later renamed to honor Dr.
William Hassler. Erected on a 300 acre hillside
complex in San Mateo County, northwest of
Redwood City and overlooking the bay, the
original sanitarium opened in 1927 had few

facilities, and treatment areas. Projects sponsored
by the WPA during the waning years of the Great
Depression changed the Hassler Health Farm into
one of the finest examples of a complete
tuberculosis and rehabilitation facility in the West.
The WPA teams constructed a new kitchen dining
hall, ward buildings, the children’s ward building,
doctors’ and nurses’ residences, updated the
sewage and water treatment system, as well as
installed new water tans and incinerators. These
images from the early 1940s show the bucolic
beauty of the grounds, the new patient and staff
facilities, medical equipment, a birds-eye view of
all the buildings, internal views of the cafeteria,
sanitarium patients in beds, the workshop, the
individual wards, as well as views of Schaper in

the Superintendent’s Home. Hassler was
considered an excellent teaching hospital and most
Univ. of California and Stanford medical students
served one month internships.

Before the introduction of streptomycin, 18-30
months of hospitalization were not unusual as
patients were held until the bacteria disappeared
from the patient’s sputum. The sanitarium was
converted to care for indigents in 1965, and finally
closed in 1972. Later it became known as the
Pulgas Ridge Preserve Open Space in San Mateo
County, after the buildings were demolished in
1983. Schaper (1885-1964) was a German-American
Seventh Day Adventist who grew up in the coal
mining town of Wilkeson, WA, worked as a
planing mill operator, photographer, and
lamplighter, attended the College of Puget Sound,
and Stanford Univ. Medical School. It appears that
very few contemporary images survive of these

tuberculosis sanitarium facilities in California, as
we were unable to locate more than a few in any
holdings. See: Michael Svanevik & Shirley Burgett,
For a While, a Peninsula Health Farm Battled T.B.,
The Mercury News (Oct. 5, 2016); Shannon
Ferbuson, Landmark Designation Case Report,
NCD-Excelsior Outer Mission Street
Neighborhood, Case No. 2015-003877DES (2016),
pp. 24-26.

153) [MICHIGAN]. FOX, Frances Margaret.
Little Mossback Amelia. Illustrated by
Marion Downer. New York: E.P. Dutton &
Co., Inc., 1939. Small 4to. 86 pp. Illustrated title
in pink & black, numerous plates and text
illustrations, throughout, many printed in
combination of pink & black. Brown publisher’s
cloth, black lettering front cover & spine,
illustrated endpapers, w/ d.j. cover art by Downer
(very light age toning and dustsoiling, 1 closed tear
at spine), NF/VG copy. First edition, stated, of this
beloved and charming book based on the
childhood of Michigan pioneer, Amelia Kaden. The
nicely illustrated story relates the tale of the
Kadens arriving in Petoskey, MI, and then
developing and claiming their homestead near
what today is Chandler near Boyne Falls. $ 175.00

154) [MINING PHOTOS -- BAKER,
OREGON]. [Four panoramic photographs
depicting mining operations in Baker

County, Oregon near Fort Rock, now the Fort
Rock State Natural Area, an area mined since
1849 in southern Oregon, and placer mines
and quartz gold mines still being worked].
[Baker County, OR: n.p., ca. 1890]. Four oblong
panoramic photographs, sized 3.5 x 12 in.,
mounted on gray studio boards sized 5.25 x 15 in.,
minor rubbing & edgewear to fore-edges, some
minor spotting and dampstain to margin of 1
photo on board, still a VG set of images. These
panoramic photographs depict mining operations
in Baker County, OR near present day Fort Rock
State Natural Area in the late 19th-century. The
first of the photographs shows mine entrance, log
& stone roof, tents, lean-to, and mule-drawn
wagon. Second shows miners next to mule-drawn
buggy, standing next to barrels, alongside a desert
creek with scenery in background -- what appears
to be a rudimentary sluicing operation. Third
shows miners standing next to well, or shaft with
one holding a crank, and wheelbarrow with tools
alongside. The final image is a panoramic view of
the Fort Rock formation. Fort Rock is perhaps best
known for the Fort Rock Cave, an archaeological

site located near Fort Rock, and excavated in 1938
by Archaeologist Luther Cressman of the U of O
who discovered the oldest known human artifacts
found in North America, carbon dating to over
9000 years old. !
!
!
$ 350.00

Hawley (1902-1991) was an active geologist,
mining engineer, and historian of the Eastern
Oregon gold rush who wrote the Account of Gold
Dredging in the Sumpter Valley in Eastern Oregon.

!

!

!

!

!

$ 150.00

156) [MONTANA -- GREAT NORTHERN
RAILWAY]. Great Northern time tables.
Route of the Oriental Limited. Luxurious
new equipment. Glacier National Park; The
Empire builder between Chicago and the
Pacific Northwest. Glacier National Park,
June 15-Sept. 15. [tickets & itinerary from
Portland to New York and return]. St. Paul,
MN: Great Northern Railway, 1928; [1931].
155) [MINING -- LAND PROMOTION].
Eastern Oregon’s gold fields. Baker, Grant,
Harney, Malheur and Union Counties.
Souvenir edition. Countless wealth in
mining, farming, lumbering, stock & fruit
growing. May 20th 1898. . . . [Baker, OR:
Brooks Hawley, Baker City Herald, 1977]. 4to.
46, [2] pp. Photo-illustrated throughout. Green
printed softcovers (rippling to textblock & covers),
signed by Hawley on verso of front cover, and
ownership markings as well dated 1977. Facsimile
edition of this exceedingly scarce gold mining and
land promotion piece issued in 1898 against the
backdrop of the gold strikes and mines of Baker
City, Granite, Grants Pass, and Sumpter, Oregon.
The 1898 original illustrated and detailed the
mines and mine owners of the Columbia Mine,
Bonanza Mine, California Mine of Sumpter, as well
as the tremendous growth in lumber mills,
logging, and agricultural commercial opportunities
in Eastern Oregon at the end of the 19th century.

Two pieces. 1st -- 4to. 8 x 9 in. 43, [1] pp. Time
tables, route maps, illustrations, colour-illustrated

self-printed softcovers, w/ Great Northern
Railway logo on front cover (minor age toning,
minor soiling to fore-edges), still VG; 12mo. 4 pp. 3
x 5.5 in. green & black illustrated ticket holder for
sleeping car tickets, 3 tickets for Albert Colson, w/

lettersheet invoice map sized 11 x 8.25 in., Form
Pro 803, w/ typed itinerary on one side, map on
verso, folded, all preserved in original Great
Northern Empire builder envelope. First edition,
thus, of this scarce Jazz Age time tables for the
Great Northern Railway, with special attention to
the map and land promotion information for
homeseekers hunting for land in the newly opened
branch line in PHilips & Blaine Counties Montana,
as well as map for Oriental Limited routes to
California, railway lines into Montana, the
Northland Bus Lines in Minnesota, Canada, and
the Dakotas, and Railway lines through the Pacific
Northwest. Albert Robert Colson (1898-1975), a
Portland postal carrier throughout his working
career, and World War I veteran. !
$ 250.00

157) [MONTANA -- WHITEFISH].
SCHAFER, Betty & ENGELTER, Mable.
Stump town to ski town: the story of
Whitefish, Montana. Whitefish, MT: The
Whitefish Library Assoc., Inc., [Caxton
Printers], 1973. 4to. xv, [3], 286 pp. Photo
illustrations throughout, maps, colour pictorial
maps on endpapers. Black cloth, gilt lettering, w/
d.j. (minor scuffing, edgewear, couple minor closed
tears, wear to corners), still VG/VG- copy. First
edition of this informative local history detailing
the growth of Whitefish, MT from 1901 when the
Great Northern Railway announced they were
putting their route through, the opening of the
depot in 1904, and the many years of logging in the
surrounding areas. Eventually, after World War Ii,
the town began to develop its’ reputation as a ski
destination, close to Glacier National Park, and a
beautiful lake. !
!
!
$ 50.00

158) MUIR, John. Travels in Alaska. With
illustrations. Boston & New York: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1915. 8vo. x, 326, [4] pp. Photo
frntsp., numerous photo plates from photographs
by Herbert W. Gleason. Gray cloth, colour plate
mounted on front cover of the Muir Glacier, white
lettering, t.e.g. (very minor shelfwear, slight
bumping head & foot of spine, & couple corners),
still VG+ bright copy. First trade edition, of this
posthumously published Muir travelogue to
Alaska, through the Puget Sound and British
Columbia, Alexander Archipelago, Wrangell

Island, up the Stickeen River, the discovery of
Glacier Bay, and an informative section on Alaskan
Native Americans, w/ glossary of Chinook jargon.
!
!
!
!
!
$ 250.00

159) [NATIVE AMERICANS -- CATHOLIC
MISSIONS]. Rapport sur les missions du
diocese de Quebec, qui sont secourues par
l’Association de la propagation de la foi;
Rapport sur les missions du diocese de
Quebec, et autres que en ont ci-devant fait
partie [Janvier 1840, No. 2; Janvier 1842, No.
4; Juin 1843, No. 5; Juillet 1845, No. 6; Juillet
1847, No. 7; Mars, 1853. No. 10; Mars 1864,
No. 16; Avril 1866, No. 17]. Quebec: De
L’Imprimerie de Frechette & Cie,
Imprimeurs-Librarires, No. 13, Rue
Lamontagne; Des Presses a Vapeur
D’augustin Cote et Cie; Des Ateliers de Leger
Brousseau, [January, 1840]-April, 1866. Eight
vols. in 7. [iii]-xii, 100; [2], 11-104; xii, 136 (plus 1
large folding woodcut-engraved plate); xvii, [1],
156; xii, [2], 129, [1]; xx, 140; 127, [1]; xxiii, [1], 150
pp. Nos. 2 & 4 bound in brown-coloured buckrum,
binder’s ticket on rear pastedown for Pioneer
Library Bindery (No. 2 w/o title and preliminary
leaf; No. 4 w/o 8 pp. preface); Nos. 6 & 7 bound in
blue buckrum, binder’s ticket on rear pastedown
for Pioneer Library Bindery (fore-edges trimmed);

w/ manuscript annotations in the hand of Thomas
Blanchet (b. 1793), older brother of Francois
Norbert Blanchet (1795-1883) first bishop and
archbishop of the Archdiocese of Oregon City, and
leader of the Columbia Mission with Modeste
Demers, w/ two bearing ownership inscription as
well of St. Pierre, Riviere du Sud (present-day
Quebec), the three bound vols. all bear ownership
labels from Marylhurst College (later University),
which had been the original recipient of the
Blanchet family library at the end of the 19th
century.

Nos. 5, 10 & 16 in original printed wrappers, No.
17 with printed softcovers perished, still punchsewn at gutter margin, remnants of softcovers at
spine -- in softcovers with chipping & edgewear,
bumping to corners, rubbing, Nos. 5, 6, 7, & 10 all

First editions of these reports issued by the Society
for the Propagation of the Faith in Quebec,
originally established by the Diocese in 1837, and
then issued annually from 1839-1843, followed
biennially until 1874. These accounts encompass
descriptions of the efforts of Rev. Joseph Norbert
Provencher, and Rev. Joseph Severe Norbert
Dumoulin who established missions at Pembina
becoming the first missionaries in present day
North Dakota in order to service the former
Northwest Company and Hudson’s Bay Company
fur traders who had intermarried with local Native
Americans; the Columbia Mission to present-day

Pacific Northwest and British Columbia by Father
Norbert Blanchet who established his first mission
at Cowlitz (Washington) in December, 1838
offering detailed accounts of his efforts at Fort
Vancouver, Fort Colville, Fort Okanagan, Fort
Walla Walla, as well as extended details on the
Willamette River Mission; as well as a detailed
memoir of Father Louis LeFebvre de Bellefeuille’s
mission to the First Nations in Upper Ottawa to
Lake Abitibi; No. 4 includes Blanchet’s accounts of
interactions with the Chinook Indians, his travel to
Whidby Island, correspondence with Father De
Smet; No. 5 details the travels and efforts of the
Columbia Mission, the Mission to Vancouver, the
travels and work of Blanchet, Demers, & Bolduc to
the Chinook, the Cowlitz Tribes, Demers in
Colville, including as well further extracts of
Bolduc’s travels in Gambier, Tahiti, Hawaii, and
Columbia River. Of particular interest in No. 5 is
the large folding plate at the end which was a
Chronological & Historical Ladder of Religion
which was a visual teaching tool for local Chinook
and Cowlitz tribal members at the Mission. The
Catholic Ladder was first introduced as a foursided “Sahale stock,” then adapted later in 1839 for
paper, providing an effective graphic approach to
religious instruction. Nos. 6 & 7 both include
extensive sections, journals and letters for the
Columbia, Red River, and Atibi missions; No. 10
details the Missions at Hudson Bay, letters from
Labrador Mission, and Vancouver Island Missions;
No. 16 incorporates letters and journals of the
Wamontashing Mission in the Northwest
Territories, Red River Mission under Tessot, the
Vancouver Mission by Modeste, as well as
extensive section on Missionary efforts in Oregon,
and finally No. 17 with sections on Missions to the
Eskimos, the Northwest Territories, Oregon, and
Vancouver Island. Wagner-Camp, 78; See; White &
St. Laurent, Mysterious Journey: The Catholic
Ladder of 1840, Oregon Historical Quarterly, Vol.
97, No. 1, pp. 70-88. ! !
!
SOLD

160) [NURSING -- JOHNS HOPKINS
SCHOOL OF NURSING]. BARTLETT, R.
[ebecca] Vashti, et al. [Manuscript formulary,
sterilization instructions, nursing station
duty lists, duty roster, and list of nursing
students to close]. Baltimore, MD: Johns
Hopkins Hospital, [1904-1906]. 8vo. [120 pp

(unpaginated).], on ruled paper, written in
manuscript throughout in ink, and some pencil,
with the first 70 pages in bold hand matching
Vashti Bartlett inscription on ffep., possibly 2 other

manuscript hands, silver gelatin image sized 2.75 x
5 in. of Edwardian woman in high-collar nursing
attire. Quarter-black cloth over marbled boards
(chipping & wear head & foot of spine, rubbing &
edgewear), still a VG exemplar. !
$ 1850.00

An exceptional formulary and nursing instruction
manuscript written by Vashti Bartlett (1873-1969),
and fellow nursing students while studying at

Johns Hopkins Hospital School of Nursing at the
from 1904-1906. The formulary encompasses a
wide range of medications, and drug compounds,
including Codeine Sulfide, Cannabis, Atrophine,
Quinine, Phosphorous, Belladonna and others.
One of the prescriptions including Boric Acid,
Carbolic Acid, and Mentha was specifically
designed by Dr. Nourse to soften and irrigate ear
wax, applying warm with 5 to 10 drops with a
soda solution. The Schleich Solution at the time
consisting of Cocaine, Morphine, with other
ingredients was apparently intended as a form of
anesthetic; a Typhoid Mouth Wash containing
Boric Acid, Glycerine, Rose Water, and Listerina
receives more than one entry; and even a Calamine
Lotion featuring Calamine, zinc oxide, carbolic
acid, and glycerine. A number of the pages
devoted to instructions treat of the sterilization of
catgut, formalin catgut, sterilization of silk,
Bismuth gauze, needed stationery supplies,
surgical and linen room supplies, and forms such
as those for death slips, nurses, marks, and

pharmacy labels. The duty roster in what appears
to be Ms. Bartlett’s hand details her times on duty
in 1904, 1905, and 1906 in the Children’s Ward,
Wards D, F, G, C, H & E, including night duty in
July, 1904, the amount of vacation days in 1906,
and even shift in charge of the operating room in

July, 1906. After graduating in 1906, she traveled in
1908 to work as Chief Nurse at St. Anthony
Hospital at Dr. Wilfred Grenfell’s Royal National
Mission in Newfoundland, Canada, served as the
superintendent of Nurses at Watts Hospital in
Durham, NC, and later Church Home & Infirmary
in Baltimore, MD. During World War I she was
head nurse at the American Red Cross hospitals iN
Pau, France, and La Panne, Belgium, served a stint
in Siberia, in Manchuria during a cholera
epidemic, and helpted build nursing shool in Haiti
from 1920-1921. She completed her career as Chief
Nurse at Chilocco Indian School in Oklahoma. The
nursing students listed at the end of the
manuscript include those such as Rosa Bowley (b.
1882), of Lexington, VA who trained as a nurse,
and later became private nurse; Dora Magdaline
Barnes (1879-1973), who after leaving Johns
Hopkins became a private nurse, working through
World War II, Viola McLellan (b. 1880) who after
marrying in Virginia, retired from nursing, and
many others. See: Vashti Bartlett Collection, Alan
Mason Chesney Medical Archives, Johns Hopkins
Medical Institutions; Vashti Bartlett Exhibit, A
Hopkins Nurse on a Global Mission (2018).

161) [OCEAN LINERS -- GRACE LINE]. The
exclusive Grace cruise route between New
York and California visiting en route
Colombia, Panama, El Salvador, Guatemala,
Mexico and Eastbound, Havana. . . . [New
York: Grace Line, ca. 1933]. Oblong 4to. 12 x 9
in. Colour and black & white photos, illustrations,
colour-illustrated map on verso of front cover.
Colour-printed softcovers, vivid rust-coloured
softcovers, w/ black & gilt Art Deco lettering on

front cover, NF copy. First edition of this
remarkably scarce brochure for the storied Grace
Line illustrating the ports of call and newly built
ships in the Santa Rosa class designed by William
Francis Gibbs, which were ordered from Federal
Shipbuilding Co. of Kearney, NJ and delivered
from 1932-1933. These included the Santa Rosa,
Santa Paula, and last Santa Elena delivered in
April, 1933. These beautifully designed ships
featured passenger capacity of 209 in first class and
about 50 in steerage, public rooms on the
promenade deck with splendid dining salon
featuring a roll back dome, and all cabins equipped
with private baths. The Grace line initially
launched the first passenger service between New
York and Seattle, including one day stopovers in
Los Angeles and San Francisco. Worldcat locates 1
copy (Stanford); See: Michael Grace, The Grace
Line History, Cruising the Past, Travel and Social
History (2009). !
!
!
$ 175.00

previous owner first read the mystery “On Super
Chief, Santa Fe R.R. enroute to Los Angeles Dec. 4,
1939.” First edition, stated, of this espionage
thriller, set against the backdrop of the
counterrevolutionary efforts of a Russian prince, a
young Russian ballet scenery designer, and the
Soviet OGPU spy agency on the eve of World War
II. !
!
!
!
!
$ 40.00

163) PALMER, Sutton. Bonnie Scotland
painted by. . . Described by A.R. Hope
Moncrieff. London: A&C Black, 1912. Thick
tall 8vo. xi, [1], 254, [2] pp. Colour frontisp., 74
colour plates. Blue pictorial publisher’s cloth,
thistle pattern in green, brown & lavender on front
cover & spine, t.e.g. (minor bumping to couple
corners, very slightly shaken, very light occasional
foxing), still VG- copy. Early printing, of this very
popular and lavishly illustrated travelogue
through Scotland, and one title in the Black 20
shilling series. See: Inman, A&C Black Colour
Books, 71. !
!
!
!
$ 75.00

162) OPPENHEIM, E.[dward] Phillips.
Exit a dictator. Boston: Little, Brown & Co.,
1939. 8vo. [4], 315, [1] pp., plus 8 pp. publisher’s
catalogue of Oppenheim’s works. Gray cloth, red
lettering front cover & spine (minor shelfwear,
minor rubbing to corners), w/ d.j. cover art of
George F. Kelley (minor edgewear, rubbing, couple
minor closed tears), still VG/VG- copy, w/
interesting annotation on ffep. noting that a

164) PEAT, Fern Bisel. Picture story-book. No.
978. Akron, OH: Saalfield Publishing Co.,
1933. Folio. [20 pp (unpaginated).] Lavishly
colour-illustrated throughout. Die-cut shaped selfprinted colour softcovers, cover art by Peat (minor

bumping to lower right corners, very slight
shelfwear), still VG bright copy. First edition of this
splendidly illustrate fairy tale “Shape” book,
including one page abridged versions of Puss-nBoots, Hansel and Gretel, The Gingerbread Boy,
Snow-White and Rose-Red, Elves and the
Shoemaker, and others, all with the lush
illustrations of Peat. ! !
!
$ 50.00

use these images to educate his students about
design in nature. Scarce in dustjacket. $ 275.00

166) PLUMMER, T.[homas] Arthur. The
silent four. London: Stanley Paul & Co., Ltd.,
[1947]. 8vo. 240 pp. Blue boards, dark blue
lettering (minor foxing on endpapers, minor
shelfwear), w/ d.j. cover art of two 1940s cars and
hoods facing off (minor edgewear, slight
dustsoiling), VG/VG copy, w/ former typed
ownership label on ffep. First edition of this postWar Detective Inspector Andrew Frampton of
Scotland Yard mystery. Worldcat locates 2 copies
(BL, BL Reference Collections). !
$ 100.00

165) [PHOTOGRAPHY]. BLOSSFELDT,
Professor Karl. Urformen der Kunst.
Photographische Pflanzenbilder. . . . Berlin:
Verlag Ernst Wasmuth, [1953]. Folio. xiv, [2], 96
pp. Including 96 blue-tinted photographic plates.
Beige cloth, gray lettering & ornament on front
cover, gray lettering on spine (slight foxing to
endpapers, very minor shelfwear), w/ d.j. (minor
chipping head & foot of spine, minor darkening &
soiling to spine, couple minor tears, very minor
creasing), still NF/G copy. Fifth edition of this
magnificent modernist classic of the famed
German photographer’s “Art Forms in Nature.”
Blossfeldt (1865-1932) meticulously arranged the
flowers, stems, leaves, buds, tendrils, seeds, and
seed pods in intricate and elegant architectural
structures, often greatly magnified, intending to

167) [POP-UPS -- COLLODI, Carlo].
MERRILL, Marion. The animated
Pinocchio. . . . New York: Citadel Press,
[Merrill Novelty Books], [1945]. 4to. [26 pp
(unpaginated).] Colour-illustrated throughout, 3
moveable figures w/ pull tabs. Colour-illustrated
boards, wire spiral binding as issued (minor
edgewear, very minor bumping head & foot of
spine), w/ d.j. cover art by Merrill (minor chipping
foot of spine, couple very minor closed tears), VG/
VG copy. First edition of this nicely illustrated
installment in the Merrill Novelty Books series,
animating the charming children’s tale with
moveable paper engineered figures. Merrill
(1914-2012), was also known for the moveable and
paper engineered three little kittens, Peter Rabbit,
and others. ! !
!
!
$ 125.00

168) [POP-UPS -- PAPER DOLLS]. [CLOUD,
C.(laude) Carey]. Three little pigs and the big
bad wolf. 4 toys, 2 wiggle walkers and
complete story. Ready to press out and
fold. . . . [Chicago: Cloudcrest Creations,
Foldaform and Wiggle Toys, 1944]. 4to. [6 pp
(unpaginated).] triptych sized 9.5 x 10 which folds
out in portrait rather than landscape, colourprinted, perforated die-cut paper figures, all
present, and uncut (slight edgewear, rubbing), still
NF copy. !
!
!
!
$ 100.00
First edition of this exceedingly scarce and
delightful version of the Three Little Pigs, complete
with the abbreviated version of the story for

children to punch out and set up their paper
Wiggle Toys FoldAform creations and reenact the
story. Cloud (1899-1984) was an inveterate
toymaker, noted artist, and inventor who created
many pop-up and activity books for children, as
well as developing and producing 100s of Cracker
Jack prizes from the 1930s through the 1960s.

169) [PUBLIC HEALTH -- CALIFORNIA].
[GORDON, Dr. George]; JACKLEY, J.G.;
SOMMERFELD, H.B.; MELVIN, A.D.;
TROWBRIDGE, P.F.; SKELTON, Russell R.;
PARKS, G.H.; MARSHALL, Herbert C.;
KEANE, Dr. Charles. [The evolution of meat
inspection in California; Reminder notes for
“Evolution of Meat Inspection,” &
Evolution. . . ; Data on the evolution of meat
inspection in California, including protest
letters, evidence of subterfuge and
intransigence, resistance to new State rules,

bribery of inspectors, and more in letters and
typed reports; 58 original photographs
illustrating healthy and diseased carcasses,
sanitary and unsanitary farm buildings and
slaughtering methods; Farmer’s Co-op Meat
Club Data manuscript floorplan maps; The
Los Angeles Cattle Company buys all kinds:
cattle good or bad without any guarantee of
inspection. . . (broadside sign); The
California Meat Inspection Law, rules and
regulations; The beef ring, Manitoba
Farmers’ Library; The farm loan primer;
Rural sanitation, sewage disposal and water
supply, Special bulletin No. 56; The sanitary
construction of small slaughterhouses; State
and municipal meat inspection and
municipal slaughterhouses, USDA, Circular
185; The Farmers’ Beef Club, Circular 85;
Cement-sawdust concrete for poultry house
and dairy barn floors; Emergency rules and
regulations for control of Foot and Mouth
disease, released Feb. 26, 1924 [broadside];
Market classes and grades of dressed veal
and calf carcasses; Market classes of dressed
lamb and mutton; The sanitary construction
and equipment of abbatoirs and packing
houses; Regulations governing the meat
inspection of the United States Department
of Agriculture, effective Nov. 1, 1922; Retail
marketing of meats, Department Bulletin No.
1317; The epizootic of Foot and Mouth
disease in California. Special Publication No.
65. . . .] [Sacramento, Los Angeles, Oakland,
San Francisco & Modesto, CA; Washington,
D.C., et al]: Dr. George Gordon; California
State Printing Office; Manitoba Dept. of
Agriculture; G.P.O., Provincial Board of
Health; Univ. of Missouri College of
Agriculture; Univ. of New Hampshire;
Director of Agriculture, State of California,
1911-1938. ! !
!
!
$ 2500.00
This remarkable archive filled with manuscripts,
typescript manuscripts, autographed letters,
original photographs, documents, and supporting

publications chart the extraordinary crusade by a
Scottish-American California veterinary surgeon to
implement and codify meat inspection in the West.
Gordon (1870-1956) was a well-respected
veterinary surgeon whose large sanitary hospital
and grounds was located by 1906 in Hanford, CA
occupying over 5 acres, and was appointed
livestock inspector of Kings County, CA in 1910,
later becoming the California State dairy inspector.

He actively supported the implementation of
Federal meat and food inspections after the 1906
laws were passed in reaction to Upton Sinclair’s
polemic work, The Jungle, chronicling the abuses
and neglect of the Chicago meat packing industry.
He worked tirelessly to erect a network of
progressive veterinarians and medically trained
meat, dairy, and food inspectors across California,
as opposed to the network of city and county
inspectors who were political appointees, often
controlled by the California ranchers and
commercial slaughterhouses. His manuscript
traces the passage of the 1921 California meat
inspection law, the varying systems, resistance to
the implementation of a uniform state standard, as
well as efforts to make the inspection laws
compulsory. The massive outbreak of Foot &
Mouth Disease in 1924 raged through California
ranches and farms, resulting in massive
destruction of livestock, as well as accelerating the

public awareness and calls for greater scrutiny. He
details the types of political chicanery, and
resistance, including original letters and legal
documents from health officials in San Francisco,
Oakland, and Los Angeles cities and counties who
bitterly opposed the implementation of the state
system, especially as almost all of them were

political appointees, rather than veterinarians, or
medical officials. He describes the competing
lawsuits, attempts at bribery, the growing pains of
the new bureaucracy, as well as the efforts to
eliminate unsanitary private slaughterhouses, and
meat packers selling diseased meats, such as those
with bovine tuberculosis endangering public
health, especially in children. The detailed and
graphic photographs and manuscript documenting
diseased carcasses and unsanitary slaughterhouses
served as exhibits for his lecture presentations. He
would give out copies, and display the exhibits at
rotary club meetings, women’s club meetings
across California, and political party meetings in
order to drum up support for more stringent
penalties, and results of defying the new laws,
which endangered public health. Dr. Gordon’s
younger brother William Gordon (1879-1965)
worked with him in his hospital when first
graduating from the Veterinary College of San
Francisco, and later became the first chief meat
inspector for San Jose, and later the chief food
inspector, while establishing the first meat
inspection protocol in San Jose. See: Menefee &
Dodge, History of Tulare and Kings Counties,
California (1913), pp. 371-373; Sawyer, History of
Santa Clara County, Vol. 2, pp. 1542-1544; Meat
Inspection, Monthly Bulletin, Appendix to the
Journals of the Senate and Assembly of the 48th
Session of the Legislature of the State of California,
Vol. 4, pp. 714-718.

4to. 13 leaves typescript manuscript; 2 leaves, 1st
typescript, 2nd manuscript on legal-size ruled
paper; [Approx. 150 pp., typed, mimeographed,
dittoed, some stamped copies, ALS, and

manuscript copies, 1 2 pp. photostat, all sleeved in
mylar sleeves]; 25 leaves, w/ 58 silver gelatin
photographs, sized from 4 x 6 in. up to 8.5 x 11 in.,
many mounted with corners on thick card stock,
annotations in pencil or ink identifying many
locations and subject matter, all preserved in mylar
sleeves; Oblong folio -- 2 large folding manuscript
pencil maps on thick brown paper, 1st - 19 x 12 in.,
2nd - 24.5 x 12 in., preserving original Dept. of
Agriculture envelope, w/ manuscript title on outer
cover; Oblong folio. 13.25 x 10.5 in. printed on
thick card stock; 8vo. 11, [1], self-printed wrappers,
tables; 14, [2], with diagrams & text illustrations,
self-printed wraps; 10 pp. (minor toning stain to
upper fore-edge, minor center crease), self-printed
wraps; 12 pp., self-printed wraps; 16 pp., text
illustrations, w/ manuscript pencil note attached

170) PUPIN, Michael [Mihajlo Idvorski].
From immigrant to inventor. Illustrated. New
York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1924. Thick 8vo.
in center, self-printed wraps; pp. 239-254, selfprinted wraps; 32 pp., with numerous photo
illustrations, attached manuscript & typescript
notes for questions and statistics on asking farmers
about meat inspection, and sample stamp, selfprinted wraprs; 13, [3] pp., self-printed wraps; 32
folio 8.5 x 15 mimeograph broadsides; 8vo. 32 pp.,
with numerous photo illustrations, tan printed
softcovers, ownership markings and annotations
for Dr. Gordon (age toning to fore-edges), VG; 48
pp. with numerous plates, photo illustrations, tan
printed softcovers, stamped received May, 1930 on
front cover; iii, [1], 247-263, [1] pp., with photo
plates, self-printed softcovers, ownership signature
of Dr. Gordon on front cover (age toning to foreedges); iii, [1], 72 pp., tan printed softcovers, Dr.
Gordon signature front cover; 86 pp., with tables,
tan printed softcovers, Dr. Gordon ownership on
front cover in pencil; 54 pp. with photo plates, 2
large folding tables & plates, blue-tinted printed
softcovers, w/ manuscript notes on front cover in
hand of Dr. Gordon.

[8], 396 pp. Photo frontisp., numerous plates, photo
plates. Blue publisher’s cloth, gilt lettering on
spine, lozenge gilt illust. on front cover (minor
shelfwear, rubbing), still VG copy, w/ TLS from
Pupin on Columbia University letterhead
declining an invitation to lecture Sept. 23, 1927, to
S.[amuel] Raymond Thornburg (1892-1981), world
traveler, investor, active Ohio Wesleyan supporter,
and founder & President of the Pawling Rubber
Corporation, Thornburg bookplate on front
pastedown. Fifth printing of this Pulitzer prizewinning autobiography detailing the life
experiences and adventures by the Serbian
physicist who discovered that the correct spacing
of inductancecoils along telephone lines extended
their range, developed a method of x-ray
photography, and much more. He was later
awarded the Edison Medal in 1920. $ 100.00

171) REYNOLDS, Barbara Leonard. Cabin
boy and extra ballast. Illustrated by Charles
Geer. New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons,
[1958]. 8vo. v, [1], 250 pp. Frontisp., numerous

illustrations. Brown cloth, blue illust. & lettering
(slight foxing to endpapers), w/ d.j. cover art of
sailboat in heavy seas (couple minor closed tears,
slight dustsoiling), still VG/VG copy. First edition,
A on verso on copyright line, of this nautical fiction
novel based on the voyage by the author, her son,
and a Japanese Hiroshima survivor from
Kwajalein, Japan to Honolulu, Hawaii after her
husband was arrested by the U.S. Coast Guard
during protests of American nuclear tests in the
South Pacific. Reynolds (1915-1990) was an active
Quaker, conscientious objector, and peace activist
who conducted a three-year study on the effects of
radiation on Japanese children who survived the
Hiroshima blast. !
!
!
$ 45.00

172) [RHEAD]. SWIFT, Jonathan. Gulliver’s
travels into several remote nations of the
world. An introduction by W.D. Howells
and . . . illustrations by Louis Rhead. New
York: Harper & Brothers, [1942]. Tall 8vo. xviii,
350, [2] pp. Illust. & decorated title, colour frontisp.
by Frank E. Schoonover, 100 text illustrations &
plates by Rhead. Black cloth, colour plate by
Schoonover mounted front cover, gilt lettering on
spine (minor bumping to lower right corners), w/
d.j. Schoonover cover art (minor edgewear, slight
bumping to lower corners), still VG/VG copy. One

Hundred Twenty-Fifth Anniversary edition, E-R
code on verso of title, with the Rhead illustrations
of this version of Gulliver’s Travels, and one title in
the Rhead’s Illustrated Juveniles series. $ 75.00

173) [ROCK FESTIVALS -- PHOTO ESSAY].
COOPER, Ron & LEWIN, Gerry. Vortex I is a
photo documentary of events at McIver State
Park, September, 1970. Photos by. . . . Salem,
OR: Adolphson’s Printing Co., [1970]. 4to. [52

traffic jam leading to the festival was 22 miles long.
See: Matt Love, Vortex I: A Strange Oregon Trip
(2014); William Robbins, Vortex I Music Festival,
Oregon Encyclopedia (2018). !
$ 150.00

pp (unpaginated).] Photo-illustrated throughout,
including 1 large double-page folding plate. Photoillustrated softcovers (edgewear, minor scuffing to
fore-edges), still a VG copy.

First edition of this scarce and fascinating photo
essay of the Vortex I counterculture free rock
festival thrown by the State of Oregon at Milo
McIver State Park thirty miles SE of Portland to
draw young anti-Vietnam war protesters planning
to disrupt the American Legion’s convention
opening Labor Day weekend in 1970s. Governor
Tom McCall in the midst of a re-election campaign
endorsed the plan, and eventually 50-100,000
attendees attended the concert, gawked at the
cavorting nudists frolicking in the Clackamas
River, smoked a lot of weed, were advised not to
take any Brown Double Dome Acid with signs on
the chemical toilets, and had a great time at the
Woodstock-like event in the Pacific Northwest. The
performances were primarily by Portland-area
bands including Jacob’s Ladder, Portland Zoo, the
Firemen, Brown Sugar, and Wings of Freedom. Dr.
Cameron Bangs who was the onsite physician set a
world record for treating sunburned genitals and
LSD overdoses in a single weekend, while keeping
a diary of his experiences, no permits were issued,
no liability insurance was purchased, and the

174) ROHMER, Sax. The hand of Fu-Manchu.
Being a new phase in the activities of FuManchu, the devil doctor. New York: Grosset
& Dunlap, [c. 1917 (1920)]. 8vo. vi, 308 pp., plus
4 pp. publisher’s ads. Bright yellow cloth, black
lettering front cover & spine, w/ d.j. lush Art Deco
cover art by E.W. Kendrick (minor scuffing
affecting a couple letters on back cover, edgewear),
NF/VG- copy. Reprint edition of this third title in
the Fu Manchu Yellow Peril mysteries, starring
British Agent, Sir Dennis Nayland Smith, set
against the backdrop of battling the Sci-Fan
terrorist organization in Mongolia, India, Burma,
and Britain. ! !
!
!
$ 50.00

175) ROHMER, Sax. [pseud. of WARD,
Arthur Henry Sarsfield]. The island of Fu
Manchu. New York: Crime Club by
Doubleday, Doran & Co., Inc., 1941. 8vo. vi,
[2], 299, [1] pp. Orange cloth, green lettering &
illust. of Fu Manchu on spine (slight toning to

176) SANDERSON, Margaret Love [pseud. of
VANDERCOOK, Margaret]. Caught in the
dark. Chicago: Reilly & Lee, Co., [1936]. 12mo.
279, [1] pp. Turquoise-blue cloth, black lettering &
ruling front cover & spine (light uniform interior
toning as usual, slight bumping couple corners),
w/ d.j. cover art of two young Campfire Girls
trapped in a cave, VG/NF copy. First edition, thus,
of one of two volumes re-released by Reilly & Lee
in the Camp Fire Girls series, under the Rei-Lee
Adventure & Mystery Series. This title was
originally published as The Camp Fire Girls at
Driftwood Heights. ! !
!
$ 50.00

endpapers caused by glue offsetting), w/ d.j. cover
art of Fu Manchu and Haitian village (priceclipped, slight shelfwear), NF/VG copy, w/
booksellers label of Oregon State College Coop at
lower front d.j. flap for ¢ .79. First American
edition, stated, of this scarce Dr. Fu Manchu and
Sir Denis Nayland Smith adventure/mystery set in
the Panama Canal Zone and Haiti, against the
backdrop of a secret submarine base, voodoo rites
in Haiti, and world domination. !
$ 295.00

177) SANDERSON, Margaret Love [pseud. of
VANDERCOOK, Margaret]. A cruise on the
“Boojum.” Chicago: Reilly & Lee, Co., [1936].
12mo. 207, [1] pp., plus 32 pp. publisher’s ads.
Gray-blue cloth, black lettering & decoration front
cover & spine (light uniform interior toning as
usual), w/ d.j. splendid cover art of two young
Campfire Girls sailing (slight shelfwear), NF/NF
copy. First edition, thus, of one of two volumes rereleased by Reilly & Lee in the Camp Fire Girls
series, under the Rei-Lee Adventure & Mystery
Series. This title is set against the backdrop of four
Kentucky Camp Fire Girls, sailing on the New
England Atlantic coast, and a mystery. $ 75.00

all teachers in Canada had to have scientific as well
as moral qualifications. In addition, he staunchly
opposed the influx of American textbooks and
teachers during the 1830s claiming that they would
undercut Canadian political and cultural
development. He felt that chemistry was the most
important of what he termed the three key
sciences, augmenting Natural Science, and Physics.
He incorporates into this textbook his concepts of
chemistry, organic and inorganic substances,
elementary acids, discussion of caloric heat,
electricity, alkali, and more. See: Richard Jarrell,
Educating the Neglected Majority: The Struggle for
Agricultural and Technical Education in
Nineteenth-Century Ontario and Quebec (2016),
pp. 121-122; Yvan Lamonde, The Social History of
Ideas in Quebec 1760-1896, p. 144.

!

!

!

!

!

$ 375.00

178) [SCIENCE -- CHEMISTRY]. MEILLEUR,
J.[ean]-B.[aptiste]. Cours abrege de lecons de
chymie, contenant une exposition preciese et
methodique des principes de cette science,
exemplifies. . . destine a l’usage de la
jeunesse Canadienne. . . . Montreal: Des
Presses de Ludger Duvernay, Imprimerie de
la Minerve, No. 29, Rue St. Paul, 1833. 8vo.
xxiii, [1], [9]-144 pp., including errata table.
Original quarter-brown calf over blue-gray boards
(chipping, edgewear, wear to corners, hinges
starting, ex-lib markings on endpapers, w/o ffep.),
still a G- unsophisticated copy from the Marylhurst
University library shut down in 2018, bookplate on
front pastedown. First edition of the first Canadian
scientific textbook written by the first
superintendent of public instruction for Lower
Canada, and a medical doctor who had secured his
degree at Middlebury College in Vermont, in 1825.
After having settled in L’Assomption working as a
physician, and writing scientific and medical
articles Meilleur discovered that the schools in
Lower Canada were deplorable, and as part of the
education committee had repeatedly argued that

179) [SEATTLE -- THE BON MARCHE].
[NORLING, Ernest R. (Artist).] The Bon
Marche. [After 39 years 1890-1929].
[Introduction by Edmond S. Meany.
Illustrations by Ernest R. Norling]. . . .
Seattle: The Bon Marche, [Printed by Western
Printing Co.], 1929. Folio. [40 pp (unpaginated).],
printed throughout in red & black. With woodcut-

engraved plates, decorative woodcut borders and
decorations by Emmet Evers and Glenn Shecklin, 1
large colour centerfold plate. Colour-illustrated
beige softcovers, Art Deco cover art of Bon Marche
facade w/ 1920s limousine parked at door (minor
dustsoiling, edgewear, very minor bumping to
corners), still VG copy.

180) [SEATTLE]. Souvenir of Seattle [large
view book]. Seattle: Lowman & Hanford
Stationery & Printing Co., The Ablertype Co.,
[ca. 1905]. Oblong 4to. 11.5 x 9.5 in. [23 leaves
First edition of this beautifully printed and
illustrated Jazz Age homage to the opening of The
Bon Marche landmark store in downtown Seattle
in 1929. Norling (1892-1974) was a Washington
State native, attended Whitman college, worked as
a draftsman, studied at the Chicago Art Institute,
taught art at the Cornish School, and was one of
fifty artists in Washington to take part in the Public
Works of Art Project during the Great Depression.
He is well remembered for his paintings of the
Civilian Conservation Corps, and illustrating a
series of “Pogo” the dog books. The Bon Marche
was initially founded in Seattle in 1890 the year
after the great Seattle Fire, and sustained rapid
growth until it opened its’ landmark store at Third
and Pine in 1929, the same year it was sold to
Hahn Department Stores. Worldcat locates 1 copy;
See: Karen Gordon, Report on Designation, City of
Seattle, Landmarks Preservation Board Report, The
Bon Marche, A.A. Denny’s 6th Addition, Block 52
(1988). !
!
!
!
$ 225.00

(unnumbered).], of thick gray paper stock, first leaf
large folding, with 23 Albertype photos tipped-in
(1 large folding panoramic), all w/ location and
information w/in negative. Textured gray-brown
softcovers, Albertype photo of Pioneer Square
Totem Pole on front cover, red lettering, yapp
edges, punch sewn at gutter margin w/ brown silk
braid (minor edgewear, rubbing, dustsoiling), still
VG copy. First edition of this scarce souvenir
published in conjunction with the Lewis & Clark
Exposition held in Portland, OR in 1905. This work
opens with a photographic view of Seattle’s
waterfront, followed by photos of Seattle’s
downtown, the major hotels including the Hotel
Seattle, the SS Dakota in dry dock which operated
for the Great Northern Steamship Co. of James J.
Hill from 1904-1907; the SS Minnesota her sister
ship launched from Elliott Bay in 1905; as well as
the USS Nebraska BB-14, built by Moran Bros.
Seattle and launched in 1904. The Albertype Co. in
Brooklyn, NY was first popularized at the end of
the 19th-century by the Wittemann Brothers in
1879, and by 1888 had acquired the Albertype
process which was a photo-printing method
closely related to collotypes, in which gelatin was
adhered to glass plates creating printable
negatives. Worldcat locates 1 copy of later version
(1906 -- Seattle Public Library). !
$ 185.00

First edition of this beautifully printed catalogue
for rubber boots, logging boots, lumbermen’s
rubber overshoes, men’s and women’s “Storm
slippers,” along with heeled shoes and boots for

181) SHIPTON, Eric. The Mount Everest
reconnaissance expedition. New York: E.P.
Dutton & Co., Inc., [1953]. 4to. 128 pp. Photos,
maps, diagrams. Beige publisher’s cloth, blue
lettering, w/ d.j. cover art photo of Everest (minor
scuffing, slight rubbing, couple minor closed tears,
price-clipped), NF/VG- copy. Second printing of
this illustrated memoir exploring the several
possible routes for climbing Mount Everest from
Nepal, concluding that the only feasible choice was
via the Khumbu Icefall, Western Cwm, and South
Col, used subsequently by two Swiss expeditions
in 1952, and then the 1953 British Expedition led by
Hunt. !!
!
!
!
$ 50.00

182) [SHOES -- CATALOGUE]. [CONVERSE,
Elisha S.] Boston Rubber Shoe Company
catalogue 1896 and 1897. Boston, MA & New
York: Boston Rubber Shoe Co., [Printed by
G.H. Buek & Co. Lithograph], 1896. 4to. [1], 23
pp. With 10 colour chromolithograph plates,
numerous black & white text illustrations. Colourchromolithograph illustrated covers, with Bunker
Hill Memorial cover art, gilt lettering (minor
dustsoiling & foxing, minor shelfwear), still VG
copy. ! $ 200.00

women. Elisha Converse founded the Boston
Rubber Shoe Company in the mid-1800s using the
newly invented vulcanized rubber to make
numerous types of footwear. By the mid-1890s, the
company employed over 3000 workers, and was
producing over 40,000 pairs of shoes each day, in
over 1500 styles. Gustave H. Buek was a very
successful commercial lithography printer, and not
only aided in the formation of the American

Lithographic Co. of New York, but was the first to
introduce facsimile water-colour work into
commercial lithography. No physical copies
located in Worldcat; See: Faust, The German
Element in the United States with Special
Reference, Vol. II, pp. 110-111. !

183) [SPIEGLE]. HUMPHREY [GREEN],
Mabel. Bright days through the year . . .
paintings in water-colours by Frederick M.
Spiegle. Together with new stories and verses
by. . . . New York: Frederick A. Stokes Co.,
1901. Folio. [76 pp (unpaginated).] Illustrated title
page, colour frontisp., numerous colour plates,
illustrated sepia-tinted borders. Quarter-blue cloth
over colour-illustrated boards, rounded corners,
cover art by Spiegle (minor edgewear, rubbing,
wear to corners, very minor dustsoiling, inner
hinges starting), still VG- copy. First edition of this
scarce and charming calendar book for children,
filled with verses and anecdotes for New Year’s
Day, Valentine’s Day, First Kite-flying day, April
Fool’s Day, May Day, Halloween, and more.
Worldcat locates 1 copy (LSU). Spiegle (1863-1942)
was well known for his wildlife paintings and
etchings, and close friend of President Theodore
Roosevelt. Mabel Humphrey was the younger
sister to the very successful book illustrator Maud
Humphrey, and aunt to Humphrey Bogart.

!

!

!

!

!

$ 150.00

184) [STEEL -- MANUFACTURING].
[TIMKEN] Timken steel and how it has made
possible the use of a superfine product by
many steel users who have previously
thought fine material too costly. Canton, OH:
The Timken Roller Bearing Co., Steel Sales
Division, 1927. Folio. 14.5 x 11.25 in. [20 leaves
(unnumbered).], printed on thick glossy clay-sized
paper, colour-lithographed illustrations
throughout. White publisher’s boards, colour plate
mounted front cover, gray & black lettering on
front cover (slight bumping to couple corners), w/
original patterned glassine (couple minor closed
tears), VG/VG copy. ! !
!
$ 295.00
First edition of this exceedingly scarce Timken
Company souvenir, filled with lavish Jazz Age Art
Deco illustrations by Hal Clark, H. Foster, and

Wilcox, whose artwork vividly portrayed Timken’s
industrial production processes. In 1927, the
Timken Harrison Steel Plant installed three giant
electric furnaces, and a 100-ton open-hearth

furnace to replace the original equipment enabling
cheaper production of a higher grade of steel.
Clark, Foster, and Wilcox ads were featured in
Fortune Magazine, Motor Age, and many of the
other industrial and trade magazines of the period
extolling the virtues of Timken Steel. The Timken
Roller Bearing Co. was founded by Henry Timken
(1831-1909), a German-American inventor who
first patented the tapered roller bearing in 1898,
and in 1899 founded the company which by the
1920s supplied 90% of the roller bearings for trains,
conveyors, elevators, and aircraft engines in the
United States. No copies located in Worldcat.

copy of the wonderful poetry anthology by
Stevenson, with the beautiful plates by Jessie
Willcox Smith. !
!
!
$ 125.00

186) TWAIN, Mark [CLEMENS, Samuel].
Saint Joan of Arc. With illustrations in color
by Howard Pyle. Decorations in tint by
Wilfred J. Jones. New York: Harper &
Brothers, [1919]. 8vo. xiii, [3], 32 pp. Illust. title

185) STEVENSON, Robert Louis. A child's
garden of verses. With illustrations by Jessie
Willcox Smith. New York: Charles Scribner’s
Sons, 1927. 4to. xii, pp. Colour-illustrated title, 9
colour plates, numerous black & white text
illustrations, colour-illustrated endpapers. Black
cloth, gilt lettering on spine, colour plate mounted
on front cover (very minor shelfwear, slight
rubbing foot of spine), w/ original glassine d.j. and
printed flaps attached for front and rear covers
(chipping & tears, some loss to fragile glassine),
still NF/G- copy, w/ former ownership markings
on ffep. Early Scribner’s edition of this charming

in green & black, colour frontisp., 3 colour plates.
Black publisher’s cloth, gilt lettering on spine,
colour plate mounted front cover, w/ gilt ruling by
Pyle t.e.g., illustrated endpapers (slight shelfwear,
very slight bowing to front cover), w/ d.j. thick
gray paper stock, lettering in black & green, colour
lozenge plate mounted front cover (minor
chipping head & foot of spine, edgewear &
creasing fore-edges), still VG/VG- copy. First
separate edition, 1st printing with the Howard
Pyle illustrations of this beautifully illustrated
work which portrays the undying charm of Joan’s
character in the aftermath of World War I. This
includes all points, with the figure on p. 18 in
upright position, illustrated endpapers, and D-T
publisher’s code on verso of title. BAL, 3683.

!

!

!

!

!

$ 325.00

187) [U.S. LIGHTHOUSE SERVICE -DIRECTORY]. Light list Pacific Coast.
United States, Canada, Hawaiian and
Samoan Islands. Department of Commerce,
Lighthouse Service. 1926 (corrected to
January 1). Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office, 1926. 8vo. 257, [1] pp. Dark-

First edition, thus, of this exceedingly scarce list
describing all lighted aids to navigation and fog
signals maintained by the United States
Lighthouse Service under the Dept. of Commerce
on the coasts of California, Oregon, Washington,
Alaska, Hawaii, Midway, Guam, and the Samoan
Islands, along with those maintained by the
Canadian Government in British Columbia. These
lighthouses encompass Seacoast Lighthouses,
Secondary lights, river, harbor & other lights,
Lightships, and other floating lights such as in
buoys or other navigation aids. The carefully
arranged lists delineate the lighthouse No., name,
character, period of light, location, miles visible,
candle power, description of structure, vessel, top
of lantern above base, and fog signal, as well as
continued remarks. The U.S. Lighthouse Service
was established out of the U.S. Light-House Board
in 1910, and focused on hiring civilians,
incorporating new technology including the
radiobeacon in 1921. From 1920 to 1926 the
numbers of lighthouses, light buoys, small lights,
and lightships more than doubled from 11,000 to
over 24,000. Worldcat locates 1 copy (Bayerisch
Staatsbibliothek).

green printed softcovers, map of limits of light lists
published by U.S. Lighthouse Service on verso of
front cover, black lettering on front cover & spine
(edgewear, couple minor closed tears, slight
creasing to corners), still VG- copy, w/ former
stamps for Max Kuner Co. Nautical and Surveying
Instruments, 804 First Ave., Seattle, WA on front
cover & title. ! !
!
!
$ 550.00

188) [UTAH -- MINING MAP]. BEESON, J.
[oseph] J.[osiah]. (Mining Engineer). Map of

the San Frafeal, Caineville and Summerville
structures, Utah. Compiled for. . . . Salt Lake
& Ogden, UT: J.A. Hogle & Co.; J.L. Denham
Co., Mining Stock Brokers, 627 Judge
Building, [ca. 1930]. 1 large map, 19 x 24 in.
Relief shown by hachures, imprint in lower corner
of map, stamp of mining brokers in purple ink,
very minor edgewear, fold creases as issued, still
NF map, with a couple of claims outlined in yellow
ink. First edition of this scarce map showing
mining claims in the San Rafael Swell region of
Emery and Wayne Counties, UT, located in central
Utah, bordered by the towns of Green River,
Huntington, Caineville, and Hanksville. All of the
assorted mining claims, oil drilling claims, and
more are demarcated, the Emery & Wayne County
Line, as well as what were the US Public Lands at
the time. The San Rafael Swell area ores were
dominated by uranium ore, which was producing
over 200,000 tons of ore annually by the beginning
of the 20th century, primarily for medical
treatments and radium research. This map also
includes a detailed stratigraphic column diagram
inset to the lower right. Worldcat locates 1 copy
(Univ. of Utah). !
!
!
$ 150.00

189) [UTAH -- SALOON PHOTO]. [Original
albumen photograph of a Salt Lake City,
Utah saloon in the 1890s, showing bartender,
and possible owner setting behind the bar,
beer advertisements on wall behind, large
mirror, and bare Edison bulb lights and brass
light fixture hanging from ceiling]. [Salt
Lake City, UT: n.p., ca. 1895]. One albumen
photo sized 6 x 8.25 in mounted on 8 x 10 in. studio

board (slight lifting & wear to couple corners of
image, minor soiling & spotting to studio board,
annotations on verso), still a VG- image w/ strong
contrast. This remarkable albumen photo of a Salt
Lake City, UT saloon details the beer advertising
on the wall, the ornate Victorian mirrored bar back,
and the decorations of the period. The most
prominent advertisements on the wall above the
bar back are two round displays for the William J.
Lemp Western Brewing Co. which was
incorporated in St. Louis, MO in 1892, and by the
mid-1890s was the first brewery to establish coastto-coast distribution of its beers in refrigerated
railcars. Although not identified, the annotations
on the back of the photo reference two nearby
businessmen, including: William Otho Dunlap
(1867-1920), blacksmith in Salt Lake until 1898, and
then later in California, and finally a machinist in
the Port Orchard, WA Navy Yard following World
War I; Frank D. Melvin (b. 1870) lumber salesman,
hardware supplier, who later moved to South
Dakota, and California. $ 150.00

190) VILDRAC, Charles [pseud. MESSAGER,
Charles] & CHAPELAIN-MIDY, [Roger].
Vitrines. Lithographies de Chapelain-Midy.
Pour les amis du Docteur Lucien-Graux.
[Paris: Manuel Bruker, imrimee Ducros et
Colas; Lithographies sur la presse a bras de
Maurice Berdon, 1930]. 4to. [78 pp
(unpaginated).], printed on Imperial Japan paper,

including text lithographic illustrations, suite of 13
additional numbered and signed lithographs laidin, preserving original glassine wrapper. Printed
softcover dustjacket folded over and adhered to
beige softcovers as issued, green & black lettering
on front cover (very minor shelfwear, slight
bumping to corners), still VG bright copy, signed &
numbered both on suite of lithographs and
limitation leaf by Chapelain-Midy. First edition,
signed, No. 3 of 25 copies printed on Imperial
Japan paper, with additional suite of 13
lithographs also signed by the artist. ChapelainMidy (1904-1992) noted lithographer, and painter,
whose first gallery exhibition held by Armand
Drouant occurred in 1930, later designed sets and
costumes for Indies Rameau in 1952, Mozart’s
Magic Fluet at the paris Opera in 1954, and
illustrated works for Giraudoux, Gide, Baudelaire,
Fontenelle, Simenon, and others. ! $ 375.00
bright set, w/ binder’s stamp of P.[eleg] B. Sanford
(1855-1929), noted Boston, Mass, and Pittsburg, PA
fine binder, whose artisan students included Mary
Crease Sears, and Agnes St. John. ! $ 750.00

191) [WILLIAM IV]. WRIGHT, G.[eorge] N.
[ewenham] & [WATKINS, John]. The life and
reign of William the Fourth. . . [Extraillustrated]. London & Paris: Fisher, Son &
Co., 1837. Two vols. 8vo. vi, [7]-416; [2], [417]-868
pp. Extra-illustrated steel-engraved title, 14
engraved plates by Fisher, with 104 extraillustrated steel-engraved and woodcut engraved
views and portraits bound into both volumes
(several large folding, some carefully mounted, or
tipped-in to larger pieces of laid paper). Threequarter crimson-coloured morocco over marbled
boards, marbled endpapers, raised bands on gilt
decorated spines, gilt lettering, t.e.g. (very slight
chip to head of spine vol. 1 to headband, minor
wear & slight bumping to corners), still a VG

First edition of this lavishly extra-illustrated
biography of King William IV, last Hanover King,
and uncle to Queen Victoria who succeeded him
upon his death in 1837. The extra engravings and
illustrations encompass images of King George III,
George Washington (who had approved a plot to
kidnap the prince), the city of New York during the
American Revolution, in which he fought, Lord
Nelson with whom he was a close friend, the Duke
of Wellington, Prime Minister George Canning, Sir
Robert Peel, the port of Cadiz, views of London,
Oxford, assorted palaces, and much more. When
he took the throne at 64 in 1830 after the death of
his brother George IV, he was the oldest person to
date to take the throne of England, and his only
children were five sons and five daughters from

his longtime mistress Dorothea Bland, an Irish
actress known as Mrs. Jordan, and none from his
later marriage to Adelaide of Saxe-Meiningen. His
reign saw the passage of the Reform Act, the
abolition of slavery, and supported legislation to
abolish penal laws against dissenting Christians.
See: Claire Coburn Swift, The Fine Art of
Bookbinding, New Outlook (1908), Vol. 90, pp.
433-440.

among Chinese-Americans in Portland, OR
showing the Chinese Mission School Class,
overseen by W.P. Bentley and Lee Tong, efforts to
help opium addicts in San Francisco, CA, as well
as missionary efforts in Puerto Rico, Mexico, India,
Jamaica, and more. No copies of this edition
located in Worldcat; See: Libby Cierzniak,
Indianapolis Collected: Mission Accomplished
(Aug. 23, 2014).

192) [WOMEN -- MISSIONS]. POUNDS,
Mattie E. Views from the Mission fields of
the Christian Woman’s Board of Missions:
showing pictures of some of the
missionaries, mission buildings, natives,
idols, customs, etc. [Cover title: Work and
workers in the Mission fields of the. . . .]
[Indianapolis, IN]: Christian Woman’s Board
of Missions, [1911]. Oblong 4to. [32 pp
(unpaginated).], photo illustrated throughout.
Beige-printed softcovers, gilt lettering & Arts &
Crafts gilt ornamented border on front cover, sewn
w/ red silk braid at spine (minor age toning, and
slight dustsoiling as usual), still VG copy. $ 150.00
Sixth edition, revised, and one of the earliest
editions to include a photo of the newly opened
Sara Davis Deterding Missionary Training School.
In 1912, it would be renamed the College of
Missions, and was closely affiliated with Butler
University. This illustrated work touts the CWBM
efforts among African-Americans, including
images of their schools in Jonesboro, TN, and Lum,
AL, & Martinsville, VA, with the African-American
missionary Jacob Kenoly laboring in Liberia. In
addition, there are sections on the mission efforts

193) [WOMEN -- VIRGINIA]. “DUKE” We
four and no more. Dedicated to my olds
schoolmate and best of friends. C.M.M.
[Charming Victorian manuscript relating the
bicycle and traveling adventures of two
young women, and male friends to Pen Mar
Park, Greencastle, PA, the Mt. Quirauk iron

observatory, and the Gettysburg battlefield
monument]. [Waynesboro, VA]: “Duke,”
1898. 4to. [46 leaves (unnumbered).], typescript
manuscript on laid paper, w/ 12 tipped-in
albumen photos sized 3.25 x 3.5 in., and 3 pencil
text illustrations. Gray boards, gilt manuscript
lettering on front cover, punch sewn with brown
silk braid at gutter margin (some chipping to lower
corner front cover, edgewear, pulling to punch
holes at gutter, light uniform toning), still a VGexemplar. !
!
!
!
$ 475.00

An uncommon typescript manuscript relating the
adventures of two women bicycling enthusiasts
with their potential suitors in 1898. Ms. “Duke”
has explained in her introduction that “First as the
contents are of not interest to others than those in
‘We Four and No More,’ that each copy is to be
considered private property (classed with bike and
camera). . . secondly, as each member ceases to be a
member through death, his or her copy to be
handed to the one living nearest and finally
destroyed.” She details how the four first meet hen
her friend C.M. hailed on a bicycle ride, and the
group’s historian, Duke “much to my disgust”
was afraid the ride would be called off, but instead
the two women enlisted the two boys to enjoy the
ride with them. She details their trips to Pen Mar
Park, picnicking on ham sandwiches, fried chicken,
rolls, olives, pickles, cake and lemonade, a stop by
the Buena Vista Hotel, and later returned home not
wanting to “break the rules of propriety by going

home too early.” She further details excursions to
family homes, assorted dinners, and a delightful
visit to the Mt. Quirauk Observatory topped by a
75 foot high tower providing an excellent view of
the Blue Mountains. The two women invite their
male friends for a bicycle excursion to Gettysburg,
but decide to travel by train instead, and the boys
thought that “things were going too far” with the
Duke and her friend insisting they take the role of
ladies being led on the tour through the National
Cemetery. The four part ways at the end of
September, declaring they will all return for more
adventures at Christmas. Many of the photos are
group shots, and all depict the four young people
as well-to-do, and well dressed, although without
any specific identifications, with only initials used
through the entire manuscript.

194) WOOD, Charles Erskine Scott. Poems
from the ranges. San Francisco: The Lantern
Press, Gelber-Lilienthal, Inc., [Grabhorn
Press], 1929. 8vo. [8], 32, [2] pp. Woodcutengraved frontisp. by Ray Boynton. Vellum-backed
gray boards, vellum corners, printed spine label,
w/ original openbacked gray slipcase (very minor
edgewear, wear to 1 corner), still F/VG copy,
signed by both author & artist on frontisp., and

inscribed and signed again by Wood to Leon
Gelber, noting his appreciation and long
friendship. ! !
!
$ 650.00
First edition, No. 2 of 50 copies printed on
handmade paper, signed and numbered, and
inscribed. Published the same year as a new
expanded edition of Poet in the Desert, the noted
Portland author’s (1852-1944) epic Jeremiad poem
judging man’s ills and civilization. This work
consisted of twenty-two western cowboy poems
recalling the conditions and life of the cowboy
pushing cattle. Wood was an early settler in the
Oregon country after fighting in the Nez Perce
Indian Wars, and later a lawyer, author, editor, as
well as a supporter of the Wobblies, an anarchist,
and advocate of the Free Love movement. Gelber
(1891-1947) a Romanian-American book salesman
and antiquarian, joined with Theodore Max
Lilienthal (1893-1972) in establishing the GelberLilienthal Book Shop at 336 Sutter, with Gelber as
president, who also founded the Lantern Press
publishing Company which printed a number of
their editions at the Grabhorn Press, including
Hildegard Flanner, A Tree in Bloom (1924), Jake
Zeitlin’s Whispers and Chants (1927) with
illustrations by Valenti Angelo, and many others.

Magee, Grabhorn Press, 121; Kevin Starr, Material
Dreams: Southern California Through the 1920s,
pp. 325-328; Bingham, Charles Erskine Scott Wood
(1990), pp. 33-34; Julie Melby, The Gelber-Lilenthal
Book Shop of San Francisco, Graphic Arts
Exhibitions, Princeton University Library (2010).

195) [WOOD TANKS -- CATALOGUE].
“National Quality” wood tanks including
mining and chemical tanks and cyanide
plants. Catalog No. 37. Portland, OR:
National Tank & Pipe Co., Division of M and
M Wood Working Co., 1937. 8vo. 121, [1] pp.
Numerous photo illustrations, diagrams, tables,
throughout. Beige colour-illustrated softcovers,
cover art in black & orange showing two large
wooden industrial tanks next to factory, lettering in
black & orange, yapp edges (slight shelfwear), NF
copy. First edition of this handbook on wood pipe
constructed from Pacific Northwest Douglas Fir,
Redwood, or Cedar for uses in pulp and paper,
mining, chemical and food processing industries,
water storage, hydroelectric projects, and more. In
addition, the company produced wood water pipe,
wood acid pipes, cross arms for telephone lines,
and power transmission. Worldcat locates 1 copy
(SMU). !
!
!
!
$ 75.00

196) [WORLD WAR I -- UNITED STATES
NAVY]. [KLINE, Frank S. (Chief Yeoman)].
U.S. Naval Training Camp, Seattle, U.S.A. . . .
[Seattle, WA: United States Navy, 1919].
Oblong folio. 14.25 x 8.5 in. [48 pp (unpaginated).]
Photo-illustrated throughout, 1 large folding
panoramic photo of the Training Camp. Photoillustrated softcovers, punch sewn at gutter margin
w/ red, white & blue silk braid, yapp edges
(edgewear, minor creasing, some chipping to foreedges, wear to corners), still VG- copy. $ 250.00
First edition of this lavishly illustrated souvenir
book for personnel who trained during World War
I at the U.S. Naval Training Camp which was
established on the grounds of the University of

Washington along Portage Bay on Lake Union,
now occupied by the UW Health Sciences Center.
These photographs show the facilities, training
activities, and the training classes which passed
through comprised of Washington and Oregon
State naval militia, half of whom were graduates
from Washington and Oregon state colleges. Of
special interest are the images of the Yeomanettes,
or female yeomen in the Naval Reserves who were
trained to perform clerical and other shore duties
to help with manpower shortages. Over 5000
personnel trained at the Training Camp, many of
them on the USS Princeton, a composite gunboat
decommissioned in 1915, and then
recommissioned for service in the Puget Sound.
Most of the photos were taken by Ira Webster and
Nelson Stevens, who were Seattle commercial
photographers, who also took many of the photos
for the Seattle Times. Worldcat locates 4 copies
(Nabvy Dept. Lib., Texas A&M, Seattle Public,
UofW).

197) [WORLD WAR II -- OIL PIPELINE].
FINNIE, Richard. Canol: the sub-Arctic
Pipeline and Refinery Project constructed by
Bechtel-Price-Callahan for the Corps of
Engineers United States Army 1942-1944. . . .
San Francisco: Bechtel-Price-Callahan, [by
Ryder & Ingram, Publishers. Printed by
Taylor & Taylor], 1945. Folio. ix, [1], 210 pp. Title

in blue & black, colour frontisp., colour plates,
maps, black & white photos, text illustrations.
Army-green coloured cloth, gilt lettering stamped
on front cover (minor wear, rubbing to front cover
& spine, faint tidemark to lower fore-edge of
textblock), still G- copy. First edition of this wellillustrated souvenir history of the construction of
the Canol pipeline carrying crude oil from Norman
Wells, Northwest Territories to Alaska during
World War II. The light crude oil only required a 4
inch diameter pipeline, and was in use for 14
months. The pipeline’s route is now a wilderness
hiking trail. ! !
!
!
$ 100.00

198) [WORLD’S FAIRS -- CHICAGO]. A
Century of Progress Exposition Chicago:
official pictures in color. . . . Chicago: Century
of Progress, [Neely Printing Co.], 1934.
Oblong 4to. [64 pp (unpaginated).] Colour-photo
plates throughout. Textured black & gold
softcovers, spiral-bound as issued, die-cut window
on front cover showing colour-illust. title beneath
(very minor shellfwear, slight creasing), still NF
copy. First edition of this lavishly illustrated work
on the Chicago Exposition, which provided the
epitome of American Art Deco. The photos by
Kaufman & Fabry the official photographers,
provide numerous examples of interior and
exterior architectural shots, furniture, and fixtures
in the Art Deco style. !!
!
$ 45.00

199) [WPA -- CATHOLIC MISSIONARIES].
[JENNINGS, Tess E. (Translator)]. An
account of the missions of the diocese of
Quebec which are supported by the Society

of the Propagation of the Faith. January 1839,
No. 1; January 1840, No. 2. Translated by. . .
W.P.A. Projects, Nos. 4165 & 5606. . . Notice
sur les missions du diocese de Quebec. . . .
Seattle, WA: Univ. of Washington, Works
Progress Administration, 1937. Two vols. in
one. 4to. [3], ii, 62; [2], ii, 59 leaves, mimeographed
on typing paper, title of vol. II is original typed
sheet. Brown cloth, gilt lettering on spine, w/
binder’s ticket for Davis & Holman, Portland,
Oregon on rear pastedown (ex-lib markings on
endpapers, spine), still VG exemplar from the
Marylhurst College library, w/ bookplate on
pastedown, college was closed and library
disbursed in 2018. First edition, thus, of this
English translation of the French originals was
sponsored by the Works Progress Administration
in order to aid English-speaking scholars and
students in studying the impact of the Quebec
missionary efforts in the West. These accounts
encompass descriptions of the efforts of Rev.
Joseph Norbert Provencher, and Rev. Joseph Severe
Norbert Dumoulin who established missions at
Pembina becoming the first missionaries in present
day North Dakota in order to service the former
Northwest Company and Hudson’s Bay Company
fur traders who had intermarried with local Native
Americans; the Columbia Mission to present-day
Pacific Northwest and British Columbia by Father
Norbert Blanchet who established his first mission
at Cowlitz (Washington) in December, 1838
offering detailed accounts of his efforts at Fort
Vancouver, Fort Colville, Fort Okanagan, Fort
Walla Walla, as well as extended details on the
Willamette River Mission; as well as a detailed
memoir of Father Louis LeFebvre de Bellefeuille’s
mission to the First Nations in Upper Ottawa to
Lake Abitibi, and many more. Wagner-Camp, 78
(Original French editions, Nos. 1-21, 1839-74).

!

!

!

!

!

$ 395.00

200) [WPA -- NEW YORK]. [KIRK, Frank A.
& BRESLIN, Rose (?)]. [An exceptional
archive of 66 original silver gelatin
photographs documenting Works Progress
Administration projects in and around
Amsterdam, NY in Montgomery County
from May, 1936 through February, 1941.
These projects encompassed repairing the

city reservoir, repaving streets, constructing
new sewer lines for new building
developments, a WPA exhibit at the County
Fair, flood control projects, refurbishing the
Amsterdam, NY Post Office, a Comfort
Station, bridge building, as well as
demolition of old buildings to create public
parks]. [Amsterdam, Montgomery Co., NY:
Works Progress Administration, Works
Projects Administration, 1936-1941]. Oblong
4to. Sixty-six original silver gelatin photographs
printed on thick photo stock, sized 8 x 10 in., all
preserved in archival mylar sleeves, nearly all with
printed or typed labels on versos, filled out with
locations, project numbers and photographer’s
name, some w/ pencil MS annotations, many w/
locations and dates w/in the negative at lower
fore-edge of image (most w/ two-hole punch at
upper fore-edge from having been originally
stored in 2-ring binder now perished, some minor
bowing to images). Recent cloth post-binder, brass
screw-posts at gutter margin, stamping on front
cover, VG exemplar with all images having strong
bright contrast. !
!
!
$ 1850.00
This extraordinary archive of photographs
chronicles the efforts and impact of the WPA
infrastructure projects in and around Amsterdam,
NY from 1936 through early 1941. The impact
upon New York from the WPA cannot be
overstated, as evidenced by the many different
engineering, building, and construction
undertakings depicted. These included Project No.
220 --focusing on flood repair work at the city
reservoir, and run-off tunnels; Project 44-433 --

widening, paving and laying of new sewer lines
for Sloan Ave.; Project 43-582 -- laying of 2152 feet
of storm sewer to open new residential section on
Catherine St.; along with resurfacing Carmichael
St., widening and resurfacing County Road #94,
reconstructing the bypass around the City
Reservoir, and even an image of the WPA County
Fair Exhibit, showing some of these photographs
as part of the display. The photographs depict
automobiles, construction equipment, road and
construction crews, often showing the WPA sign
prominently displayed identifying the project, as
well as views of the homes, business, and streets in
and around Amsterdam, NY during the 1930s.

Some of the projects proved vital to the area such
as the rebuilding of the hillsides, and roadsides
along the highway which had suffered closures
from landslides, work along the Auriesville-Glen
road which was previously impassable in winter
and spring, street improvements for the
Amsterdam Free Library, and many more. Of

particular interest are the before and after
photographs depicting the impact and progress of
several of the projects, as well as their contribution
to ongoing civic improvement for Amsterdam
residents. Frank Kirk (1870-1948) was an active
commercial photographer who was working out of
his own studio in Saratoga, NY by the end of the
19th century. He owned and operated studios
through the opening decades of the 20th century in
Leominster, MA, Ausable, NY, and Keesville, NY,
shooting throughout upstate New York.

After much investigation, we were unable to
determine exactly who could have been the
“Breslin” photographer listed on the versos of
several images. The only New York/New Jersey,
and New England resident listed in street
directories, or census records working as a
photographer in the 1930s was Rose Breslin (later
Sullivan after 1940), who was the daughter of
Thomas Breslin, a successful Irish-American New
Jersey textiles manufacturer. Not in New York
Public Library’s Photography Collection; See:
Projects in Amsterdam, New York, The Living New
Deal, UC Berkeley, Dept. of Geography (2018);
Terry Golway, W.P.A. Projects Left Their Stamp on
the Region, New York Times (April 15, 2009).

201) [WYETH]. PORTER, Miss Jane. The
Scottish Chiefs. Edited by Kate Douglas
Wiggin and Nora A. Smith. Illustrated by
N.C. Wyeth. New York: Charles Scribner’s
Sons, 1923. 4to. xv, [3], 503, [1] pp. Colour-illust.
title, 9 colour plates, colour-illust. endpapers. Black
cloth, colour plate mounted front cover (minor
edgewear, slight chip to upper fore-edge back

cover, very light rubbing to corners), w/ d.j. thick
printed tan paper, colour plate mounted front
cover (tears, chipping, old tape repairs), still VG/
G- copy. Early Wyeth-illustrated edition of this tale
founded on Barbour’s poem of The Brus, with its
heroic story of William Wallace and Bruce and the
long war of Scottish independence. The writers
personal knowledge of the localities strengthens
the work. The early printings with the original
Scribner’s Illustrated Classics jackets are scarce.
!
!
!
!
!
$ 150.00

APPENDIX

202) [COWBOY MUSIC -- PHOTO
ARCHIVE]. [FERRY, Nellie & CHAPMAN,
Connie (Compilers).] [An outstanding

archive of material compiled by two
Portland, Oregon women, who were
presidents of their respective fan clubs after
World War II, and whose enthusiasm drove
them to witness and chronicle the
tremendous influence of the Southern
California “singing cowboy” music genre
then dominating the West Coast music scene.
Included here are over a 1000 photos and film
negatives, over 200 of them signed by various
performing artists, together with three
original photo-illustrated self-published fan
magazines, original letters, clippings,
brochures, souvenirs, and more. Centering
around the Sons of the Pioneers, and their
Lucky U Ranch Radio & Television shows
based in Los Angeles, these images include
such music celebrities as Roy Rogers, Gene
Autry, June Carter, Ken Curtis, Hugh & Karl
Farr, Tim Spencer, Bob Nolan, Shug Fisher,
Chet Atkins, Lefty Frizzell, Hawkshaw
Hawkins, Ann Jones, Judy Lynn, Lloyd
Perryman, Wade Ray, Hank Snow, Ernest
Tubb, T. Texas Tyler, and many others. In
addition, these images document many
different Sons of the Pioneers performances
in Portland, OR, Bostonia Ballroom, San
Diego, CA, Chicago Stadium, IL, Ohio State
Fair, Sleepy Hollow Ranch, PA, Birmingham,
AL, playing in the studio at the Lucky U
Ranch radio show taping, recording sessions,
hijinks, birthday party for Karl Farr with
birthday cake from the Fan Club, rodeos,
parades, signing autographs in mobs of fans,
and Sons of the Pioneers Reunion Shows].
Together with: Fisher’s fan review: Shug
Fisher Fan Club; Fisher’s Fan Review:
Official Shug Fisher Fan Club, Aug.-Nov.
1951, Vol. 3, No. 1; Fisher’s Fan Review; Bob
Nolan and the Sons of the Pioneers, Fifteenth
Anniversary Souvenir Program; A story of
the Grand Ole Opry; Album of Hillbilly and
Western Favorites; Faron Young souvenir
program; Hank Thompson: a folio of favorite
recorded hits, and more. [Portland, OR:

Colleen Chapman Cody, Nellie Ferry, Earnest
Ferry, 1935-1998]. ! !
!
$ 6500.00

This extraordinary musical archive of privately
printed fanzines, photographs, photo albums,
letters, clippings, records, and memorabilia offer
invaluable historical visual & audio artifacts,
documenting the passion of two

young women for the Cowboy Western music
scene surging from its’ Southern California roots
following World War II. This quintessential
American art form emerged with the advent of
sound movies and the consumer’s hunger for
Western films in all their formats in the depths of

recording radio shows for Standard Radio in Los
Angeles. Bruce Eder in All Music Guide
considered them to be the foremost vocal and
instrumental group in western music, and the
definitive group specializing in cowboy songs
influencing generations of musical stars which

the Great Depression, especially for the singing
cowboy B-Westerns initially starring Gene Autry,
and quickly followed by Roy Rogers. Both Colleen
Chapman and Nellie Ferry were fans of the Sons of
the Pioneers cowboy singers, and the many
groundbreaking spinoff artists, films, radio shows,
and television shows that the group would create

from 1934 through the 20th Century. The Sons of
the Pioneers group was originally named the
Pioneer Trio when founded in 1933, and began

followed. Their early members included founder
Leonard Slye (Roy Rogers), Bob Nolan, Tim
Spencer, Hugh and Karl Farr, and are remembered

for such classics as “One More Ride,” “Tumbling
Tumbleweeds,” “Ghost Riders,” and “Cool Water.”
These singing cowboys appeared in nearly 100
films, often appearing with other singing cowboys
such as Gene Autry, and added their distinct vocal
sound to many B-westerns including Hollywood

Canteen (1944), The Gay Ranchero (1944), and
Melody Time (1948). They even provided the
musical background for John Wayne in John Ford’s
The Searchers in 1956, as well as other movies of
the period, and are members in the Cowboy Hall
of Fame, Western Music Hall of Fame, and the
Country Music Hall of Fame. During World War II,
American country folk music became mixed with
cowboy western, and in the post-World War II era
cowboy dress became the preferred style as
depicted by cowboy artists in their performances,
radio shows, movies, and TV shows. Colleen and
Nellie attended radio show performances in Los
Angeles, concerts in Portland, Seattle, Tacoma, and
other parts of the country including those in
Illinois, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and even Alabama,
documenting their trips with photographs, tidbits
about their musical heroes, and preparing their fan
club fanzine for “Shug Fisher, Sons of the Pioneers

included: Hugh (1903-1980) & Karl Farr
(1909-1961), considered to be the most important
fiddle-and-guitar duo in the history of country &
western music, a team of brother virtuosos who
brought the vocabulary and dexterity of Jazz into
the confines of cowboy songs for more than 25
years, and in fact Karl Farr received one of
Fender’s very first Telecasters in 1949; Bob Nolan
(1908-1980), a Los Angeles based poet, singer,
songwriter, and actor whose songs were entirely
original cowboy compositions, and is generally
regarded as one of the finest western songwriters
of all time; Lloyd Perryman (1917-1977) who first
performed on KERN radio in Bakersfield, CA,
before moving to Los Angeles where he starred
with the 4-S Ranch Boys, before taking over for
Tim Spencer in The Sons of the Pioneers, and Roy
Rogers when he left the group for his film career.

Fan Club.” Shug Fisher (1907-1984) was born
George Clinton Fisher of a Scots-Irish father and
Choctaw Native American mother in Oklahoma,
who played mandolin, fiddle, and guitar, and
moved to Los Angeles where he first appeared
with the Hollywood Hillbillies -- later the Beverly
Hillbillies, and alongside Roy Rogers on several
films. He first joined The Sons of the Pioneers in
1943 as a bass player and comedian appearing on
their Lucky U Ranch radio program while working
for Lockheed Aircraft during World War II. He also
played several character actor roles including
Shorty Kellums on the Beverly Hillbillies, and
numerous appearances on Gunsmoke. The two
women’s other Sons of the Pioneers favorite stars

At the same time they also attended many different
concerts of other artists, whom they socialized
with and knew personally -- many of them
groundbreaking stars, and a number of them
women artists. They even included a photo album
in this collection devoted to Ann Jones and her
Western Sweethearts -- the first all girl band in
Country & Western music, and considered one of
the best country voices of the early 1950s, even
including a photo of Nellie Ferry interviewing Ann
Jones at Vancouver, WA radio station KVAN;
photos of June Carter and the Carter sisters, Anita,
and Helen, and their mother Maybelle Carter; as
well as photos of Rose Maddox & the Maddox
Bros. which was a Modesto, CA based band

performing from 1937 to 1956, playing honky
tonks from the Pacific Northwest through
California rocking their audiences with a slap-bass
boogie, and an iconoclastic attitude towards the
more traditional cowboy music; Jean Shepard
(1933-2016) a Visalia, CA singer who first played
with the Melody Ranch Girls near Bakersfield, CA
in 1948, discovered by Hank Thompson, and
toured the country with Ferlin Huskey, and whose
husband Hawkshaw Hawkins tragically died with
Patsy Cline in a 1963 plane crash; and even Judy

Lynn (1936-2010), a former Miss Idaho and
talented singer who filled in for Jean Shepard
while on tours. Of additional interest are the
photos, signed photos, and notes from such artists
as Eddy Arnold (1918-2008) who dominated
Country Western music radio in the post-War era,
and hosted his own radio show; Tommy Collins
(1930-2000) who helped create the Bakersfield
sound of country music, and enjoyed a string of
hits during the mid-1950s; Ken Curtis (1916-1919),
Western movie star, singing cowboy, sang with
Tommy Dorsey, and was then lead singer of the
Sons of the Pioneers, recording Ghost Riders in the
Sky; Lefty Frizzell (1928-1975) who was the
definitive honky tonk singer whose vocal styles set
the style for generations of singers that followed,

and whose music influenced George Jones, Merle
Haggard, Willie Nelson, George Strait, and others;
T. Texas Tyler (1916-1972) charismatic western
singer through the 1940s and 1950s who began his
rise on daily appearances at radio stations in Long
Beach and Los Angeles, CA, appeared at Carnegie
Hall in 1949, and later hosted his own television
show, Range Round Up based in Los Angeles.
Signed photos in the archive which were presented
to Colleen and Nellie include such artists as: The
Sons of the Pioneers, Shug Fisher, Lefty Frizzell,
Ann Jones, Ole Rasmussen, Doye O’Dell, Ernest
Tubb, Randall Parker, Wade Ray, Jean Shepard,
Ferlin Huskey, Hawkshaw Hawkins, T. Texas Tyler,
Slim Whitman, Eddy Arnold, and many others.
The bootleg records included with the archive
encompass numerous performances by the Sons of
the Pioneers in Portland, an interview with Hank
Williams, Sr. in 1950, and many more.

Nellie Ferry (1912-1972), who worked in radio at
KVAN, and other radio stations in Portland, and
hosted radio interviews and shows for Country
Western stars, and was head of the T. Texas Tyler
fan club. Her husband Earnest V. Ferry (1907-1960)
worked as a machinist for the Union Pacific, and
also operated Ferry’s Foto service which supplied
photos for Country Western fan clubs. Chapman

(1930-1999) attended Milwaukie and Franklin High
Schools, was an avid amateur photographer,
aspired to be a reporter, and entered Lewis & Clark
College in 1947, before founding the Shug Fisher
Fan Club in Portland, OR, and became its
President, and primary contact with the Sons of the
Pioneers, and other cowboy western musical
groups. See: Lawrence Anderson, Music of the
West and Famous Singing Cowboys (2014);
Brunvand, American Folklore: An Encyclopedia,
pp. 348-350.

on verso, several signed by the artists, all adhered
to self-adhesive pages, mylar overlays. Recent
green simulated leather photo album, gilt lettering

stamped on front cover; 3rd - 4to. [40 pp
(unpaginated).] With 47 photos sized from 3 x 4 in.
up to 8 x 10 in., many w/ annotations, several
signed by the artists, all adhered to self-adhesive

Archive. 1st - Three vols. (2 binders & 1 case): 4to.
With 631 photographs (including 104 film
negatives), sized from 2 x 3 in. up to 8 x 10 in., over
150 of them signed, at least 40 % with annotations
on versos in pen, pencil, or printed w/in the
negative or lower blanks of the images, manuscript
text on remnants of scrapbook leaves with
mounted photos, some hand-coloured, some
colour photos (chipping & fraying to many of the
scrapbook leaves, soiling to some of the photos,
minor dampstaining, minor damage and tears to
about 60 of the photos, some w/ old tape along
fore-edges, or on backs), preserved in two 3-ring
binders, and case, stamping on front covers; 2nd 4to. [50 pp (unpaginated)]. With 62 photos, sized
from 3 x 4 in. up to 8 x 10 in., many w/ annotations

pages, mylar overlays, w/ ALS to Nellie Ferry
from Tex Tyler, 5 miscellaneous pieces of

ephemera. Recent burgundy coloured simulated
leather photo album, gilt stamping on front cover;
4th -- 4to. [116 pp (unpaginated).] With 102 photos,
sized from 3 x 4 up to 9 x 12 in., numerous printed
photos, ephemera pieces, several signed items, two
ALS, original mailing envelopes. Preserved in

padded simulated white leather 3-ring binder, all
photos w/ mylar overlays (some scuffing to a few
of the photos, some w/ old tape marks, edgewear),
still VG exemplar; 5th -- 4to. [18 pp (unpaginated).]
With 21 photos sized from 3.5 x 3.5 in. up to 8 x 10
in., some inscribed by Ann Jones, others w/ pen
annotations in lower margins, 4 pp. Sheet music of
Ann Jones laid-in, inscribed, preserved in recent
padded faux-leather album, self-adhesive pages,
mylar overlays, gilt lettering stamped on front.
[Fan Club newsletters]. 6th -- 4to. [72 pp
(unpaginated).], on thick paper stock, w/ 155
tipped-in photos (many w/ annotations in lower
margins, some on versos), sized from 2.5 x 3.0 in.
up to 8 x 10 in., numerous clippings, radio show &
television show tickets, I.D. card, magazine
clippings, promotional blurbs. Contemporary
padded brown post-binder, gilt decoration front
cover (some soiling, edgewear, rubbing, a few
photos removed, a couple loose laid-in), still VG-

exemplar. 7th-10th -- 4to. [1], 28 leaves, w/ 5
tipped-in photos, numerous text illustrations; [18
leaves (unnumbered).] w/ 3 tipped-in photos; 23
leaves, with numerous text illustrations, printed on

assorted colour papers; 11th -- 4to. [16 pp
(unpaginated).] With photo illustrations, text
illustrations, colour-printed softcovers (chewing,
predation to lower right corner), still G- reference
copy, from library of Colleen Chapman; 12th -- 4to.
64 pp. Numerous photo illustrations, double-page
photo centerfold, colour-illustrated softcovers,
minor shelfwear, NF copy; 13th -- 4to. [8 pp
(unpaginated).], photo illustrated throughout,
numerous signatures of assorted Country Western
artists autographed signed, colour-illustrated
softcovers (minor creasing, edgewear), still VG
copy; 14th -- 4to. [12 pp (unpaginated).],
numerous photo illustrations, colour illustrated
softcvers (light uniform interior toning), VG copy;
15th -- 4to. [44 pp (unpaginated).], lyrics & music
bars, photo illustrations, colour-illustrated
softcovers, signed by Thompson on front cover, 3
band members on back cover (minor soiling,
edgewear), still VG- copy; 16th -- Oblong 4to.
Album containing 78 albums for T.Texas Tyler
(some soiling to front pastedown, edgewear, minor
wear to shellac surfaces), still VG-; 17th -- Box of
recordable 45 rpm and 78 rpm 7, 9 & 10 in. bootleg
records cut on personal disc-cutting players at
radio stations and live performances, some in red
and black shellac, most w/ steel cores between the
platters, hand-written labels on the centers.
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Item No. 51:

ALL OFFERS SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE
As this is a Trade Show Catalogue, no items
can be held for consideration, or “On
Approval,” and all orders before and at the
Show will be considered final. Payment and
discount terms are available for institutions,
and usual discounts will apply.
After the 52nd Annual California
Antiquarian Book Fair in Oakland, CA
February, 2019 “On Approval” and other
terms will be accepted. Thank you very much
for your consideration.
Just a couple more photos of favorites:

